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The Work of the Lord
In the first chapter of the Common Rules of the Congregation of the
Mission we find the following objects
and purpose outlined:
"To preach tne gospel to the poor,
especially to the country folk."
"To assist clerics in acquiring the
knowledge and virtues essential for
their state of life."
The widespread motor missions of
this past summer and the assumption
of the administration of another diocesan seminary give heartening proof
that although 300 years have passed
since the bi 'li of the Little Company,
it is still fulfilling its primary aims.
St. Mary's Seminary, at La Porte,
Texas, which serves the Galveston
diocese, was founded by Bishop Gallagher in 1901. It houses approximately
100 students and has been assigned
a staff of 7 Vincentians, headed by
Very Reverend William P. Barr, C. M.,
as rector. The remainder of the faculty is as follows:
Reverend Marion L. Gibbons, C. M.,
Vice Rector.
Reverend Francis L. Hynes, C. M.,
Procurator.
Reverend Carlton A. Prindeville, C.
M.
Reverend James A. Fischer, C. M.
Reverend Donald Fallon, C. M.
Reverend Jerome S. Calcagno, C .M.
This bring tlo eleven the number
of major and minor seminaries conducted by the Vincentian Priests of
the Western Province, a good proportion of 150 seminaries conducted
by the Congregation throughout the
world.
In bringing the gospel to the poor
country folk, the motor missions were
given in four states this summer; Alabama, Missouri, Texas and Colorado.
The street preaching as usual brought
the truths of the CatholicFaith to
many who knew it ony as something
to be reviled. While waves of conver:s,
do not usually result from the missions, nevertheless there are not a few
who become interested in the Church
and each year sees some new members
entering the fold. The real fruit
though, lies in the propaedeutiic effect-just to dispel the ignorance of
things Catholic and the resultant creation of good will augurs well for the
future.
Now to avoid covering ground that
has been covered very well, we refer
our readers to a very excellent account of the motor missions in the
October "Vincentian," which is replete
with pictures and anecdotes of mission activity.
In the September issue of the Vincentian similar trea lment of the Seminary at La Porte will be found and
as practically all our subscribers also.
receive the Vincentian we have felt
that this brief summary would suffice.
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Father
Edward
Brannan, C.M.
1897
1951
FOR I HAVE GIVEN YOU AN EXAMPLE-THAT AS
I HAVE DONE TO YOU-SO DO YOU ALSO
(St. John 13, 15)
The most perfect compliment lhat can be paid any mortal is he was a
good priest. To be a priest is to be another Christ. To be a good priest is
faithfully to imitate the example Our Lord has given us.
Father Edward Brannan, C. M. was a good priest. He was a faithful
imitator of Our Lord. Our Lord preached the Gospel to the people of Palestine.
Vincent's in
Father Brannan preached the Gospel to the people of St.
Chicago and St. Patrick's in LaS'alle. Father Brannan, as Our Lord, preached
this Gospel not only in word but also in work. His works included convert
classes, bringing tihe Blessed Sacrament to the sick, visiting the parish school,
instructing engaged couples, and the other regular duties of a priest in a
large parish.
The example and work of Our Lord also extended to the sick. Our
Lord enjoyed curing the sick so much that if they had faith enough they
had only to touch his garment and t4hey would be healed. Father Brannan had
the same love for the sick of Charity Hospital, New Orleans and De Paul Hospital, St. Louis. His cures were not of the body; they were of tihe soul. How
many souls he managed to save just ibefore they would have perished eternally,
we do not know. How much joy he brought to the suffering bodies, we do not
know. What we do know is that Father was there, ready, desiring to help. He
was there as a good priest, about his Father's business.
Taking care of the sick and preaching the Gospel are only two small
ways Father Brannan imitated Our Lord for this imitation was the work of
his life-time. It was the unsung labor of every second of the day. It was the
being prepared to meet the excitement of a sick call as the switchboard operator
shouted that a man tiwo blocks away just shot himself. His work was being
prepared to welcome everyone coming to confession as though he were the
first, the most important, although he was the one hundred fiftieth during the
three hours. His labor was tihe smile in greeting when meeting the little rag-amuffin in the istreet.
Perhaps that last sentence is the way we best remember Father Brannani
smiling. Yes, it wasn't so much what he did for us that counted. It was tihe
feeling when he was doing it that he was the one being honored to do it for
us. No, we weren't imposing no matter what it was. Yes, that's why we can
say Father Brannan was not merely a priest, but a good priest. There was
something within him that made you know he loved you and was willing to
give himself for you. It was as though he were fulfilling in his word and
work that love than which there is no greater, for "greater love than this no
man hath that a may lay down his life for his friend." (St. John, 15:13).

DEO GRATIAS
OLD ST. VINCENT'S CARRIES ON
In forty years two generations have
grown up. It has been that long since
St. Vincent's closed her doors, yet this
year's Alumni Reunion at4 Leo Carillo's
Ranchito on August 6 brought together four hundr'ed grads and wellwishers. A number of confreres were
present, among tnem Father Marshall
Winne, C. M., an alumnus, and Father
John, Green, C. M., a former teacher.
(IContinued on Page 8)

One Hundred Silver Years
Last June four confreres celebrated
the 25th anniversary of their ordi.nation to tahe priesthood: The Rev.
James Flannery, Rev. Emmett Darby,
Rev. George O'Malley, and the Rev.
Thomas Schmucker were ordained at
St. Francis Xavier church, St. Louis,
Mo., June 16, 1926 by the late John
Cardinal Glennon. Their class had the
privilege of ordination after completing only three years of Theology.
(1Continued on Page 8)
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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"Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brows."
-St. Vincent
Subscription-$1.00 per year
(Published monthly, October to June)
Please not4fy us of your change of address.
Editor-Mr. Joseph Bronars, C. M.
Assistant Editors-Mr. Walter Reisinger, C. M.
Mr. Jerome Fortenberry, C. M.
Business Manager-Mr. Kenneth Grass, C. M.
Circulation Manager-Mr. James Cashman, C. M.
Exchanges-Mr. Roger Roberts, C. M.
Contributors-Messrs. Joseph Cozy, William Horan, William
Lynch, Edward Mullin, Stafford Poole, and
Daniel Sullivan, C. M.
FACULTY ADVISOR
Rev. J. Alvin Burroughs, C. M.

IT'S YOUR TURN NOW

To the Editor of the De Andrein
Dear Sir:

Being, as fate would have it, in a lonely and isolated
sector of our fair land, I am eager for all outside communication, especially thatO which informs me of the latest
news of our Community. Consequently, I wish to write and
thank you, the editors, our own Addison and Steele, for
the great work done on the De Andrein. It was stated in
your last "special" issue that you would appreciate any
notification of what subscribers think of this little gazette.
Herein I shall attempt to oblige.
First of all, let me state that your "special" issue was
glorious. Never have I seen such beauty in a format, such
cleanliness and eye appeal. I hope that you will always
be able to put out such easily read editions.
It being many years since I last saw the Barrens, I cannot tell you how much the news about tehe Seminary pleases
me. Of course, I don't know any of the people whom you
always write about, but then I have always had a fascination for reading about persons I have never met. And
this fascination is rendered doubly interesting by the fact
that I can never identify them from the pictures; so I
spend all my lonely nights trying to decide whcih name
fits which blur.
Suggestions? Ah, yes, there are many. For one thing, I
would like tio see Poetry in the De Andeirn. Surely, the
muse must occasionally settle on somebody in the Seminary,
causing them to eructate sweet poesy. And of course, a few
lines will go far in making the magazine "cultured." Again,
I am expecting to see much about your summer school
activities, camp, and all the other things which have been
written about before, but which vary so from year to year.
Do you think that you could run a little feautre on
Community beati and saints when their feasts are coming
around? Peradventure you could even run short stories on
some of the more important saint's days. It is so isolated
out here, that I have not been able to buy a new Ordo since
1937, and so something like that would be of inestimable
help.
In fine, while you peruse this unworthy epistle, remember, that, notwithstanding, your paper is as a drop of
refreshing rain upon tthe
feverish
brow
of

Obviously, the De Andrein cannot be a newspaper. What
we print will be anywhere from a week to a month old by
the time it reaches you. Obviously too, it cannoto be purely a provincial paper, giving equal weight to each activity in
the Double Famliy. Finally, it cannot be merely a Students' paper, not if it expects to continue circulating among
its present clientele-small in number, but widespread
geographically.
What it must do is cater to the interests of each class
of its subscribers. Not every article can be slanted to catch
the eyes of the priests, no more than can each item be
selected with the Daughters of Charity in mind. The parents of the Students and Novices too have certain special
intereste-namely, their boys. Friends of the Seminary
form another bloc. Not of least consideration are the,
tastes of the Students and Novices themselves, among
whom the editors must live.
In line with what has just been said, tihis first issue under a.new staff has somewhat the nature of a "feeler." If
a
we were statistically minded we would elaborate a comsubscriber, C. M.
plicated questionnaire to be filled out by each subscriber,
and then tabulate tie results and act accordingly. But we
Your appreciation of our summer issue affords us great
distrust statistics. Instead, we ask our readers to express
pleasure. So seldom is the comment on our publication so
their approval or disapproval of our policy, as outlined
above, and help us to put that policy into effect. The best)i enthusiastically favorable. We are happy to comply with
as many of your requests as possible. When we hear from
way you can do that is to drop us a line saying, for instance,
others of our readers we hope to be as obliging with them.
"I liked that poem, "The Source for All is now the End;"
let's have some more of that;" or, "A little less of that
-The Editor
pietistic sentimentality of your "Shortl Sayings of a Saint."
Please help in that way. We're not mind-readers, you (1,04's'ao ------- --know!

SO SORRY

THE PRICE OF PEACE

Due no doubt to our inefficiency,
numbers five and eight were omitted
in numbering the issues in Volume
XXI. If you are saving them, a complete copy of Volume XXI contains
Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9, plus
an unnumbered Special Issue.

"Say it (the rosary) with the intention of obtaining
the end of the war. The intercession of the Blessed Virgin
alone can obtain this grace for men." These words were
spoken to Jacinta, Francis and Lucy at the Covda Iria
during t~he third apparation of July 13, 1917.
It seems so easy, just pray the rosary for the intention)
of peace and peace you shall have. Perhaps it is so easy
that many do not try it. God through Mary His Mother
has told us how we may obtain peace. This month of October
is Mary's month. Let us all endeavor to recite her rosary
with ,attention and with reverence, and for peace. You
want peace and we want peace, God has shown us how
to get it. The big question is what are we going to do about
it?

Our plan is to say the Rosary, and add the prayer after
each decade: "O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us
from the fire of hell, and bring all souls to heaven, especially those who most need Thy mercy."

Owing to conditions under our control, tlhe change announced in our
special issue this past summer will
not be put into effect. Criticisms, both
expressed and implied, and the complete absence of any encouraging comment on the change, other than the
letter printed in this issue, have led
us to this decision.
t-, -ý
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REV.
ST.

ST. VINCENT'S
(MOBILE)
(ARMY)
(ARMY)

HENRY BURKE
WALTER COOK
JOHN MURPHY

REV.
REVo
REV.

...
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REV ,
REV
REV
REV.
R.EV .

NE)
(Vt NCENT l AN MAGAZ
S NORTH
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°
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STEPHEN
S H )
(PAR
CASHMAN
JAMES
o
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( M M.
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JOHN
STUD AES)
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JEREM
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REV
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REV.
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_RENNAN

C 0TY
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SEMINARY
BAGEN
CONNOR
0
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JOHN
JOHN
JOHN

WiLLOAM CASEY

REV.

REV.

AM

LA PORTE:

REV.
REV .
REV.

REV,

Louis METEYE

REV,

CARLTON

REV,

ST.

DERBES

GIRARDEAU,

VERY
REV.
REV .
REV,

PETER FROMMELL
REV
MATTHEWS
RI CHARD
JAMES
NO U W S
MR.
ARTHUR
GAUTCHE

(SUP.

ST.

PAMPA:

DENVER:
REV.

THOMAS

ST o

CHARLES

KANSAS

. REV .

HOLY ,TRIN I TY

V

SEMIN

ARY

CI TY
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JAMES

ST,

REV,
REV,

.MORGAN
ROBERT

BARR
M GET

REV.
ST.
REV.
REV
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V

D
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SMi TH
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BONIFACE
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BRASPENNONG

ANTONIO:

ROME:

'0 DE A

SEMINARY

MARY'S

SAN

REV,
REV,
REV,.
REV
'REV,
REV,
REV,
REV.
REV.
REV.,

HERBST

NCENT'S

MARIN

(SU'P.)

MOYNIHAN

& ST.

WASHINGTON:

CHUI RCH

CANNON
CHAR LES
THOMPSON
JAMES

R EV
REV ,

STo

CHURCH

PA`TR;CK O'BRIEN
WLLBAM' DE KORT
LEO EBsISCH
CORNELIUS LOUWS
ANTHONY VERO

REV,

PAR ISH

(SUP.)

CHURCH

MYLES

ASSUMPTION

GORMAN
THOMAS
ROBERT, M CWO L Lý AMS
FREDR CK MARSCH

DALLAS:

ST.

ACADEMY

S

REV.

REV.
REV,
REV.
REV,
BRO.

WAGNER
YAEGE R

CHURCH

SOULS

HOLY

PERRYVOILE:

UNIVERSITY

VINCENT

REV
REV,
REV.

(SUP.)

HAROLD DICHARRY
JOHN E, MODDE

REV.
REV.

)

BRRENNAN
JOS EP H L.
CHARLES
WELTER
ROBERT Z MNE Y

RE V
RE V, .
REV,

JOHN ROCHE

JOSEPH°S

VERY

JOSEPH
GEORGE
PAUL

CHURCH

PATRICK'S

ST,

REV,
OTTO MEYER
CLARENCE MURPHY
EDMUND CANNON

ST.

MISSOURI

CH ICAGO

'DE

(SUP.)

PRINDEVIL'E

STEPHEN'S

VERY
REVo
REV.

OKLAHOMA

CAPE

REV
REV.

BARR

NEW ORLEANS

LouSs

PAUL

SEMINARY

SEMINARY

REV.

DE

MARY'S

REVo WELLIAM P,
JEROME CALCAGNO
DONALD FALLON
JAMES FESCHER
MARCON G~BBONS
FRANCeS HYNES

LA SALLE:

W6 LBE RT BRUNS
LAMY
ROBERT
C
US SCH CK
JUL

BETHANY,

ST.

VERY
SREVo
REV,
REVo
REV.
REV.

VERY
PREPARATORY

WATTERSON

REVo THOMAS MCINTYRE
REVo IGNATiUS MELW TO

MCCARTHY

EUGENE

CHURCH

LOS ANGELES COLLEGE

VI NCENT'S CHURCH
REV.

FRANCSS

REV.

JOSEPH FALANGA

VERY

MEDAL

OUR LADY OF THE MIRACULOUS

BUREAU

INFORMATION

CHURCH
STE3N

W[LLiAM

REVo
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HOUSE

JOHN'S

OF

SEMINARY

STUDIES

OHNN BROSNAN
WtL'L"AM CORTELYOU
JAMES GALVIN
ED'WARD REBENACK
ANTHONY RECHTiN
.EDWARD RLEY
ROBERT STACK
THOMAS PARROTT
JOHN R.
V.
VCDAL
V3NCENT W3NN
INTERNATIONAL

lGNATiUS

HOUSE

OF

STUDIES

FOLEY

ANGELES

MELETO AND MCINTYRE
FRS.
AT
A LOCAL UNMVERSOTY
SESS SON

ARRIVED HERE IN TIME TO ATTEND THE SUMMER
ERM
BEFORE THE OPENING OF THE FALL..
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ST.
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ST,
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OSE MCNAMEE
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PAUL

C

JOSEPH-S- SCHOOL

ST

JOSEPHS

SR

ANDREA

R

HOSPITAL

MARE
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0" O

OR

SRo

EN
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SR
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S
ST. PATRIRK

A

,

.
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PAKENHAMMM
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VI R

SR
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ORST
SE
EL HiRGINIA
SR
EELOR

S
S

SCHEDULER
MARIANNE
CATHERINE
JUNKN

ST.

PAUL'S

SR,

MARGARET KEENAN

SR.

MARY

SR.

PASCHAL

GLYNN
BUTTERFIELD

UK

VINCENT"'S

HIGH

CONSTANCE

CONSEA
R
DAHINDENU

BEACH

SCHOOL

b

S

T.

THOMAS SCHOOL

R.

MARE

MT

CARMEL

SCHOOL

INEZ THEBEAU

LAURINA

ST.

PATRICK'S
IMELDA

S
ST.

INCETREASURER.
VINCENT .HIGH

VALTHER

SR.

M.

WILLIAM

Mo

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
P

D

HGREAT

EL.SE

BOUDREAUX

SR,

;R.

M. ROSE

SAUER

ST. LOUIS

)UR

LADY OF

TALPA

ST.

SCHOOL

SR

MCNEARNEY

SROSALIE GARVEY

;.R. MARGARET MARY RDILCLON
DILLON
RGRT

R

(WAUKEE
SR.
R.iL

IR.

ROSE

-:

.

SAN
SAN FRNCISCC
FHER

L•Ev VAN

(Ro

ILE
VINCENT'S SCHOOL
.
I
MOU ON
ALI

HOSPITAL

SRo GENEVIEVE

-

IMELDA NAGLE
)

JOSEPH'S
SHE

SOON

HOSPITAL,
EXERC

ISED

LINIBSEY

ILLINOIS,

CHICAGO,
N THE
N.

HOSPITAL
THE SAME EFFOCIENCY AND ABILITY THAT
FIELD,
MA-DE HER AN
(UTSTANDING
SCHOOL ADM INI

STRATORo
OF
SISTER
DE TH
UPON
THE
1946,
IN
STAN-iS4•AUS MALONE,
SISTER Z TA SUCCEEDED
HER
DIVI SION OF THER
STERS
ST
AS DIRECTOR OF
CHAR ITY HOSPITAL OF NEW ORLEANS,
LO U I o
HER CONTRBBUT.ON TO THE PROFESSIONAL
SIANA.
AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM OF THE HOSPITAL WAS

SCHOOL
BROU

MARGARET

HELP

OF SAINT VIN.
PR iNC PAL
SISTER ZITA,
FROM
ILLINOIS,
LA SALLE,
CENT.S HIGH SCHOOL,
iT0roT 1934 AND CONSEQUENTLY SO WELL KNOWN
IN LOCAL CIRCLES,
HAS BEEN NAMED PROVINCIAL
FROM
SiSTER ZITA WAS TRANSFERRED
LA
SALLE
IN
1 9 34
T
SAINT
V i NCEN
E
T S
WAS
LATER SHE
LAo
DONALDSONVILLE,
INSTo,
ADMINISTRATOR
OF
NAMED
SISTER SERVANT AND

INTEREST
AND HER
MARKED.
ABLE AFFAIRS WIDESPREAD.

MALACHY'S

MARY'S

ORPHANAGE

HANNON

.,ARIE-ZGBBON
. .

.

BFCOES PROVICIAL TREASURER

WHEI.RE

SR,

BARBARA

SERV')

SAINT

VINCENTS SCHOOL
VINCENT S~ SCHOOLHAD

ORPHANAGE

ST.

VINET

ST.
STo

ANGELES

ROSANNA

SCHOOL

'BAA

.OS

IR:

SCHOOL

SR.

"iA

......
.O0

AUGUSTINE 'MIGET
DOLAN

SR,

OF SAINT VI CEIfT ,

FORIER RIAC I
(SR.

BRBAA

'

TGBBN

.OS ANGELES

SEGOND

C ORPHANAGE

VINCENT'S HOSPITAL

0NG

LOUISE

R. C. ORPHANAGE
SRo ODELIA REMMEL

ST.

5R.

THE THREE PIONEER SISTERS OF THE SCHOOL
ROSALIE
SISTER
ARE:
OUR LADY OF TALPA
VEY,
FOR MANY. YEARS PR NC IPAL OF THE
IMo
PUERTO
MAYSdGUES,
CONCEP. ION A CADEMY,
MACULA)T(E
Rc:
RCO
SrITER ,RR
GARET MARY, FORMERLY OF HOLY
AND Si STER ROSANNA
DALLAS,
T INI TY SCHOOL,
WHOSE PREVIOUS MISSION WAS SAINT
SMENEARNEY,
VINCENT'S SCHOOL,
L
SALLE,
ILLENOSSo

SAN FRANCISCO

I IA APOLIS
I IA
ISR.
NP

To

SR.

SR.

HOSPITAL

EOKUK

THE SCH OOL OF OUR LADY OF TALPA OPENED
OF 250 LITTLE
17, WITH AN ENROLLMENT
SEPTEMBER
ONES
FROM KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH
FOURTH
GRADE-WITH HUNDREDS MORE CLAMORING FOR ADMISS ON.
HOWEVER,
OWING"TO A LIMITED
FACULTY,
FOR THE
HAD TO BE CLOSED,
THE ENROLLMENT
PRESENT,
AT THAT NUMBER,
THE SCHOOL CONTAINS
TEN AIRY,
WELL*LiGHTED
CLASSROOMS,
OFFICES,
CAFETER IA,
GYMNASUM
AND
AUD ITORI UM
A
THE
ROOMS,
AND CONSULTATION
CLINIC,
HEALTH
EVEN
EUVI'PMENT
LS ,THE
BEST AND MOST MODERN,
TO A PUBLIC .. DDRE SS SYSTEM TH'T CAN BE USED
OUTDOORS !ND
8NDOORS,

THE DE ANDREIN W.ILL WSTCH WITH BROTHERLY
INTEREST THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THIS
VNCENTIAN
PROJECT IN
THE GOLDEN WEST.
WE
FINE REt
FA'THER CEVERA FOR HS
CONGRATULA:.IE
CORD A.S A PASTOR
IN GETTING THINGS DONE.

SCHOOL

IMM.CON. SCHOOL

nCHOOL
S I

S

FITZGIBBON

LOUISE

M.

PI'ERTC

L

'

SCHOOL

VINCENT'S

SR.

TO FRoCEVERA°S

;PERSEVERANCE

OF

.

ANNE'S SCHOOL

SR

SERVo)

CPERRVILLE

ST.
SR.

DLS
S

O
OItSR

SCHOOL

DONNELLY

Z

VAUGHN

T
E

: ..

CHIAGO
SR,-

SCHOOL

N

.

)T.

WREN

SR PROFFITT
FRANCIS

SR.
SR
SR.

fO

SCHOOL

NEW ORLEANS

SCHOOL

THANKS

SCHOOL.

AND UNBOUNDED FAITH
STARTING WITH NO FUNDS ON HAND IN
IN OUR LADY,
A SHORT TIME HE HAD PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR AS MODERN A SCHOOL AS COULD BE FOUNDCi N
Los ANGELES CITY AND COUNTY
IAT CARRIES OIUT
COMPLETELY FR. CEVERA°S SLOGAN:
°ONLY THE BEST
IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR OUR LADY OF TALPAo

ROSEMY PE GI
SR
G
HORT ENSEPONTHIEUX

HIGH

THAT OF THE

INTREP'IDiTY:.o

PATRICK '

SSR

LABOURE

'THAN

ST.

!LA

HOME

STo. MARY'S

MUELLER

A S LLE

(TREASURER)
HUBER
()
S A H R
JANE MCCARTHY
REGINA PRILLER

SR.
SR.

CATHERINE

LA
SAIE
L

ZITA

SR

DIEU

HOTEL

STS LOUIS
SEMINARY:

MARILLC

IN

H

Y

SR.

ST. LOUIS

oC

C NG
S REJ
,M
Io
.Ja'EP
0 H CEVERA:
CHAR.
OF
THREE
DAUGHTERS
OF
THE
A RR I VAL
ITY TO STAFF THE BRAND NEW PAROCHIAL SCHOOL IN
THE PARISH OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY OF TALPA,
HE REGARDS THE SECUR9
CALIF.
LOS ANGELES,
NG OF THE DAUGHTERS AN EVEN GREATER MIRACLE

PASO

-EL

r
RLLC
NOMD

R•HLAC

DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY OPEN NEW SCHOOL

H4AtITY APPOINTMENTfS
L PAREVEREND
ST. L s

OF

E:4UGHTERS

THE
MCCARTHY,

RETIRING
HAD

IN CIVIC

TREASURER,

GUIDED

THE

AND

SSTER

FINANCIAL

CHARIT.
ISSBELLA

DESTINY

OF

THE SAINT LOU-IS: PR-OVINCE OF THE DAUGHTERS OF
CHARITY EVER SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN 1910.
RECORD OF FORTY YEATRS WILL SCARCELY BE
AND.FOR RARE
FOR LENGTH OF SERVICE
ABILITY.
PRIESTS AND SISTERS UNITE
WISHING SISTER ZITA EVERY SUCCESS.

EQUALLED
FINANCIAL
IN

LOS ANGELES ORPHANAGE
WHO WAS TAKEN FROM SAINT STEPHEN'S
CASEY,
SISTER 'NNE
TO BEMADE SISTER SERVANT AND DIRECHIGH SCHOOL,NEW ORLEANS.
IS HAPPY TO REPORT THAT WORK
TOR OF THE LOS ANGELES OR PHANAGE,
THANKS TO THE INTEREST AND
HAS BEGUN ON THE NEW ORPHANAGE.
IS HOPED THAT THE CHILIT
ASSISTANCE OF ARCHBITSHOP MCINTYRE,
1Q 9
SFP
IN
NEW HOMF
OCCUPY THEIR
WILL
DREN R SISTERS
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CHICAGO

PERR YV IL L E
AFTER THE USUAUL
SCHOOL OPENED HERE SEP, o20
DAY OF RECOLLECTON PRECED NG THE OFF CIAL COMMENCEMENT
.OFCLAS.SES,
ENROLLMENT THIS: YEAR I S
19 FATHERS
, o
ON SEPo
73 STUD'ENTS AND 29 NOVtCES.1
C R'N E L .US
AND
ORT
DEKORT
WIL. Li AM
LEO EB i" SCH,
ARRI VED FROM HOLLAND TO JOI N THE FACULTYo o, . FRo
MA.R N BRA.SPENNI-NG,
ANOTHER CONFRERE FROM HOLLAND,
FA ThER
.,
BoN F ACE .,
AS.T.AT-0
N.'ED' A T
H.AS.:'BE:EN
WORKING WI TH TH E MRACULOUS
0.BRiEN.:
;PA, TRICK
A LECTURE ON HIS PERSONAL
MEDAL .-SSSOCi -AT. ON
N. .C Mo.MU, ST -CH •NA .- WAS. DEL VER.ED: TO
EXiPE.RIENCES•

H.ERE.:'EON

.TH:E .CONFRERES'

SEP'o.

LOUWS

LE'T:S. NOTE

tU DED

iE

H CH

CROWD

URE :SKY.
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BOUT
ON SEENROLt.MENT
61PASTSUMM
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SEH
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MAHONEY
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O
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AND MRY*tR
:'AN-t'

AND
DASPIT
FATHERS
NE
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:
T-N SAN
MAss
E
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ST THE"; : ANNUAL
SUBDEACO^N
WAS
:. ;.tTHATPRECEDED THE.
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.OF
::A.
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.
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:. :.. FIS:HING
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•
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.
' ECHURCH

AL
H GiH
ABOVE THE
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OH:N DEROSEN,

N
E MURALS
HO DID
THE
WASIN.GON, *DC,

A
^4C W CBLIIiNGN

TilE

I
OF.::" OUIR ! . ADY .O0iF. TTHE-: MI RA.CU ' vHA.T.b
'H::::S,
.VNCENT
N IN'GS OF ST.
A
: Y PI
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F:iGURE
C NTA,
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O:UTi" MEDAL
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·EI- ONA
-$.-H
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·C3~~01H.

IN i-'•E A:N:G :FP -'--'AND

'AD
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D'ESA

HO LD
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A

FI
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RCI

THE
,
RE
C
HAS BEEN
WHI-6CH WAS M
S MP LE.
ALTA R,
T,:-ALTURGGICAL.TABLE
BE : T PPED WEIT.H A CANOPY OF
TO
:
-WHL
THE ..
-NG'
0,HOL.D

:'*'":.CTH:ERE'N
T 'S

US
A MIRACULQ
YPE
HBOX

THE.. P ASTOR

.OA
'.:.' THRU . "FA'.R

'AN D ASS

MEDALo,.oo

:

STYLE
'F M: SI0B6E:.:l""D:
.ED
FI.:N
-S:HOcULD

L V
ABOUT

BEEN

'

GRADUATES

OF

CHICAGO

AREA

CATH-

DEAN

OF

STUDIES

AT

KENRiCK

HAS

BEEN

WORK.NG ON THE THI1RD Y.ESR COUR'SE OF HoS REL iGidUS
INST FUCT ON SER E S F OR THE NAT I'OINA L SRCHCON FRA
TERN- Y OF CHR ISTIAN DOCTR NE .. ,.
ON SEPTEMBER
19
227 STUDENTS ENROLLED AT KENRICK,
OF THESE'
62
NEW STUDENTS
$
O54
OF THEM
N PH LOSOPHY
EN
TE'RED KENRICK FOR TITE FIRST TIMEo,,
ON SEPTEMBER
22, 25 FOURTH YEAR THEOLOGI'ANS WERE ORDA iNED DEACONS BY HS, EXCELLENCY,
THE MOST REVEREND JOSEPH
E
R TTER'
ARCHBI SHOP
OF -ST.
LOUIS,
FATHER
THOMAS NAV 'N
CONDUCTED THE Ti .EE
DAY ORD NAT;ON
RETREAT.,
o FATHERS
JOHN BAGEN AND RICHARDSON ARE
ATTEND NG CLASSES AT ST,
LOUiS UN VERS;TY:
THE
FORMER
N .EDUCATION,
THE LATTER IN SOCIAL
SC

ENCE.,

R,.
SEN YE

MONS -GNOR MONThNSo
SUBS'TTUTE
SECRETARY OF
STATE TO THE
tHOLY FATHER, . V'S TED THE SEMI NAR Y
SHORTLY BEFORE THE B EG'I NNN G OF CLASSES ,~ ,o
THE
NEW BASEMENT RECREATIO.N HALL HAS BEEN COMPLETED
AND .IS
IN USE,
THE GYMNASIUM ON TOP .lS
YET TO BE
BU I LToo,
THERE ARE STUDENTS
FROM 26. DIFFERENT
D OCESES ST THE SEMOINARY TH'S YEAR,
CLASSES. BEGAN ON SEPTEMBER 9, WITH 1.05 STUDENTS ENROLLED SN THE
THEOLOGY DEPARTMENT,
FATHER HERBST HAS
BEEN
NAMED ASS STANT DIRECTOR OF DI.SC: PL NE
N THAT
DEPARTMENT,,o
.o THE CON:FIFERES ARE' NOW SERV'NG AS
CHAPLAiNS FOR THE LORETTO SISTERS"
ST.
MARY"S
ACADEMY AT
STS NEW SITE iN THE CHERRY H~'LLS DiSTRiCTo
SEVERAL .OF THE. CONFRERES ATTENDED THE REGsONAL MEET NG OF 'THE CANON LAW SOCIETY
:N DENVER
FATHER JOHN DANAGHER
.
READ A PAPEI
AT ONE OF THE

SES

. ONS',
€S

-. " .

FATH

STA NT

WATTERS0 ' HAVE
WT NNE
.HERS
CHR ST :AN BRO-T
SH. AND

RINI-:.I.TH'E.R.

VER S ITY

KEk R I CK

LIKEWISE

NA -

D
ORD0

THESS YEAR.

LAST SUMMER , FR.o Do MARTIN PUpLisSHED A BOOK
ENTITLED OA GUiDE TO THE OLD TESTAMENT HS'TORY,
ONE OF THE FIRST TEXT-BOOKS
' N TH .S
F ELD TO BE
PUBLISH.EDo THE WORK SEEMS TO BE ST*RR*NG UP' WIDE
FELT
N
NTERE'ST.,
MEANWHI LE
FR, M AR'T N,
WHO
S

THS Y
9
M: NTYREOF THIS

ENERED

F RIRELAND
E::
AR

^*^.'^CLASSES-BEiGAN
:
- DURING

.5',

N G TO0

TRADI T: ON.

aS q
_oi-O
IOf

WAS

::THi

FOR

YEAR
ITS ,XTH
ST
FRANCOS
SEMINARY' BEGAN
OF OPERATiON .THIS FALL WI'TH" A RECORD. HIGH ENROL.L
MENT OF THORTY THREE:
SEVENTEEN FRESHMEN,
E GHT
SOPHOMORES,
AND EIGHT SPEC AL STUDENTS.

vd'tQ- *tf

SEP.
M SENA'I ANS RE.TURNED
F ANCIS
RCHBISHOP

. SE

OLD

UN.

LEAGUE

RE THA NY

N-

ROME

WAS- MISS

No D.ETL

RENEWAL

.PERFECT

FOR

LEAVE

FOLEY ::SON 'TO.

PAU) L

SCHOOL

ATHLETIC MODERATOR
O'MALLEY,
WAS ELECTED PRES ;DENT OF THE

TUl.TS•iN
ONE-YEAR
SCHOOLS RECEIVED
OLIC H5GH
SCHOLARSH .PS' TO DE PAUL S COLLEGES OF L BERAL
AT THE
AND PHYSICAL EDUCAT:ON,
COMMERCE,
ARTS,
SN THE JJUNVERSITY
ANNUAL HONORS DAY CONVOCATION
FORTY
21.
CHURCH OF STo VNNCENT DE PAUL ON SEP
COMERFORD
AWARDS WERE PRESENTED BY THE VERY REV,
J, O°MALLEY,
CoMO
UNiVERSITY PRESIDENT,

WA S
E:'NTH:R.AL:LED BY T H. CO.O0R F ... UN:FOR.M S'O F BOTH
BE UTiFUL- CONTRAS T A
STEIAMS: HCH STOOD .OUT 'IN
FATIHER

HOGH

WENTY-SIX

T.A
S OF HIS STORY
Ti'l
:ET
O L'KE R RE:
BE
MR
R B
,
.SSJE
SuE:oi•
:
IN OV.R NOtMBER
4 AFTER
ON SEP.:
FROM fHE : LOCAL: HOSP I TA
TURN eD
EVERYTH NG CAME OUT
HA.V NG HIS APPEND ID REMOVED,
A TED THE. NO.VO CES
T
THE
HGH STUDENTS.-DE
TUo
AoLt RI
THE
.ON SEPo. 2-3 .
-LL. C ASS:
UAL .:
I N..: THa.E.IR 'N

SCO: E'I.:

THE REV..
FRANK
PAUL ACADEMY,

SCATHOLIc
DE

WE:" S-HALLI--AV-

DuN-KER.i

PAUL ACADEMY

AT DE

STEV E

rBYFATHER

23

DE

A

AND '. .W,.
IS
T LL
THE OFC HURCH,
CH END
O
O.
:C
OCTBER
ND-OF
.Y MATHE.".E

.
RST
W LL
PR:IORS .ANDFORCHPEL
BE THREE OMODAirONS
THEREFL OOR
EPRES.T.
FOUR ;ON :THE
ACC
';-AVE,
FIOR THE
ROOM AND SLEEPING QUARTER.S
H.
RECREATION
.
A
FLOOR,.i-N FR RE' S ARE ON TtE SECOND
:SOLEMN. NO~NA. .STARTo
ROCHiE IS TO 6IVE THE
t
EDWAR
NOVENA I N
THE R EULAR .WEEK-L-V
R
:O
:.iNG.:ON
Y OF T!HE M:I RACUýi OU S 'MED AL WERE
L
:
i•:AUR
:OF .
R
::•o
A OOD WEEK Y
HT -AF.TER EAS TE R.WiTH
STRTED R
LADY OF
A' BRONZE STATUE OF .OUR
:A.E:NDANE
E
: FRANCE. ,D WS PRESENTED TO TH
A S T .INl
:'OURD:E
B9 S.HOP MC N-TYR E
B
~.NC R
EXCE L
BY H IS
S
.- PA::RIA:"
:T E - GARbEN AT Y:'HE ENTRANCE TO
N THE:
:- TTANDS

C, INGB I RDS' SOON FOUND:
MOCK
R:ONDS-.
R
-OURBLESSED LADo AND THEY. PERCH
OF
.STATUE.

HE: CH-URC
:TIS

SAToP

IT TO

:HER PRAiSES .DAiY.

NAME OF. FATHER THOMAS MCINTYRE SHOULD BE ADDED T'O
FATHER MCN TYRE RECEI VED AN
THE
SToN
STN
PGEL
7,
HIS D SSERTATION WA2S ENTITLED
MA
N
N EcONO MiCS,
"TH;E
3-LLONOI.S WORKMANO'S COMPENSATAON
ACT 'AS COM.
PARED WITH THE PROPOSAL S OF THE NAT ONAL CONFER., FATHER HORATIO
ENCE ON LABOR LEGISLATION ,'.
FERNANDES,
OF THE PH !L
PPINE PROV INCE,
HAS ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY.
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COMUN
JITY NEWS

ORLE A S -- ST.

NEW

JOSEPH S

SAN A:'TCONIO

JO SEPH°S CHURCH
AWAY FROM ST.
Two BLOCKS
TOWERS° STANDS. AGA NST THE
CLrSBORNE
THE HUGE
8T
AND CS SLOWLY NEAR NG COMPL'ET ON.
HOR ZON,
AND THE
FIN-SHED,
CUTER CONSTRUCTION -S
SEEMS THE
WHICH
WORKMEN ,ARE LABOR NG W]THIN THE BUELD;NG,
S SUPPOSED TO BE ONE OF THE LARGEST aSPARTMENT
^N
TWO BLOCK'S AWAYo
BUiLD NGS - N NEW ORLEAN S ..
S
ANOTHER D RECT'ON,, THE NEW VETERANS HOSPITAL
AND THE
'TS OUTER CONSTRUCT ON,
.N
ALSO F 1 N'SHED
SEVERAL
MEN ARE WORKING WITH N THE BU !LD NG.oo
AMER CAN BU LD NG 'S
BLOCKS AWAY THE NEW PAN
A HANDSOME AND UN.QUE
T .S
NEAR NG COMPETI ON
A GREAT PERCENTAGE. OF THE OUTER
CONSTRUCT; ONo
THE SMALL
M'ADE UP OF GLASS WINDOWSo ,o
WALLS SS
NEW ADD T ON TO HOTEL DIEU ES CLOSE TO COMPLET !ON
AND W LL BE
;S A' TWO STORY STRUCTURE
IT
NOW,
LL S STERS OF.
USED MOSTLY AS THE :NF-3RMSRY FOR
COMMUN.TY,
CM HAS BEEN M'S'S.ONED
FATHER JAMES THOMPSON,
WHiLE AT
TEXAS,
DALLAS,
PAR SH
'TY
TO HOLY TRN
STo JOSEPH°S FATHER THOMPSON GUL DED THE. YOUNG
PEOPLE OF THE CYO AND OUR H GiH SCHOOL EFFIC ]ENT,
WAS DUE TO H'S LEADERI
LY AND SUCCESSFULLY,
SHP' THAT THE PAR SH FEST iVALS REACHED QUOTAS NOT
REALiZED FOR MANY YEARS,
CHURCH WAS THE MEETING PLACE
JOSEPHJS
ST.
OF TWO *SESSiONS OF THE SODAL TY CONVENT ON HELD
TTHE PR.iNCGo
6.
5 AND
SEPTEMBER
NN NEW ORLEANS
H- S Ex,,
IPAL SP'EAKER WAS FATHER DAN.EL LORD, S.Ji
GAVE THE F NAL TAL.K
ARCHBiSHOP RUMMEL,
CELLENCY.
CHURCH THE BLESSED SACRA,,
,
DUR NG THESE SESSIONS
:NTEREST,
AS A NOTE OF 'HUMAN
MENT WAS REMOVED
THERE WAS CLAPPNG AFTrER THE TALKS BY THE VARIOUS
NNG EVER
THE. F RSST T. ME CLAPP
PERHAPS,
SPEAKERS
N
TA R 'KNGPART N
....
SE
N 'ST .J
WAS HEARD
V :DAL
THE CONVENT ON WERE FATHERS FRANK MURPHY.
THE

DI S CHARR Y

AN:D

F.C

PFR I$S

,.FOUR
:OF

THE

ES'TS

PR

BELONG

(VINCENT

MiSS'TON

AN

NG

TO

FATHERS

THE

CONGREGATION

HAVE

STARTED

S MAK NG THE
WH.: CH
A
TRAVE:L NNG SHOW OF GOD
A
V: LLAGEST THE PRIESTS HAVE
ROUNDS OF FRENCH
"FULL-SCALE C[RCUS TENTK WH'CH THEY TRANSPORT FROM
THE TENT CAN
; P.LACE' TO PLACE TO HOLD SERVICES'o
TO CELEAND
'S USED
2,000 PERSONS
•,ACCOMMODATE
SPECiAL DEVOTIONS AND
BRATE MASS AND 'TO CONDUCT
WERE
OR LAZAR] STS,
THE V;NCENT ANS,
PRAYERS.
VjNCENT DE PAUL AT THH COLLEGE OF
BY ST.
FOUNDED
;N
625.
RE
HERE
S':ST
LAZA

MiLS.SaLQ•
A :.R"ECENT ISSUE OF A• ALL QDELL
'I
BY
ROME
RN
PUBSL i SHED
' 9 5'
NE,
MAY.•J
CONTAaNS AN ART CLE At
'TAL AN CONFRERES
OUR
-'
TRANS'
BUREAU .
N FORMAT"7 ON
. R:E L. G OU.S
LIU
ON
'RELIGiOUS .NFORMAT
SLATED,. THAT MEANS 'THE
AND REFERS TO THE WORK OF OUR CONFRE'RES
SREAU;
S
Lou
:N ST.
OF COLUMBUS
KN .GHTS
THE
AND

•C
.H, . H

.

"*
Fl .

j

.

,.

*

.

ly Foterr Vino^t Loeffl9r

OS-

C... ME TH.E F;RST SUPERrOR.OF A NEW V NCENT AN HOUSE
FATHER LOEFFLER ANOTHER
BESIDES
TH S C TYo
'N
-.
FROM THiS
CONFRERE FROM THE EASTERN PROVINCE,TWO
AND TWO FRENCH CONFRERES WILL BE STA..
''P ROV'NCE,
SUBURBAN HONG
.S IN
EH CH
THE HOUSE,
TONED .AT
.
BESiDES SERVING AS A
THE SEA .
NEAR
KONG,
EASiNG THE
THUS
.- HOSTEL FOR REFUGEE CONFRERES,
MARYKNOLL
BY THE
CA'RRI ED
CHEERFULLY
:.B.URDE'N
THE HOUSE
'N HONG KONG W£LL FORESTALL A
I.,F.ATHERS,
REOR ENTAT ON PER OD FOR THE M SSONERS ' 'O W LL
JN RELIVE THERE AND ENABLE THEM TO LOSE NO T:ML
TURNING TO THE5R POSTS WHEN COND ; T ONS PERMiT,

FR.
3S THE NEW PROCURATOR, ..
FR,
MEGET
IN
THE MAJOR SEMASSISTANT DIRECTOR
LENIHAN IS
IS
AN ALL TIME RECORD
OUR ENROLLMENT
INARY,. ,,.
HAS MOVED
NTO
THE -FACULTY
JOHN'S, .. ,
FOR ST.
TWO BUNGALOWS RECENTLY PURCHASED,
STUDENTS HAVE
MOVED' 'NTO THE FORMER F.CU'LTY ROOMS.
THE ARCHDIOCESE
OF SAN ANTONIO HAS PURCHASED
IN THE WOODLAWN
THE TRINITY UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
AREA OF SAN ANTONIO' FOR USE AS A MAJOR SEM;NARY,
COMPLETION OF THE PURCHASE AGREEMENT WAS ANNOUNCED
MONSIGNOR
JOSEPH L.
THiS WEEK BY THE VERY REV,
MANNING,
CHANCELLOR OF THE ARCHDIOCESE.
IN SEPTEMBER,
THE NEW MAJOR SEM NARY WILL OPEN
3952,, ACCORDING TO PRESENT PLANS.
POSSESSION
BY TRINITY
OF THE PROPERTY W"LL BE RELINQUI.SHED
UN VERS ! TY NOT LATER THAN JUNE ,.":1:9 52.
PURCHASE
OF THE CAMPUS HAS BEEN UNDER CONTRINITY,
A PRESBYTER.
S3DERATlON SINCE LAST MAY,
3AN iNST TUT
ON,
iS
ESITABL SHING A NEW CAMPUS
NEAR ALAMO STADIUM,
CROWDED CONDITTONS AT ST.
JOHN'S SEMINARY,
BOTH THE MAJOR
AND MINOR DEPARTWHICH iNCLUDES
MENTSo HAVE
NTENSIFIED THE NEED FOR A NEW MAJOR
SEMINARY,
(MAJOR
SEMINARY STU.DI-ES COVER THE LAST
SIX YEARS OF PREPARATION
FOR
THE PRIESTHOOD,
D'V IDED BETWEEN
TWO YEARS
OF PH LOSOPHY AND
FOUR YEARS OF THEOLOGY.)
THE 38-ACRE CAMPUS IS
BOUNDED BY WEST ASHBY
PLACE,
ST..
CLOUD
ROAD 0 WOODLAWN
AVENUE
AND
COLLEGE AVENUE.
iT 'S APPROXIMATELY A MILE EAST
OF ST.
MARY"S UNIVERSITY AND A HALF,-MLE WEST OF
WOODLW AW N LA K E
iNCLUDED iN THE PURCHASE WERE TWO BRICK
BU63LDNGS OF THREE AND FOUR STORIES,
A- GYMNASiUM,
PRES'DENT°S HOME,
LIBRARY,
HOME ECONOMICS BUILD.
ING,FVE QUONSET STRUCTURES,
AND SEVEN BARRACKS
ORIGINALLY ERECTED TO ACCOMMODATE STUDENTS
UNDER
THE G
B2LL.
THE THREE-STORY BR CK STRUCTURE
IS THE MOST
VALUABLE ON THE CAMPUS.
BUILT
N 1928,
iT
IS
DIV ;DED
INTO 62 SLEEP NG ROOMS FOR STUDENTS.
FORTY OF THESE ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO ACCOMMODATE
TWO STUDENTS EACH,
AND THE REMAINING 22 WILL HOLD
THREE
STUDENTS
EACH.
THE
FIRST FLOOR 'HAS A
LARGE- LV-iNG ROOM AND RECEPTION HALL,
DfNING ROOM,
AND TWO PRIVATE OFF3CES.
iT
IS STEAMB.HE.TED
AND
HAS A GOOD BASEMENT AND BOILER ROOM.
CASH VALUE
OF 'THjS BU'LD NG 'S ESTIMATED AT $200,000.
THE FOUR-STORY STRUCTURE WAS BUILT IN 1898,
VALUED ST $
15,000. IT . S PRESENTLY D VIDED INTO
67 OFFICES AND CLASSROOMS.
OTHER OUTST-ANDENG
FEATURES
OF THE
CAMPUS
ARE THE PRESiDENT'S HOME AND THE GYMNASIUM.
THE
FORMER
IS
A TWO STORY FRAME STRUCTURE,:
N EXCELLENY CONDITION,
VALUED
AT MORE THAN $22000.
THE
6SY•'NAS!UM MEASURES 83 X 14 'FEET
AND
S VALUED AST
MORE THAN $23,000.

ED

TOR S NOTE
The ed~rors wish to thank ai/'

the contribu-

Please
tfors of news items for' tfhs supplement.
insheet
continue your interest, and make this

teres ting,
A// errors, b/emishes, smudges, and p/agiar/sm found in this supplement srCe to be affributed
fo the inexperienced efforts of your new stfaff,
and are not to be charged to the De A'ndrein
Press, operated by Brothers Albert and Michael,
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Actions Speak Louder . ..

Chaplin Flops in
The College Theater

(A letter to the President of De Paul University from a former student)

Borrowed from De Paul, II
(June, 1951), 2.

Dear Father O'Malley:
When I was in your office to say goodbye you asked me my impressions
of the University. I could not tell you what I consider DePaul's greatest accomplishment. All of my speech courses have still not made it any easier for
me to say orally many of the things I feel need to be said. Let) me write them
instead.
How shall I tell you of my feelings toward the University? I think you
ought to know these feelings because they are the only tribute I can offer the
University. And she deserves a tribute.
Now, Father, I am going to be quite honest with you. Only by being so
can I make you understand what a tremendous job I believe DePaul is doing.
When I entered the University I was scared at the idea of college at all,
and much more terrified of the idea of coming Lo a "white" school. The fact
that I had never known anyone who had gone to DePaul did not help any.
But the sisters had fully convinced me that if I went on to college, 1 must
go to a Catholic one. A, the time I should have preferred going to an all-girl
school. But I had heard that colored were not allowed at . . ..... .
. . .In truth, I never tested the fact. I just accepted it and
. .
did not attempt to enter them. I did not know that Loyola had a division that
accepted women (I used to be very fond of the Jesuits). DePaul was the alternative.
Now, Father, it is not easy for the colored student who has been trained
in all-colored grammar and high schools and who has had little, if any, contact with white persons of his own age and level to venture into a university
where, for all he knows, he may be the first colored to enter. The stories that
circulate abouj their treatment, even in Catholic universities, are often anything but edifying. There is a natural timidity and anxiety. Of course, you have
those who are so steeped in the idea that everyone is against them and trying
to get tihe better of them that they display an almost aggressive attitude.
Which are in the majority I cannot say, and that is not the point here.
In any event, I came to DePaul not knowihig what to expect but fearing
the worst. I might have spared myself the worry. From the first day I entered
till the day I left your ofice I have found DePaul to be exactly what she
claims to be-a Catholic University. Not just Catholic in her aoctrine, but
Catholic in her actions. You asked me if I thoughtý there was religion underlying the class-room instruction. To that I answered yes because it is true.
But little could be said of her if she taught the Catholic docirine, if she centered the curriculum around the Faith, if she opened the doors to anyone
qualified to enter-I repeat, lit .e could be said of DePaul if she did all these
things but treated any group in an un-Christian manner. Happily, I have never
found such a contradictory state at DePaul.
You may wonder, Father, why I dwell at such length on this one aspect
of the University. I don't think I have ever discussed race relations from the
view of the colored student all the time I was a student. It speaks well of
the University that I never felt called upon to do so. I was accepted as a
Catholic and as a student, not as a colored Catholic or a colored student. Hence
there was no need to speak as a colored student.
Father, I hope you do not underestimate the great significance of tdhis
fact. I spoke earlier of those who display an almost aggressive attitude to
practically any white person at the slightiest provocation, or imagined provocation. There was a little of this when I was in high school. There is a surprising amount of it now. There seems in many quarters to be a growing
consciousness, and increasing inability to assimilate, or be assimilated into,

"It was in the early 1900s and
Charlie Chaplin, the inimitable comic
who wanted Vto be tragic, was doing
his stuff for George K. Spoor in Chicago when I was a boy press agent for
a stock company there.
"It was at the College Theater, built
by the Catholic Church and St. Vincent's College, which later became
the great DePaul University. But at
that time old Father Byrne, who loved
the theater no end, took up a collection from the business men of the
community and built tthe College
Theater.
"Charlie was a regular attendant,
and one day he came to me with his
longings. I introduced him to Colin
Campbell, our stage director, and
Campbell cast him in a role, a dramatic role, if you please, in Cricket
on the Hearth. He was to play a dour

bu'~er and bring on a huge salver of
food in the dinner scene when the
Perrybingles were celebrating Christmas.
"Came the opening night and Chaplin, bewigged and serious, made his
"irst entrance. As he entered scowling in the best tradition, he tripped,
fell, and poured the contents of his
salver all over the stage.
"His world had toppled over his
head. His ambition to be a great actor
crumbled before him. But, before anyone could snap a finger, he picked
himself up, twisted his mouth into his
famous grin, and did his duck walk
for an exit. He was a scream. The
audience howled. I'll never forget Colin
Campbell rushing backstage and crying, 'Keep it in, it's a riot.'
"But not for Charlie. He was distraught. He was weeping, his career
was ended. So he returned to Spoor
and to Essanay-to make people laugh.
And those who have laughed through
the years at the sad little fellow who
forces you to cry between your laughs
may realize that perhaps after all
Chaplin might have been a great serious sthge star if he hadn't stumbled
and fallen in the St. Vincent College
Theater."

the American culture.
This is not too surprising in the public schools where students are
being trained only for this life. If this is all there is, then, of course, everyone wants as much as, or more than, everyone else. But, Father, the graduates
of our Catholic high schools are coming to the colleges acutely conscious of
their race. If they were as sensitive about their Faith as they are about their
race, we should be reaping a great harvest of inspiring Catholic leaders. This
is not, however, the case. Now, I don't mean to condemn these students. We
are living in rather trying times and the enemies of God are sparing no efforts to undermine the Church. These students are under many pressures
and influences and are faltering, are groping blindly. They want, I think, to
keep the Faith. But it is difficult when the custodians of the Faith fail them.
It is diffciult for them to excuse un-Christian attitudes among the Clergy. It
is doubly difficult for them to reconcile themselves to it. And this is the
point I am driving at. If these stiudents for one reason or another do come
to a Catholic university and are confronted with Ithe slightest hint of preju-

COMING
Athletics and the Seminary
The Seminarian' and Drama
Letters to *tfhe Editor (more of them)
Present Conditions in China
Develop your Reading Skill
The Little Method
Bialancing the Books
Many Other Interesting Titles
(we
hope)
Look for these features in November,
and if you don't find them then, thy
again in Decmeber, and later if neces-

sary.

dice or favoritism, their very Faith is endangered.

(Continued on Page 8)
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News From The "U. Sa"
The Catholic University

St. Louis University

Summer school this year for the ten
Catholic University bound students
started under very unfavorable auspices; for they were greeted by a cloud
burst upon their arrival in the nation's
capital. However, the storm soon cleared, and all of the students were able
to register by the end of the first day.
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"Quos... Vocasti,

Serva Eos in
Nomine Tuo..."
Postulant: Brother Philip (Gerhard
Bergerson,)
Received into Novitiate:
August) 8: Brother Michael (James
Swenson)
Brother Bernard (Paul Stein)
Brother Richard (Richard Galanaugh)
September 7: Mr. Charles Persil
Mr. Francis Agnew
Mr, Jeffrey Summitt
Good Purposes:
September 8: Mr. Michael Boyle
Mr. Carl Mistrik
Mr. Richard Kotnour
Mr. Robert Alcorn
Mr. James Gorman
Three-year vows:
September 12: Mr. Alfred Baude
September 16: Mr. Richard Monogue

Twenty-one students attended Uthe
summer session at St. Louis University
from June 19th to July 28th. Those;
who attended, and the fields in which
they majored are as follows: Accounting and Finance-Messrs. Begue and
Fort~nberry; Biology-Messrs. Callier,
O'Donnell, and Reisinger; EnglishSeven of the students, having com- Mr. Mullin; History--Messrs. Olker
and Von Hazmburg; Latin and Greek
pleted at least one year of summer
school were able to pick up where they -Messrs. Behm and Ryan; Matheleft off last year. The other three, matics-Messrs. Shine and Weber;
Messrs. Jordan, Martinez, and Cozy Psychology-Mr. O'Connell; SociologyMessrs. Discon, Feeley, Gallagher, and
were making the long trip from Missouri to Washington for :the first time. Kellner; Speech-Messrs. Pelleteri and
Rowland.
Mr. Gannon earned six more graduThe summer sessions have as their
ate hours in Philosophy. Mr. R. Milpurpose a more adequate preparation
ler received two more credit hours in
of the student. This enables him to
the field of Library Science, and four take
up his special duties upon ordiin Philosophy which he has chosen
Gamp
particularly thati of teaching,
as his minor. He also received his nation,
constitutes so great a proporthesis topic which is to be the index- which
All
thai is left of the 1951 camping season are the memories. For some
ing of six of Chesterton's books. Mr. tion of the -work of the province.
Schwane earned four credit hours in Though the program is only in its. it was the last, for others the first, but
Chemistry, and Mr. Persioh earned the third year, the encouraging results so for all it accomplished its purpose of
same amount in Physics. Mr. Martinez far augur well for the future.
affording a well earned rest.
The success which has been atthained
showed the result43 of his long training
Camp opened the 31st of July. Ten
must
be
ascribed
to
the
combined
efin Spanish, and easily passed his first
men had spent the previotus week
the
stuforts
of
many.
In
particular
course in Spanish. He also obtained two
working around the grounds to getN
credit hours in Education which is to dents wish to extend their thanks and things ready. When the 31st came,
appreciation
to
Father
Warren
Dichserve as his minor. Mr. Joseph Haley
was ready to officially open. .
4
arry, their director, Fat
her Lloyd, su- camp
added four more graduate hours toand
it
did. From here on. in, the atward his degree in Latin, while Mr. perior, and to all the confreres of 1849 mosphere of the Ozark Mountains
Jordan picked up four hours toward Cass Ave., who helped to make the and the St. Francois River went to
his English degree. Mr. Joseph Cozy six weeks a pleasant and happy one.
work and did the resti.
got six credit hours in his major field
In all the bustle of studious activity
Hikes were favorite pastimes for
of Sociology. Messrs. Horan and Bron- there was still time for relaxation. The -some
students. Many an eye took in
ars each added six more graduate University provided a movie every Fri- the beautiful
and spacious sights of
hours toward their degrees in Educaday for the entertainment of the re- the Ozark Mountains.
. . .but then
tion.
ligious, and also an excursion on the .again, many a foot took on soreness
Admiral down the Mississippi. The and blisters from the mileage traveled
However all was not work in Washsymphonies, Shaw's in one day.
inpnn. Many a warm afternoon was Muny Opera,
made :refreshingly cool ly a dip in Garden, and Cathedral were the culThe Sty. Francois River afforded
attractions enjoyed: by all. The
the swimming pool at St. Vincent's tural
much relaxation for many of the constimulated
the
Browns
and
Cardinals
home, which was but a short walk
freres. Everyone visited it at least once
avid baseball fan, while the zoo in
from our summer residence. It almost Forest
every day. There were many fish that
to
all
desPark
was
interesting
goes without saying niiia we are very
took their last bite, for prize bass and
pite
'the
heat.
grateful to the good Daughters at the
jack salmon were hauled out of the
Home in Washington for the many
As we return to the seminary after St. Francois. For many confreres camp
acts of kindness which they bestowed six weeks at an outside university there, isn't camp without a canoe trip. For
upon us during the course of the sum- are a great many new ideas running those who didn't take a canoe trip, it
through the minds of all of us. We was the upstream journey that dismer.
have observed other religious carrycouraged them.
the
Community
Then too there were
out the functions of their statW.
Softball played a big part in making
recreations which reached their zenith ing
We have talked with students from all Camp what it was. Due to thee late arevery evening after benediction. In. walks
of life, some of whom had a rival of the confreres from Washingthe cool of the evening the confreres! living and
practical faith, while others
would gather on t-ie front porch and knew little or nothing at all about ton, the softball league was not under
dsicuss the humorous events of the day. Catholicism. Ye't, they all had respect way until the last three weeks of
The league was made up of five
On Holy Founder's day we had a
what we stood for. camp.
teams who battled it out till t~ae finSolemn High Mass in the chapel at for us because of were
impressed with

St. Vincent

St. Vincent's Home, and later that
dbenediction there f1levening we had
lowed by a chicken dinner prepared
for us by the Daughters of Charity.
Again we are indebted to, the good
Daughters for making that day a
memorable one.

Through us they
a picture of the Catholic Church and
the priesthood of Christ. We hope the
impression was a favorable one.

Washington
the
In
concluding
Journal for the year of '51 we would
like to thank Fr. Eirich for the sympathy, prudence, and foresight which
he showed while serving as our director.

". . .the man who does wrong on
purpose, if there is such a person, is
better than the man who does wrong
unintentionally. . ."

WHO SAID IT?

(Answer on page 8.)

ish.
vs
Along with -the Philosopher
"Theologian game (Theologians, won
9-7), the last few days of camp were
spent in a field day, and final awarding of prizes. Camp closed the fifth
of September, and now back to another
year of study and classes.
Our special thanks goes to Father

Burroughs for the wonderful job he
did as camp director and confrere,
and to Mr. Rya1' as Dean, and Mr.
Behm as Assistant,

-De-Andrein
.Th~e
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The Source for All Is Now the End

A, B, C, DEGREE??
Late in August the papers witih the marks indicating
how the students fared at St. Louis and Catholic University arrived at camp. The question on everyone's lips
was "What did you get?" We imagine that you our readers.
are also interested and anxious It learn of the results of the
students' work at summer school. Here is the answer to
that question of what did the students receive on their
report cards.
Place of study No. of students
Catholic U.
10
St. Louis U.
21
35
St. Mary's S.

Hrs.
51

105
204

A
9
16
17

B

10
22
29

C
4
1
18

D
4

Fields of study at Catholic U.-Chemistry, Physics, I brary Science, Spanish, Education, Latin, English, Philos 0phy, Sociology.
Fields of study at St. Louis U.-Biology, History, Sociolog
Political Science, Speech, Education, English, Latin, Gre(ek,
:Mathematics, Accounting, Finance, Applied. (Experiments fl)
Psychology,
Fields of study at St. Mary's S.-Latin, English, Education
Degrees earned within the last year:
Fr. J. Bagen-Ph. D. (Philosophy) C. U.
Fr. M. Barr-M. A. (Philosophy) C. U.
Fr. J. Fischer-Licentiate of S. Scripture, Rome
Fr. C. Herbst-M. A. (Speech) C. U.
Fr. J. Richardson--Doctorate of S. Theology, Rome
Fr. J. Schick-M. A. (History) C. U.
Fr. B. Vawter-Baccalaureate of S. Scripture, Rome
Fr. E. Wilson-Masttr of Science in Library Science C.
Mr. T. O'Donnell, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary

U.

Mr. R. Salzer, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. G. Figge, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. F. Shine, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. T. Jordan, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. W. Reisinger, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. P. Martinez, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. G. Menard*, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. E. Gallagher, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. J. Cozy, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. J. Fortenberry, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. J. Begue, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
Mr. R. von Hazmburg, B. A., St. Mary's Seminary
*Mr. Menard also received the degree of Mus. B. (Chur ch
Music) from the Gregorian Institute).
Men studying abroad:
Fr. Parres
Fr. Vawter
SFr. Connolly
Fr. Battle

Canon Law at Rome
Sacred Scripture at Rome
Philosophy at Louvain
Philosophy at Fribourg

In closing we would like to quote from an article writt en
by John Lancaster Spalding "The Quest of Truth."
".. ... It is the pearl above price; it is joy and love. It
leads to the inner world where consciousness reveals G od
and the soul. It makes us meek and lowly, merciful a]nd
lovers of peace; it fills us with longing for the righ-tousne, ss;
it enables us to bear patiently persecution, poverty, a]nd
obloquy, for these affect the outer man, not him who liv es
within, whom truth makes free and a citizen of unse en
and higher worlds, capable of spiritcual worship, where by
he recognizes his kinship with t.he Eternal and with all t he
pure and loving souls for whom the universe is a temi)le
and God is all in All."

This willful stream now rushes on,
Its course determined
Yet ever made.
It knows uncounted aims,
And only one to bind, unsought, unprayed.
Pools, deep and varied, fill along the way
With countless vagrant fantasy;
Influence, oft unfelt, doth fix each bend;
A given course doth change and waver,
Yet leave unchanged the vital end.
How to find fit channels now,
To make the course flow true.
To gain the given
And grasp the mystery lost;
To be lifted by a Hand no longer hidden.
Each channel has its source.
The Source for all is now the End.
The influence oft unfelt,
The vagrant fantasy stealing in
Is known when self is known,
And rest is found whence acts begin.

Prayer and Inelligence
St. Vincent said:
"The most learned, as a rule,
Do noid produce the most abundant
fruits."
What did he mean?
That great learning is not compatible
with sanctity?
That cannot be.
Many saints were very learned.

Maybe he meant
That the most learned
Tend to depend on their own learning
too much
And to fail to give
The first place to prayer.
Maybe he meant
That either extremeToo much or too little learning
Is a dangerous thing.
He was not anti-intellectual
But wished to submerge the intellectual in prayer.

When you have more things to do
Than you have time in which to do
them
Do not spend all your time feverishly
working.
Such is the time
Vhen you must set aside some minutes
And spend them in prayer.
• you cannot do all that you must do,
Then God will have to do it.
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Actions Speak Louder . ..
(Continued from Page 5)
I said I did not condemn them for the position in which they find
themselves. Neither do I mean to excuse them for their lack of fortitude in
the face of difficulties. What I am saying is that surrounded as they are by
so many competing ideologies, they need some place to turn for an example
of how the Faith can be lived. I am trying to say that DePaul, by practicing
what she preaches, is giving many a faltering Catholic the support he needs.
She is quietly and unspectiacularly, but by no means unsuccessfully, combating the lies and slanders against the Church as well as counter-balancing
the many regrettable and shameful incidents that do occur in some of our
Catholic schools and parishes.
I could go on at greater lengt.h on this point, but I am sure you have
already grasped my meaning even though I have written in rat'her a rambling
fashion.
Before I end this epistle, let me thank you for all that DePaul has done
for me. Not only for the scholarships and honors but for the increase in grace
which DePaul has effected through her instruction and her attitude. The
debts I owe DePaul cannot be written off by a mere "thank you." I shall try
to pay them by my prayers for her continued success and growth.
May our Mother Mary keep her and her faculty in her protection..
Signed

Old St. Vincent's
(Continued from Page 1)
Vincent X. Flaherty in the Los
Angeles Examiner (Aug. 3, 1951) had
some nice things to say about St.
Vincents and her men: "St. Vincent's
must have had exceptionally fine
teachers. Most all of the men who
show up for the annual reunion are
prominent in the affairs of the city. ..
"If there were groups as fine and
clean and as brilliant as the St. Vincent's men all over the world, there
could be no communism. Only ,a man
wi', a soul can be sentimental .. experience it's warmth, know its spiritual
enrichment. . .I say it is a very wonderful thing, and that the St. Vincent's
old-timers simply have to be very wonderful men."
We think so too, Mr. Flaherty, and
we're sure all our readers join us in
paying itribute to our confreres who
have served at St. Vincent's-to Father
Asmuth, Rubi, and Beaky, who laid the
to Fathers O'Leary,
foundations;
O'Brien, and McGill, who served on
the first faculty; and to Fathers Cody,
Duggan, Green, Martin, Moore, O'Connor, and Osthoff, surviving former
members of the faculty.
The words of Father Lucey, closing
his 'baccalaureate sermon at Commencement in 1911 are old and trite,
but ever apt: "Brethren, we are here
to return thanks to God for another
year in St. Vincen'ts. . .and in pouring forth your thanks to God for the
many favors of the past year, do not
forget to ask Him to shower down
His blessings upon those into whose
hands is placed the Christian education of the young." (S. V. C. Student:,
Vol XIV, p. 339).
We hope all St. Vincent's alumni,
and all readers, will continue to live
in the spirit expressed by Joseph A.
Ryan, '11, in his oration at that same
wealth
"Whether
Commencement:
comes or public recognition follow
(sic), whether tihe future shall lead
us to heights made dazzling by the
glare of publicity or in the. uiet paths,
of unconspicuous (sic) life, there is but
one true success. If we go through lifb
as Catholic gentlemen, success is
ours." (SVC Student, XIV, 355);

Silver Years

Priests-Functionaries
Of the State?
SSeventeen ninety-one was the year
that Blessed Louis-Joseph Francois
wrote a pamphlet entitled "There is
Still Time," in defense of the Church
and her clergy in France. As a result
of this and similar works the author
together with Blessed
Jean-Henri
Gruyer suffered martyrdom on the
third of September, seventeen ninetyone. The words of Blessed Francois
reflect the priestly character which
should be in each of us especially when
the world today is approaching a state3
very similar to the period in which he
lived.
"They call us public functionaries.
We, merely public and salaried functionaries! And they have found bishops
and priests so lost to their heavenly
origin and godly character as to bow
submission to that loul designation!
No, wi:h the freedom of faith we shall
say it, that is not our title. We are
those sent, our priesthood is one with
the Apostles', with that of Jesus
Christ-it is the continuance. Our mission is the same, our apostleship is
identical with theirs-the people welcome this apostleship; they do not
rule it. The people and the temporal
powers of today hold no more sway
over us and our ministry than did the
powers of the first century over Saint
Paul.. We are those sent forth as he;
we are his successors; we come with
the same rights; with us is the same
authority and power. We are come
not for the wealth of the people, but
to save them. We have not given ourselves over to a certain work so as to
earn a salary, but to do the will of
God and to win souls. They can take
away our goods, but our priestly func'tdons they cannot take away, because
they have been given us by God, and
the rights which the Assembly arrogates to itself to forbid us our mission is an attack against Him Who
sent us."

(Continued from Page 1)
Father Flannery, the presentr pastor
of St. Vincent's church in Chicago, entered the Minor Seminary in September 1912. His first assignment after ordination was as a professor at St.
Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
and then at St. Thomas Seminary,
Denver, Colo. He was superior at St.
John's Seminary, Kansas City, Mo. for
ten years, and pastor of St. Vincent's
church, Kansas City from September
1941 to November 1948.
Father Darby attended St. Vincent's
College, entered the Novitiate,and took
vows on May 28, 1921. After ordination
he taught History for seven years at
St. Vincent's College, was Master of
Novices at Perryville for six years, assistant Spiritual Director at4 Kenrick
seminary, St. Louis; Procurator and
assistant pastor at St. John's church,
New Orleans, for three years; Chaplain
at St. Paul's Hospital, Dallas, Texas;
Procurator and professor of Religion
and History for four years at St,. John's
seminary, San Antonio, Texas, procurator and assistant pastor
at
St.
Stephen's church, New Orleans; and
September 15, 1927-It was announcis now assistant pastor at St. Kath- ed
this
morning
that
classes
erine's church, New Orleans.
would be postponed indefinitely due
Father O'Malley served as prefect
to the hot wea•ker. We may stay
at St. Vincent's College and later on
around the radio all afternoon listenas president. He was then made pastor ing to the baseball game.
of St. Joseph's Church, New Orleans,
September 15, 1931-Father Coupal
and St. Vincent's Church, St. Louis, leaves the Barrens for Chicago amid
successively. He is now pastor at Long the cheers and shouts of the students,
Beach, Mississippi.
Father Coupal has helped put Camp
Father Schmucker received his de- St. Vincent up and hasn't ceased in,
gree at Rome in 1928. He taught at St. his efforts to keep it going.
Thomas seminary, Denver, Colo., KenSeptember 25, 1935-Mr. Ready rerick seminary, It. Louis, Mo., and is turned from the big city sporting a
now professor of Theology at St. new pair of glasses. Good trip, huh? ? ?
Mary's seminary, Perryville, Mo.
Sep imber 4, 1937-Fifteen
young
men arrive to begin entrance retreat
To Jhese confreres we extend our
into the Novitiate. This is the first
congratulations. Our prayer is that
God may grant them many more class of recent years to be received
in Septemnber since May has been the
happy years in the Congregation.

That Reminds Me...

traditional month for years. An acute
case of bilocatioin temporarily ensues
in chapel when the new novices enter.

Who Said It?-Aristocles, in Lesser
Hippias.

September 9, 1938-Rev. Mr. Matthews appointed to Cape. He left this
afternoon after making a rushed job
of packing his belongings.
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PRESENTING THE DUTCH CONFRERES
EXILE FROM CHINA
As told to the Students by
Father Stephen Dunker

Fr. Stephen Dunker, C.M.

The story of my exile begins in the
fall of 1948. At that time we knew the
Communists would take over and we
decided to ride t'he storm out. Naturally we were somewhat apprehensive. In April, 1,'49, the Bishop, knowing the Communists were moving in,
made a flying trip by jeep to the
whole diocese bringing to each all
the money he could scrape up. That
was the last time I saw him personally. Since then his only contact wil.h
the confreres has'been through correspondence while he himself has been
more or less restricted to quarters.
About a month after the Bishop's
visit the Communists came to Linchwan. During the batitle, which lasted
some 45 minutes, one shell, probably
a mortar, dropped in the compound
of the mission, thirty feet or so from
the house where I was staying. Two
people in the school building were injured. Knowing that the Communists
would want to see me, I received them
wi" h utmost clerical dignity, dressed
in my best and longest black robe.
They behaved very courteously, and
accepted very willingly the tea and
cigarettes which I offered them. Over
and over again they reassured me that
as long as I obeyed the laws of the
country, everything would be all right.
(Continued on Page Five)

Bishop Quinn
Ousted From See
After seventeen years in China-the
last eleven of them as Bishop of
Yukiang-45-year-old Bishop Charles
W. Quinn has been expelled, along with
Fathers Thomas Smith, his Vicar General, and Robert Kraff, the last, of the
American Vincentians to leave Kiangsi. Bishop Quinn is the sixth Ordinary,
and the second American Bishop to be
driven from Red China.
The banishment was carried out with
a minimum of external legal formalities after only a short vilification campaign. The day af:er his "trial" before the mob herded together by the
police officials, Bishop Quinn and the
priests were subjected to a "formal"
court trial where the death penalty
was demanded. Final verdict was a
jail sentence, however, and this was
commuted, the Reds announced, "because of tihe leniency of the Communist
government."
It happened to the Bishop much as
it happened to Father Stephen Dunker,
whose story we have printed elsewhere!
in this issue. Father Dunker had predicted that the Bishop would be the
last tto leave, but that he would probably be home by Christmas.
At last word, Bishop Quinn and his
companions, Fathers Smith and Kraff,
were in Hong Kong, preparing to return to the U. S. by way of Rome. The
only Vincentians still remaining in
Kiangsi are the native Chinese confreres, along with two or three Europeans, refugees from the Nort.h.

Fr. Cornelius Louws was born on
Nov. 9, 1897, in the parish of St. Pe'.r,
in Gilze, Netherlands. At the age of
twelve he entered St. Vincent's Apostolic school at Wernhoutsburg. Following this he began his novitiate, and
pronounced his vows on Sep. 4, 1918.
He was ordained to the priesthood at
Rome, where he also received the degree of Doctor of Canon Law. The
years from 1925 to 1946 were spent in
China, during which time Fr. Louws
did missionary work, and was director
of the Minor Seminary. In 1941 the
Japanese took over, anc the years from
1943 to 1946 were spent in a prison
camp, owned and operated by tne
same Japanese. Liberation finally
came af.*er the Japanese surrender,
with the arrival of a U. S. Navy "release team." The last four years found
Father Louws back at St. Joseph Seminary, Pannmgen, teaching Moral
Theology and Canon Law. He is at
present teaching the same classes here
at the Barrens.
(Continued on Page Six)

Brewer
The Oldest Vincentian
Dedication
InThe World
Rev. W. Dunker C.M.

Brewer's new St Vincent's church-(a modern, one-story structure of
light-brown face brick, with a seating
capacity of 325)--was dedicated September 31, with Archbishop Joseph
Ritter officiating. A Solemn High Mass
ceremonies,
followed the dedication
with Very Rev. James Stakelum, C.M.
V. as celebrant; Very Rev. Maurice Hymel, C. M. as deacon, and Rev. Wendelin Dunker, C. M., pastor of the
church, as sub-deacon.
(Continued on Page Six)

On August 15 a rare anniversary was
celebrated in Chicago. Seventy years
before, at St. Vincent's Seminary,
Philadelphia, Stephen Paul Hueber
had become a Vincentian. You might
-think that seventy years is a full career, and a man might be ready to
retire after that length of time, his
t*ask completed. Some men might. But
the man we're talking about remembers that he had said he would serve
for the whole time of his life.
(Continued on Page Five)
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CHINA AND PERBOYRE
Did you know that there exists in France an Association of Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre? According to a notice in the September issue of Les Missions, the Association's official organ, this work was founded by a humble,
zealous brother coadjutor of the Congregation to help
par Licularly needy missions, and subsequently placed under Blessed Perboyre's patronage. With a view to obtaining his canonization (2 miracles are needed) the faithful
have been addressing their petitions to him, and ac<
panying them with a promise o0 a uonac.on ,o be used for
the most needy missions. So far, Les Missions has received many letters expressing thanks for favors granted.
Now, when China, the field of his earthly labors, is
suffering so greatly, Blessed Perboyre will surely help
those who love it as he did. No doubt the delivery of our
confreres from the Communists was aided ;by his intercession.
Now is a particularly apt time to pray to Blessed
Perboyre, thanking him for benefits and asking him to continue his intercession for the Church in China in this
dark hour. November 7 is his feast day. Please don't forget
it,

CHAINS
There are many kinds-good and bad. There are the
chains that St. Vincent wore as an Arab prisoner, or those
of the galley slave whose place he took. There are anchor
chains which mean security and safety. There are the
golden chains of the censer, to offer worship to God. There
are chains that weigh down their wearer and bind him
to earth, like the chains that Jacob Marley forged during
his narrow and self-centered life. Finally, there are chains
that help their users to reach their goal, like the tire
chains and tow chains of the present day.
Mary asked that her Miraculous Medal be worn suspended from the neck, and the usual practice has been
to use metal chains, of silver or gold. But for those who

wish to spread the use of the Medal, such chains have been
an almost impossible expense to bear, so that sometimes
medals have been distributed without chains, making it
likely that they would never be worn at all.
To overcome the difficulty one of the Students has devised an inexpensive way of providing a means of wearing the medals which are distributed. He uses nylon, with
a special knot of his own devising. Probably many of our
readers could devise just as good a knot and make just
as good a nylon "chain" themselves. If, however, you
would like an idea of how it's being done, or would like a
supply of the medals and chains themselves, please write to
the De Andrein. A medal hanging from the neck of the
person you give it to is better than the same medal lying
in his drawer or in her purse.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"When are you going to throw out & destroy that horrible picture (?) (not) of Ven Felix De Andreis! ! If you
don't soon-an indecent fraud will be perpetuated!-and
who is to blame?"
J. J. T., C. M.

St. Louis, Missouri
"I think you fellows are doing a much better job on the
De Andrein than we did in ye ter years. Congratulations...
When I was Editor I used to say that the paper is for the
Double Family. ..
"How about some pictures of new houses in San Antonio, La Porte, . . L. A.?

"Your space is valuable. .. I like stuff peculiar to
Little Company, but not just any ferverino. The Poem may
be good-I can't appreciate it. I thought "Prayer and
Intelligence" better.
"For goodness sakes take that monstrosity off the front
page. . .- it looks much more like the artist than it does the
Ven. De Andreis. The traditional picture of De Andreis
would be a great improvement.
"You asked for critics to speak-one has spoken. .. What
I said first still holds-you are doing a good job."
F. G., C.M.

St. Louis, Missouri
"Keep up the good work!. . . The paper fills a need-it
lets us know, among other things, what goes on in other
houses. To me, that alone justifies its existence."
G. J. S., C.M.

St. Louis Missouri
"I am glad that the information about the Daughters
made the deadline for your first issue of this year. You can
be very sure that the Daughters read the list of changes
among the C. M.'s with as much avidity as the C. M.'s
presumably read the list of the Daughters wh 4 journeyed
to pastures new."
Sr. C., D. C.

Normandy, Missouri

THE MINSTREL SHOW MUST GO!
(Editorial from The InterracialReview, XXIII
(May, 1950),

68.)

For many years it has become increasingly evident to
fair-minded Americans that the minstrel show-a popular
form of amateur theatricals-is lacking in good taste
and understandably offensive and objectionable to the
American Negro. The gist of the minstrel show was the
cheap comedy and the laughter that came from depicting
the Negro as the general laughingstock. He was characterized as a buffoon, a boob and the butt of humor. He was
given lines to show the Negro as crude, ignorant and
utterly lacking in common sense. The time has come to
outlaw this lampooning of a racial group.
While it is true that there is little of malicious intent
and purpose in the minds of amateurs who choose the
minstrel show as requiring the least skill and experience,
certainly these thespians should be constantly reminded
that the minstrel is by its very nature an insult to Negro
citizens and causes well-justified resentment.
Thoughtful Americans recognize that the time has come
to call for the final demise of the minstrel show which
is an unwanted relic of the days when too many. Americans gave little thought to the seriousness, the consequences and the grave moral wrong of prejudice.
We believe that Catholic leaders, aided by the Catholic
press should take an active part in condemning and discouraging the minstrel show. The minstrel show must
go!

SO SORRY
In our St. Louis story last month we neglected to list
Messrs. Glennon Figge, and Robert Salzer, majoring in
Latin and Greek.
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SAN ANTONIO
Father Guyot, President of the Catholic Biblical Association, will preside
at the annual meeting of that society in
Chicago, Nov, 7-11o...Father Guyot addressed the fifth regional congress of the
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, at
Waco, Texas. The subject of his paper
was : "What has the Confraternity done
about the Bible?"0...Father Kavanaugh,
at the request of Archbishop Lucey, has
instituted a course in Spanish for the
young priests of the See city, Several
of the confreres are taking advantage of
the weekly classes to learn the language 0o
Father Raymond OBrien has written an article for the November issue of The Priest,
entitled "Likely Priests." It is an answer
to an article, "Unlikely Seminarians" in
the September issue of the same review....
At the recent annual meeting of the St.
John's Seminary Alumni Association, the
members voted to purchase an altar for
the chapel of the new major seminary to
An individual alumbe opened next Fall.
nus will donate the tabernacle,
BETHANY,

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma Catholics responded in
large numbers to the invitation of Bishop
Eugene J. McGuinness to visit St. Francis
They arrived all
Preparatory Seminary.
during the afternoon of the seventh, bringing gifts of food for the annual open
"The food shower
house and food shower.
was a grand success, it was a wonderful
day and an ample supply was received,"
Very Revo Donald F. McNeil, rector, said,
"There was evidence of great good will
°
toward the seminary," he added...0,..
Fathers McNeil, Bereswill, and Derbes
attended the Teachers' Institute which
was held at Oklahoma City, on October
18 and 19.

get his degree this yearo....
new fire
engine was purchased this summer for
emergencies that may arise either at
Kenrick or at the Preparatory Seminary.
There has been no need for its use as yet.
Fathers Leonard and Edwards attended
a meeting of the State of Missouri Secondary School Principals, held in Columbia,
Missouri,
A meeting of the Catholic
Secondary Schools followed the first
meeting oo..The present enrollment at
the Sto Louis Preparatory Seminary is
3380
LA PORTE,

On the eleventh of September, the
students returned to classes.
There are
86 students for the seven year course of
one year of College, Two of Philosophy
and four of Tehology..oooOn September
the fourteenth, His Excellency, the Most
Reverend !delyn
Nold, Bishop of Calveston, came to visit his seminary.
During
the visit the Bishop appointed to the
Diocesan Matrimonial Court: Father W.
Barr as Defensor Vinculi; Father `. ,
Gibbons as Officialis; Frs. Lo Meteye,
D. Fallon and J. Fischer as Synodal
Judgesoo..At Sto Theresa's Church
Fr. Barr conducted a day of recollection
for the Legion of Mary...At Beaumont,
Texas, Fr. Barr represented His Excellency, Bishop Nold, at a banquet of
the Serra Club,
He spoke in behalf of
the Bishop's project to build a new seminary and received in the Bishop's name
the annual offering made for the education of seminarians of the ( alveston
Diocese oo.In Houston, Fr. Marion Gibbons
addressed the Aquinas Club, a sraall
group of women who form a discussion
club and seminary aid society...
ST.

ST.

LOUIS,

TEiXAS

JOHN'S,

KANSAiS CITrT

THE PREP

Fathers Brennan, lange, Ward,
Nuedorf, Schick, Tackaberry, Bruns, and
Lamy are taking classes at St. Louis U.
Father Gaydos is working on his thesis for
He hopes to
his degree in Mathematics.

The Seminary was host to the nriests
of the Diocese in a banquet on the occasion of Bishop O'Hara's return 1c::om
Rome,
Very Rev. P. Le Fevre, as Rector
of the Seminary, introduced the speakers,
among whom was Very ReVo James W. Stakelum,
C.oMV, .o,.Enrollmentthis year 96 students,,,
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Father Diliberto preached a Forty
Hours Devotion at Sacred Heart Church in
Leavenworth Oct. 12-14.. .... Fathers
Diliberto, Smith, and Dicharry preached the Forty Hours at St. Vincent's
Church, K.C. Octo 18-20,....Father
McHugh has been acting as chaplain of
the newly formed Czanam Boys Home at
Martin City on the outskirts of Kansas
City.
CAMARILLO,

CALIFORNIA

Fr, Miller participated in the
Columbus Day Program sponsored by the
Knights of Columbus by delivering a
radio address over KVVC, Ventura, Calif.
He also conducted a Day of Recollection
on Oct. 16th for the ladies of the parish at St. luke's Church, Temple City,
Calif.....Fr.
Coerver gave a review of

DEIN-rR,

COLORADO

St. Thomas Serm....Fr. Vidal represented the seminary at a regional meeting
of the Serra Clubs in the Rocky Mountain
area.....Bishop Bernard J. Sullivan, S.J.
formerly a missionary in India, said Mass
in the seminary chapel and addressed the
students.
Bishop Sullivan is now stationed at Regis College.....Retreats which
started on Oct. 27 were given by the following Fathers: Fr. G. Tolman at Kenrick;
Fr. F. Murphy at Stkomas, Denver, and
Fr. J. Danagher at Camarillo.......
PTILIPPITNE ISLANDS
Fr. Pedro Duque has written an article
in the Auguest issue of the Seminarium,
entitled, "The Sequence 'Dies Irae".......

the book, "They Live The Faith" to the

NEiW ORLEANS,

Newman Club in Los Angeles on Oct. 7th,
He was also the principal speaker at the
annual conference luncheon of the Los
Angeles Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women held at the Ambassador
Hotel on Oct. 16th....Fr, Go Dolan has
been filling in for the Itaval chaplain
at Port Hueneme and Point Magu.....
On Oct. 12th the Very Rev. Sylvester 0jea,
Provincial of the Madrid Province, his
secretary, Fro Jacinto Fernandez, the
Very Rev. Julian Morales, Provincial of
the Province of Mexico, Very Rev, Jose
Cervera, pastor of Our Lady of Talpa
parish in Los ngeles and Fr. Manuel
Coello, assistant at St. Vincent's in
Los Angeles visited St. John's Seminary.

Sister Anne Aycock, administrator
of De Paul sanitarium received awards
for outstanding service in the field of
pyschiatric nursing from the "oung Men's
Business Club and from the acting mayor,
Victor H. Schiro.
The acting mayor presented Sister Anne with a certificate of
merit for outstanding service to the community and also a minature key to the city.
The MBC's gift was an engraved pleque
for "unselfish devotion and leadership in
the field of psychiatric nursing." In
a brief acceptance speech, Sister Anne
said that she accepted the awards in the
name of the Daughters of Charity.

PERRYVILLE;

LOUISIANA

MISSOURI

Very Rev. Mo O'Connell, because of
ill health, has been relieved of his
position as Superior of St. Mary's Seminary.... Bishop Helmsing, on Oct. 14th
conferred the order of deacon on Rev.
Messers, Robert 01ker and Carl Callier;
the order of subdeacon on Messers:
Felix Sarachaga, Antonio Saldana, Julian
Fuente and Modesto Lopez.....St. Boniface held its Forty Hours Devotion from
Oct. 14 to the 15th.....The Provincial
of Madrid Spain, Very Rev. Sylvester Ojea,
and his secretary, Fr. Jacinto Fernandez
visited the Barrens on the 15th and 16th
of October.

During this past summer our Eastern
confreres laboring in Alabama were again
assisted by Fr. 0. Miller in conducting
Motor Missions.
Those priests engaged in
such work were Fathers: J. Hild, J. Salway, P. Doran, Jo King, J. Cody, and J.
Conway.
Although inaugurated by Fr. Miller in Missouri, in 1936, the Motor
Missions of the East did not venture into
Alabama until the summer of 1950.
As a
result of these missions not a few converts have been made.
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EXILE FROM CHINA
(Continued from Page One)
For the people, and for myself, the completely uncharacteristic behavior of the soldiers, for instance, was
practically a miracle. The soldiers, a thing which had never
been seen before, were very, very kind to the people. If
they saw one trying to board a boat, they gave him a
boost. Most surprising of all was their respectful attitude
toward the women. There was never any report of anything
out of order. The women were not molested at all. In
fact, the Communist soldiers practiced modesty of all
eyes more strictly than our most holy novice.
THE SCHOOLS
All through 1949 and the beginning of 1950 there was
no serious trouble (aside from the badgering they gave me)
except in the schools. Political workers arrived before the
end of the term in 1949 and started in on the teachers.
They wanted to find but what was taught in the schools,
its policies, etc. To do this they started teaching an antireligious theory of evolution, thereby creating a division of
opinion, and in the resultant fight they got the story
from both sides.
It was in April, 1950, that the real trouble started. The
police came to me demanding that I turn in my broadcasting sets, or sign a statement affirming that I had none.
I was just about to sign, when I remembered that during the Japanese war some American soldiers had left behind a couple of Walkie-Talkies. I told the Communists
about these and they excitedly demanded them. I couldn't
remember seeing them for years and years, and when I
couldn't find them the fireworks began. After trying all day
long to force some admission from me, without success,
they placed me under house arrest. The mission was surrounded by a detachment of soldiers, fully armed, and
with powerful searchlights. For six days and six nights,
every two or three hours, the Communists would come in
and begin the questioning all over again. At night we had
to keep all the lights burning. They were determined to
get me to admit that I had hid the Walkie-talkies. After
each session they used to say, "Well, we'll leave you alone
now, to meditate on your own thoughts, and perhaps you
will remember by the next time."
Finally, after much meditating, I did remember that I
had sold one of them. Ihe man to whom I sold it would
only admit that he had bought a radio, but did say that
he had thrown away a part that he couldn't understand.
When he said that, I insisted that had been the transmitter, and no matter what else was said, I clung to that
story. Finally the police let me go.
In September 1950, Father Kwei, (a Chinese Vincentian,)
was forced out of his position as school principal by the
local board. By this time the school was independent of

·--

--

Oldest Vincentian
(Continued from Page One)
A poem, written especially for his
seventieth anniversary, capftures-as
far as words can-a little of the zest
and vitality that are so characteristic
of this oldest Vincentian:
WHEN I GROW OLD
When I grow old, God grant
That every child will feel
The texture of my soul
And will not turn away from me
As from a shattered shrunken vine
When I grow old.
When I grow old God grant
That I may have some task
Which must be done
Or someone fare the worse
That in some corner of the earth
Some one will need my hand
When I grow old.

-----

I
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the mission, and though the same teachers remained
they were becoming progressive, that is, turning Communist. They did this thinking to insure themselves of
the favor of the Reds after tne collapse of the mission.
The Reds turned the teachers against me, and against
the U. S. They felt that striking at me would be hitting the
U. S.
CHRISTMAS 1950
This year Christman Eve fell on Sunday, and at the
suggestion of the Apostolic Delegate, we celebrated Our
Solemn Mass Sunday afternoon, at 5 p. m. Shortly afterwards committees were sent from house to house to gather
grievances against me. They ended up with over one
hundred pages of testimony from "running a spy ring"
through "Corruption in administering UNRA" to "rape."
Rallies were then held in the school to whip up sentiment
against me. After one of these in which a teacher made
an outrageously lying accusation against me, a group of
enraged Catholics called on him. The school boys reported the gathering to the police who broke it up and
put the mission under a five day house arrest. A few
days later another rally was held, the old charges were
reiterated and new ones added. All these were lumped
together with the old charge about the Walkie-Talkie
and were turned over to the police. At this I realized that
my usefulness in China was over, so on Jan. 4, I applied
for an exit visa. Toward the end of January I was placed
on trial. It lasted for three days with the usual vilification, Fathers Kwei and Wieczorek (a Polish confrere) were
also questioned. About a week after this I was summoned
to a private session and for my crimes of the past 20 years
was sentenced to be expelled from China, after I had paid
my debts. Everything had been frozen so I had nothing
to pay with. The judge told me to apply to the bank but
they didn't answer, so I sat and waited. At last on Julyv tb
1951, I was called up for a new trial, and was told that
my sentence was too light, that the people demanded it be
changed to death. But the judge would be lenient so he
changed it to a year in prison, preceded by a month's
liberty in which to gather funds to pay my "debts." (They
had now risen to $12,000, U. S.) As paying the whole was
impossible, I wrote to Shanghai for $500 to pay one that
had some basis. When this arrived I took it to the judge.,
A few days later, August 9, I was called in again, asked
for my walkie talkie and payment on the rest of my debts.
I said I couldn't pay. The official then told me I was leaving on the next day. That was just what I wanted, and had
hardly dared hope for. The next day I left under guard of
two Chinese soldiers, bound for Hong Kong. It was a very
dramatic moment as I walked across the narrow plank
bridge from Red China to British territory, into the hands
of the British police. I coudn't think of what to do. Since I
had nothing but my clothes-no money, no valuables. But
I was met by two priests from the Catholic Welfare
Bureau, who gave me a snack-a ham sandwich and a
bottle of beer-and brought me to Hong Kong. I was free!

,,

So Father Hueber is far from retiring, and far from even thinking of it.
He is ever active in his interest in
Community affairs, and shows his interest in a most practical way. In
memory of his brother, Charles Lawrence, who died two years ago, Father
Hueber recently turned over to Father
Le Fevre a burse of $6000, for the
education of the Students here.
I'm sure Father Hueber won't mind
if we mention here that he has started another memorial burse, this
time for Father James Sullivan, C. M.,
former spiritual director of the Daughters of Charity, first for the U. S., and
later for the Wes.ern Province. Father
Hueber knew him well, as Father Sullivan was Director of Etudents at Germantown, when Father Hueber was
Doyen. The burse now stands at $1010.
A complete burse is $6000. Father
Hueber's present address is: De Paul
University, 1010 Webster Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois.

Novitiate Diary, 1910
Nov. 22, Tuesday. "The weather exceedingly fine today. The new church
of St. Vincent's at Brewer was dedicated today. Rev. Musson celebrant at
High Mass, Rev. Barr Deacon, Fr. Finney Subdeacon. Rev. Fr. Powers,
master of Ceremonies. Some twenty
acolytes were in sanctuary. Many
people in attendance. Church Bazaar
and grand dinner were held."
Nov. 23, Wednesday-"Went in for
studies, owing to our having lost yesterday and also tomorrow's being
Thanksgiving Day."
Nov. 24, Thursday-"Thanksgiving.
No chapel exercises. Novices went for
a walk to Brewer. The new church
is a little gem. Just as we were leaving church-yard, met Rev. Fr. Powers
on horseback. Alighting he invited us
to drink pop; some 2 dozen bottles having been consumed, we set out for
home."
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Brewer Dedication
(Continiued from Page One)
In a very interesting sermon, Father
Joseph Lilly, C. M., who was pastor
at Brewer from 1930 to 1932, traced
the history of the Catholic Church
through its 133 years of growth in
Perry County.
At the conclusion of the Mass, the
Archbishop congratulated the Vincentians for their fai'0hful service throughout the years. He also commended
the parishioners for their strong faith
which made the new church possible.
And he expressed the hope that
Brewer would soon be able to boast of
a Catholic school and rectory as well.
It was probably a source of great
wonderment* to anyone who happened
to pass by the little village of Brewer
on the cold Sunday morning of January 27, 1907, to see a crowd of men
and boys grouped around the entrance
to an abandoned saloon. If their curiosity had been great enough, they would
have learned, by further inquiry, that
inside the building Father John LeSage, C. M. was celebrating the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass, the first to be
offered in Brewer. Prior to this time
the people of the Brewer district had
to fulfill their obligation of hearing
Mass by attending services at the
Seminary church in Perryville. Roads
and transportation being what they
were in those days, they were lucky
to be able to hear Mass five or six
times a year.
Desiring to have their own church,
the people asked Very Rev. William
Musson, C. M., then president of St.
Mary's Seminary, to send them a
priest to say Mass every Sunday.
Father James Foley, C. M. was given
charge of the mission, and he chose
an old saloon building as a site for
the temporary chapel. He himself built
the altar while the ladies of the parish
cleaned and papered the walls.
From the beginning, it was apparent
that the old saloon was not large
enough to accommodate the congregation. Even on the day of the firsts
Mass the men and boys had to kneel on
the porch and watch the Mass through
the open doors. Subsequently, the use
of a hall above the general store was
acquired rent-free from a non-Catholic. Not long after tihis Father Foley
purchased the property on which the
present church stands, and construct-

Father John Danagher. C. M., who was
pastor at tshe time, procured the necessities for saying Mass, and began services in the parish hall, which had been
built during the administration of
Father Edward Furlong, C. M. (192130).
Arrangements for building the present church were made first by Father
Jeremiah Hogan and completed by
Father William Casey, C. M., and the
corner-stone was laid November 19,
1950 by tshe Most Rev. John Cody,
Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis.
Father Lilly, in the dedication sermon, referred to the new church as, "a
monument to your faith." Not only is
it a monument to the faith of the
parishioners, but it is also a monument to the zeal of the pastors who, filled with the missionary
spirit of St. Vincent, kept alive and
strengthened the faith of the generations of inhabitants of Brewer and
the surrounding district.

Dutch Confreres
(Continued from Page One)

On Feb. 9, 1913, in the city of Panningen, Fr. Leo James Ebisch was born.
He at ended the minor seminary at
Wernhoutsburg; and the major seminary at Panningen, where on July 23,
1939 he was ordained. From the day
of his ordination until just recently
Fr. Ebisch labored in the field of parish
work. Three years of that time were
spent in various parts of France, supplying the spiritual needs of Dutch
emigrant, farmers. He is now teaching
Gregorian Chant and French at Perryville.

ed a temporary frame chapel. It measured only thirty by fifty feet, and
was much too small to accommodate the
congregation that assembled for the
two Masses every Sunday.
Father Robert Powers, C. M., who
succeeded Father Foley as pastor, began the movement for building a larger
and more substantial church. This nine
thousand dollar brick building was
completed in November 1910. The
dedicattion ceremonies were held on
Tuesday, November 22. Very Rev. William Musson was celebrant and Rev.
Thomas Weldon, C. M. preached the
sermon.

On January 4, 1946 a catastrophic
fire destroyed the church, causing
estimated at thirty-five
damages
thousand dollars (replacement costs).

The DeAdri
Seminary, Wernhoutsburg. On Sep. 12,
1938 he took his holy vows. Ordained
to the pries.hood at Prinsenhage, Holland, in 1943, he spent the year immediately after at Nymegen, where he
studied Missiology. The next two years
Father Braspenning taught in the
minor seminary and did parish work.
When World War II ended, Fr. Braspenning embarked for China, and
spent five years as a missionary at
Tientsin, until driven out. by the Reds
early in 1951. He is now engaged in
parish activities at St. Boniface
Church, Perryville.

Zundert, Holland was the birthplace
of Fr. Martinus Braspenning, who came
into the world on October 29, 1916. At
thirteen he entered St. Vincent's

The present professor of Fundamental Moral, Logic and Patrology
was born on August 21, 1917 at Tilburg, Netherlands. Fr. William De
Kort attended the minor seminary of
St. Vincent at Wernhoutsburg; and the
major seminary of St. Joseph at Panningen, where he pronounced his vows
on Sep. 15, 1939. After his ordination
on July 19, 1944 he spent two years in
France (Loos Les Lille) as a teacher.
Following this he was appointed to
missionary work at Tietnsin, China,
until the Communists took over. He
rel.urned to Holland and then set out
for America.

Fr. James Nouws of Zunceit, Netherlands, was born on Feb. 26, 1919. He
entered the Internal Seminary on the
twentieth of Sep. 1939, and two years
later pronounced his holy vows. After
being raised to the priesthood in July,
1.46, he went to Paris, there to study
Sinology (the study of the customs,
language, etc., of the Chinese people)
at the Sorbonne. After that he worked
in the field of parish activities at
Rumpen, Netherlands, until assigned
to the U. S. The students of St. Vincent's College at Cape Girardeau now
know Fr. Nouws as professor of Latin
and Greek.
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FATHER O'CONNELL

In the course of a century and
more, superiors at the Barrens have
come and gone. As an overall picture,
the changing of superiors is somewhat
of a mechanical thing-a necessity
present for various reasons: law, expediency, and what have you. But in
the house where the office of superior
undergoes its periodic change, the view
becomes more concrete. Anyone who
lives under authority can tell that a
change of command has its effect, to
some extent, on the lives and thoughts
of the individual members of the house.
Someone, with a rather cynical bent,
has said that superiors are remembered
by the harm they did and the trouble
they met. That may be true. After all,
there are pessimists to be found everywhere. But when a man is remembered for kindness, concern for the community at large, and in particular, for
being a good example to all, are those
who remember only optimists?
It is true that Father O'Connell's
change from the office of superior at
Perryville may be only another statistic to some future archivist. But to
the members of his household it is, by
and large, somewhat of a loss.
Everyone, surely, loves to have someone else to take an interest in oneself. And if one were to point out the
predominate characteristic of our former superior, one would perhaps speak
of his interest in others. Or maybe
someone would prefer the term "community spirit." No matter; it is all the
same.
His active and evident concern for
the farm, for building projects ("Here,
I'll use the crowbar; you hammer"), in
recreations, in class, in the spiritual
exercises was quite observable, from
(Continued on Page Seven)

Two Lives Completed
Death, with but a hollow victory and
completely shorn of his sting, recently
claimed two of our Sisters-Sister
Placida Schultz and Sister Johannes
Manning. As is usually the case, these
Sisters died "full of days and merits,"
both having celebrated their golden
jubilees a number of years before their
deaths.
Sister Placida was fifty-four years of
vocation, of which thirty-seven were
spent at St. Mary's Home, St. Louis, in
the service of the children whom she
loved so well. Her death occurred at
De Paul Hospital on October 12, but her
body was taken back to St. Mary's
where, during the two days that intervened before her burial, her remains
were reverently viewed by many friends
and benefactors of the home, and many
of her former charges-mothers and
even grandmothers-came to pray beside the body of one who had been so
truly a mother to them.
Sister Johannes, who had spent sixtytwo years as a Daughter of Charity,
has been for the past five years one of
the dear "ancients" of the Central
House, Marillac Seminary, Normandy.
Her several previous missions were St.
Patrick's School, San Francisco; Los
Angeles Orphanage; Holy Cross School,
Santa Cruz; and St. Patrick's School,
Chicago,
May their souls rest in peace!

Texas IsAlways News
Waco papers gave spread-eagle publicity to the opening of a two million
dollar addition to Providence Hospital,
of that city. Indeed it is seldom that
any other than a metropolitan center
can boast of so modern a hospital,
where thought has been given to beauty
as well as to efficiency, to convenience
as well as comfort.
Constructed of three shades of buff
brick, with a marble ledge extending
beneath each row of windows, the
building is arrestingly modern in appearance. Patients' rooms carry out
various color schemes-red, blue, grey,
yellow, green-with gaily patterned
fabrics as drapes. (What has mercifully become of those cold, white hospital walls?)
The fifth floor houses a six-room
surgery suite, X-ray and Laboratory
departments. Construction of this floor
alone cost $405,000. A public drive
netted $300,000, the Federal Government made a grant of $600,000, and
the balance of the $2,000,000 was underwritten by the Daughters of Charity.
Most Rev. Louis J. Reicher, Bishop
of Austin, in an elaborate ceremony,
blessed the building on October 15, 1951.
(Continued on Page Eight)

NO. 3

New Superior
At The Barrens

Very Rev. Daniel Martin, C.M.

Is the relationship between a priest's
field of specialization and the office of
Superior of a Major Seminary merely
coincidental, or is there some causal
connection between the two? Does the
training a man receives in acquiring a
degree in Sacred Scripture develop in
him qualities of leadership more than
training in, say, Canon Law or Theology? Or can it be that the talents
and virtues which make for success in
the study of Sacred Scripture are the
same that will ensure success as a
Superior?
Whatever the answers may be, it is
certain that Scripture men have been,
and are being singled out for positions
of authority. In the past, an outstanding example was Father Souvay, who
became Superior-General. At present,
our Provincial Director of Studies,
Father Lilly, continues that tradition.
And within the past three years, three
professors of Sacred Scripture have
been named Rectors of Major Seminaries-Father Kenneally in Denver,
Father Guyot in San Antonio, and most
recently, Vev. Rev. Daniel Martin, Superior of St. Mary's of the Barrens.
A native of St. Louis, Father Martin
attended St. Louis Preparatory Seminary before entering the Novitiate in
1932. His first assignment after ordination, in 1939, was to his alma mater,
the Prep. After graduate studies at
Catholic U. in 1941, Father Martin returned to Perryville, where he taught
Scripture from 1942 to 1945.
Assigned next to San Antonio, the
next five years were intensely busy
(Continued on Page Seven)
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THE PICTURE
Does anyone actually know what Felix de Andreis looked
like? We don't think so. Is there any reason for believing
that anyone particular representation of his features is more
accurate and more authentic than any other? We don't
think so. Finally, does it matter very much what Felix de
Andreis looked like? We don't think so.
We have seen three or four different pictures of our patron, in books and on holy cards, and they vary greatly.
The descriptions found in his biographies are not at- all
conclusive. We dare say an artist could follow them faithfully, and produce a portrait which resembles none of
those now extant, and none could gainsay him with any
show of certainty.
Since the situation is as we have described it, unless and
until some new information is uncovered by community
historians, should we destroy or change the picture on our
front page? We don't think so.

St. Vincent and
The Holy Souls
". . .we know that St. Vincent of
Paul's special devotion was to the most
destitute soul. But then destitute souls
were his line; he was their property
and possession." (Faber, All for Jesus,
p. 57).
"This life is but a weaving
I do but choose the colors;
Full oft He weaveth sorrow
Forget He sees the upper,

between my God and me.
He weaveth steadily.
and I in my foolish pride
I, the under side."
Father Tabb

"Spiritual power is the only real
power; and it follows different rules
from other power. When St. Vincent
of Paul founded his Congregation of
the' mission, Father Condren, the superior of the French Oratory, and one
of the most spiritual men of his day,
said to him, 'Ah! my father! I recognize that this is the work of God, and
that the spirit of Jesus is upon it, and
that it will succeed, for all the men
are of low birth, and none of them of
learning. This is the sort of weapon
to which God gives power."'" Faber,

All for Jesus, p. 99-100).

ALCOHOL AND THEOLOGY
Miracles, whether for the good of body or soul, are rare!
In order to obtain cures and conversions, prayer and trust
in God are necessary, but usually not enough. Ordinarily
God demands that we use all possible natural helps.
Scrupulosity, worry, fear, anger, impurity, drunkenness,
cruelty-these and other hindrances to a good moral life and
to true sanctity, have their basis in man's whole nature-his
body and his mind, as well as his will. Therefore the remedy
often lies in the treatment of the body and mind. The
priest, in treating the ills of the spiritual life, should be
acquainted with the principles of physical and mental hygiene in order to advise penitents himself, or at least to
recognize the trouble and refer them to a doctor, psychiatrist,
or someone who can help. Such a synthetic view of the spiritual life is St. Thomas' basic principle: grace and the supernatural order are built on-and do not replace-the
natural order. Such a mode of action in a priest is the perfect imitation of the Divine Physician.
Lately, these views have been impressed on the students
and novices at St. Marys. On October 27 two members of
Alcoholics Anonymous came to Perryville to lecture on the
nature of their organization and its program of salvation
of the alcoholic. Two twenty minute talks were followed
by a long and interesting question and answer period.
The nature of alcohol and its effects on the drinker are
well known-yet alcoholism is still pretty much a mystery.
Whatever it is-mental or physical, a sickness or alergyone thing is certain, a true alcoholic is different from normal people in being totally unable to control himself once
alcohol is in his system.
In order for Alcoholics Anonymous to rescue such a person, two things are necessary on his part: (1) he must humbly acknowledge that he is an alcoholic, unable to control
his drinking, and dependent on a higher power for help;
(2) he must be willing to join A. A. voluntarily and cooperate
in saving himself. With such a beginning, and after whatever immediate treatment of himself and his financial and
family problems needed is taken care of, the alcoholic is
led to undertake a completely Catholic approach to his
problem. His self-renovation includes a confession of his
failings, prayer and meditation, and satisfaction to all
those he has harmed. Each morning he promises God and
himself that for today he will aovid the first drink. He attends the meetings of A.A. to talk over with others their
mutual problems and solutions. Finally, and for years
afterwards, he undertakes "12th step work"-selflessly
helping other alcoholics on the path to sobriety. The success
which this system has had can be explained only by the
fact that it is eminently natural and supernatural. The
combined physical and psychological, personal and social
treatment, all elevated by the spiritual, accomplishes what
nature alone cannot do, and what grace alone ordinarily
does not do.
The two fine Catholic A.A. lecturers (one of whom is a
convert) pointed out how the whole approach of the A.A.
program is simply "made" to fit in with Catholicism,. It
reclaims an untold number of Catholics to the practice of
their religion, leads to the conversion of hundreds of nonCatholics, and rightly used, brings all its members into
the Catholic mode of living. The Catholic priest especially, they begged, should make himself acquainted and
familiar with A.A. members and the workings of its organization-a very simple task in any large city.
Though the lecturers answered dozens of practical questions connected with the problem and treatment of alcoholism, it was the humility and zeal of these two former .alcoholics which impressed this audience of novices, students,
Through Alcoholics Anonymous,
brothers and priests.
they had raised themselves from a longstanding habit of
drunkenness to lives of sobriety, happiness, and exceptional
value, and they are still willing and eager to do anything to
help others wh'o are tormented by this same "devil."

"All that I took from thee I did but take,
Nor for thy harms,
But just that thou mightest seek it in My Arms."
Francis Thompson.
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Bishop uinn spoke to the Academy
students on Nov. 7th, and; to the students
of the University on the ninth.....
Fr. Thomas Connolly, retreat master this
year, gave his views on the nature and
Fr. Connolly compurpose of a retreat.
pared a retreat generally to an actual
.retreat of soldiers on a battlefield....
Dr. Anton Pe:gis, president of the Ponti-
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La Porte--wich parish church serves also
as the Seminary Chapel-Fr. William P
Barr blessed the parish's new rectory on
the afternoon of Sunday, the eleventh of
Following the bVlessing was
this month.
a 'Silver Tea' for the parishoners of St.

Mary 's ..
NEW ORLEANS.
Fr. Thomas Smith- is resting with his
aftter 17 years in
mit
1i:1i
brother,.,
He was
the Vincentian Chinese missions.
expelled from China in September with the
uinn, of Los Angeles
Most Rev. William 0.
and the Rev. Robert Kraff of St. Joseph,
Missouri.

PHILIPPInNES

:

a.. bilingual monthly magau'Seminariumi"
English) devoted to the
"
zine, (Spanisah
interest of the Priests and Seminarians of
the Philippines, and edited and published
resumed publication in
by the C M-',
August after: a lapse of ten years. The
interruptio bfiias caused by the last war
Fr. Pedro Juan Dugue
and its after-math.
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who finished his Theology and was ordained here at the Barrens in 1950,
is writing a series of articles on the
Sequences...........
WASHINGTON,

D.o.

Archbishop McIntyre of Los Angeles, and his Auxiliary, Bishop
Joseph McGucken, visited the Doheny
Memorial House of Studies, during the
recent meeting of bishops.......
SAN ANTONIO
Fathers Eirich and Sharpe will conduct three day retreats early in Decemberat Blessed Sacrament Academy and at Ursuline Academy respectively............
The Forty Hours Adoration was preached at
Pleasanton by Fro Kavanaugh, at Floresville by Father Lee Zimmerman; at
Cbrpus Christi by Father Raymond O'Brien
and at St. Mary Magdalen's in San Antonio
O'Brien has been
by Fr, Guyot........Fr.
the vacancy
filling
appointed Vice Rector,
at
superior
created by Father Frommel,
training
Tachistoscopic
The COape. ......
is being given to the Major Seminarians
by Fr. Kavanaugh, and by Fro Edward
Danagher, to the Minor Seminarians.
DE PAUL HOSPITAL,

ST.

VINCENT'S,

KANSAS CITY

Fr. John Mix, Superior General of
the Resurrectionist Fathers, was the
guest of our confreres during his stay
in the city for a lecture.....Fr. DeWitt
gave a mission at Sacred Heart Church,
Warrensburg, Missouri.
APPOINTMENTS OF DAUGHTER OF CHARITY
Sisters Louise Patton and CGtherine
14cEneaney. .To
Villa St. Louise, Normandy;
Sister Antonio O'Donohue ... To
Charity Hospital, New Orleans
Sister Delphine Fleming...To
St. Joseph Hospital, Alton
Sister Miriam Levy...To
Roman Catholic Orphanage, San Francisco
Sister Jane Frances Bey...To

St. Vincent's Infant Asylum, N.O.
Sister Margeurite Harrington,..To
St. Theresa's School, New Orleans
Sister Angela Sheehan...To
O'Connor Hospital, San Jose
Sister Jane McCarthy...To
Marillac Seminary, Normandy
Sister- Melanie...To
St. Vincent's Hospital, Chicago
Sister Catherine Wintz...To
St. Vincent's Hospital, Birmingham

LOUIS

Military honors marked the funeral
services held Nov. 5th from De Paul Hospital for Sister- Loretto O'Connell,
Daughter of Charity of St. Vincent de
Paul, veteran nurse of two wars, who died
Vbry Rev. John J. Cronin
November 2, 1951.
Worthy
was celebrant of the High Mass.
Loretto's
Sister
of note is the fact that
interests were not confined to the field of
One of her "outside interests"
nursing.
was seeking and obtaining financial assistance for young men studying for the
In this way especially did
priesthood.
she find an outlet for her Charity.
NIAGARA.

ST.

N.Y.

Niagara University, conducted by our
Eastern confreres, recently celebrated
VBry Rev.
its 90th year of operation.
president.
is
Francis Meade, G'.M.,

CORRECT ION
Due to an erroneous source, the
article on Alabama contained matter
which was incorrect.
It stated,
"Although inaugurated by Fr. Miller
in Missouri, (that is--The Motor
Missions), in 1956................
Fr. Miller was not the one who organRather it
ized the Motor Missions.
was Fathers Fallon, McIntyre, Phoenix
and Kuchler who first
inaugurated
the Motor Missions in 1955.
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ST. J07H'1
JO 1
St.

*J:T

John's Seminary neiaa 1-s annual

Forty noturb Devotion on Nov.

i8th to the

20th. UR' confreres ifrm the churoh of
nd t~,
ns
St. Vincent praaohed the serrmnc
diocesan clergy were well represented .....
VWry Rev. Philip LeFevre, Rector, preached
the retreat. at St. Philomenas' in St.
Louis.....Rev. Francis Gagnepain preached
the Forty Hours at St. Augustine here at
Kansas City... o o .Under the direetion: of.
Rev. Michael McHu~h, the St. John's Seminary Guild held an extremely successful
card party and raffle to raise funds for
Seminary improvements. ...
ST. JOhN'S, CAMARILLO
Very Rev. Francis Koeper and Fr.
Richardson attended the. educational meeting of the Western College Association

at San Jose, Calif. on November third.
......
Fr. Miller conducted a day of recollection for the ladies of the parish in
am raillo.. ..
1ishopI
:Manning conferred the
priesthood and second minors on two O.F.M.
COapchins here in our chapel on the Feast
of All Saint s. ,,...o...

Fr. FitzSerald was present at the meeting of the Chicago Junior Legion of
Mary of which he is Spiritual Director.
....
Fr. Simon Smith is teaching Religion
in Evening Cominerce.
The courses on
Marriage are well attended and used
by professors of Psychology and Sociology as special lectures for their students.
Fr. Smith also teaches in Day
Qornmerce and is assisting in the student drive for funds for the new fieldhouse.....Forty Hours was preached at
Holy Souls Parish in Pampa, Texas by
Fr. Mahoney ....
Fr. Flannery led a
large pilgrimage by busas from St.
Vincent's ...
urch to the Ohurches
designated for Holy Year Visits.......
Fr. Oole
e
spoke over station WFJLFM, Sunday Nov.
18th......Besides
taking care of Catholic patients at
Augustana Hospital Fr. MicWilliams assists
with youth work at DePaul Day Nursery
and Settlement...... Eastern Vincentians
are going to give some missions in Onicago:
Fr. Furlona of the Mission Band from
Columbus Ohio was in for a visit early
this month..........

DE PAUL, 'HICASQ
ST.
Fr. Hg ODonnor returned from
Abrams Wias. for the winter, and is now
in St. Joseph's Hospital.
He will celebrate the anniversary of his fiftieth
year as a priest, on Mar. 17th 192......
MoO.rthy's sister, a Benedictine nun
F.r
who founded , and directed .,a. community of
native religious women in Australia,
passed through America on her way to Ire-

land.

This was their first meeting in

many years..... After his bout with pneumonia
Fr. Cse is back on the road to recovery.....
Fr. O'Mallev attended a convention of
Urban Universities in Cincinnati, on
....
. th. ....
Nov.
,.The convention of Church Related
Colleges in Omaha, NMv. Ittli, was attended by Fr. Wangler... oFrs. Phoenix and.
W. Powers attended the convention of Evening Schools Assoc.. in Detroit... ......
Fr. Kammer attended the meeting of Exec.
Obmmitte of N.0.E.A. in Washington on
Oct.

29.........

PAUL'S HOSPITAL,

DALLAS

A five-alarm fire that broke out on
the fifth floor of St. Paul's Hospital,
Dallas,
Texas shortly after midnight
on October 24th obliged a complete evacuation of the hospital for some hours.
As the damage was confined to the fourth
and fifth floors of the main building,
the patients evacuated from other sections
were returned to their beds within a few
hours.
Total loss is estimated at

$125,000.........
The morning after the fire, unsolicited donations began coming in,
one of
the first
being from a man who stated,
that he had been "just waiting for a chance
to show how much I think of the Sisters of
St. Paul's and their fine work."
Within
less than ten days the considerable sum
of $40,000 was received, and every mail
brings more checks and testimonials.......
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DIARY BROWSINGS

KENRIOK S.EMINARY, ST. LOUIS

Sepo 6, 1889--The sanctuary lamp,
(gift of Fr. Cannon, Lockport, No Yo) was
hung up today by Fro Hueber (his last
little
job before leaving .for St. Louis
at 1s00 PoMo) in the church--it hangs
over the communion rail, a neat ornament o
June 2, 1909--Game. of ball, between.
theologians and philosophers.o The theologians won, 4-3, with Mr. Moore pitching
for the .theologians., and Mro Brennan for
Rev. Messrso Finney
the philosopherso0o.
0
and Monoghan entered tonight upon their
eight day retreat preparatory to the.
priesthood
Jan. 17, 1913--The new kitchen "malleable Range,"--a veritable fortress of
iron--was hauled from the station this
morningo The entire force of work-hands
Tips the scales at sometussled with it.
Needless to say,
thing over 5500 pounds.
it will be set up soono
Sep. 19, 1915--Mr. William Stack
received into.
of XKasas City,
0 o, is

On Oct. 25, approximately two hundred
members of the alumni, association convened
at Kenrick to launch their annual celebra-

the Novitiateo
May 20, 1925-Messrs. Hug, Lyons,
Burke, Vidal,Stak•um, Miller, and,
Kuchler made good purposes this morning

at the community Mass.
S Jan 29, 1927--Fr. Quinn announced

tion.

The Most Rev. John Franz, DoD.,

Bishop of Dodge City, celebrated the solemn. Pontifical Mass...
o:..On Oct. 25, members of the class of '26 joined in a Mass
of Thanksgiving in.the Kenrick Chapel
for their twenty-five years in.the priesthood., oo.o Lasu summer, a fire engine.was.
purchased from the Normandy Fire Dept.
to serve both Kenrick and the P~reparatory
Seminryo. At present, a large combination.
garage and machine shop is being constructed to house the engine and other vehicles
and machinery of Kenrick......Fr. Gerard
Stamm, C.Mo, is conducting. the solemn
Novena in preparation for the feast of
the Miraculous Medal at St. Vincentss
Church in St. Louis .. ,o o oFr. George.Tolman
conducted the students annual. retreat
from Oct. 27 to Nov 1 o....
There is talk
of a second edition, of Fr. Daniel Martin.'s
work on Old Testament History, as the
first
edition is being rapidly exhausted.
The new edition will, if possible, include expl.anatory maps and other helpful
Comments on the work have been
features.
uniformly encouraging.ooo.

at Dinner Exam&en that wor.d was received
from Fr. Barr that himself. and Fro Musson
:Muc. worry ws had during the
are safe
past week over their safety in China,
as aonditions are daily becoming more
hazardous for Iforeigners" and especially
.
missioners

PERRYVILLE .
Fr. De Kort has been appointed pas-.
tor of St. Rose of Lima parish in Silver
Lake . o.. The Novenha in .hono r of Our Lady
of the Miraculous Medal is being conducted
at .Assumption Parish by Fr. P O':Brien...
anated by the per soannel of
Blood'as
the -eminary tq..the Red Cross Unit which
was in Perry County on the week-end of
the 24th o o ooMgr Esswein of the St
Louis. Ohancery Office: addressed the
His talk dealt
student body on Nov. 21.
with the practical aspect of handling
It was interesting and
marriage cases.
useful o

NATOHEZ
One hundred and sixteen students
transferred from the old St. Joseph High
School when..the new Cathedral High opened
The building
its doors in September.
was started on March 24, 1951, and is
now complete, save for some minor details.
It has bee.n approved by the Mississippi
On the high
State Board of Education.
school teaching staff are five Daughters
of Charity, one lay teacher, and two librarians.
Special subjects are taught
The Sisters
.by the priests of the parish.
statiloned there at oresent are; Sr. Mary
Bernard (Sr. Servo), Sisters Zoe, Kathleen,
Scholastica, and Hortense,

OUR GRATITUDE. AD THANKS to the contributors who make this insert possible.
Keep up the good work, please.
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CHURCH OF THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL
Montebello, California
(Los Angeles Tidings Photo)
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A Guide To Old
Testament History
A Guide to Old Testament History is
the title of a 150 page book recently
written and published by Very Rev.
Daniel W. Martin, C. M., S. T. L., S.
S. Pro., professor of Sacred Scripture,
and Rector of St. Mary's Seminary.
Beautifully printed in a very legible
type with alternating pages of text
and blank pages for additional notes,
the book is designed to do just what
its title says: to guide the student in
his reading of the Old Testament Historical Books.
The beginner needs such a guide, for
,the collect.ion of books making up the
Old Testament presents a bewildering
maze of material, where the unifying
ideas and key events can easily escape
the inexperienced reader unless a competent guide points them out. Father
Martin's book is such a guide.
The "Guide" is sketchy enough that
it cannot be a temptation to the fatal
mistake of reading a book about the
Old Testament instead of the sacred
kext itself, and it is stimulating enough
to beget the desire to read the Old
Testament.

Father O'Connell

Father Martin

(Continued from Page One)
the time he came as rector to the day
he left. And this concern was all the
more noteworthy and to be appreciated,
when the knowledge is brought home
that the illness causing his change
was no sudden attack.
Let sentimentality lie along the way;
it is of no use here. For good example,
demands something more than emotional movement-both on the part
of him who gives it and on the part of
those who would profit by it. And although, human nature being what it is,
the attachment to so good an influence
is not easy to give up, yet if Providence
designed the change it is well.
Let the archivist of the future be
as efficient as the recording angel, but
let him know that this former superior
was a good one in quite a practical

(Continued from Page One)
ones, including work toward the Licentiate in Sacred Scripture, which
Father Martin acquired from the Pontifical Biblical Commission in Rome in
1947. In 1950 he was transferred to
Kenrick. When Father O'Connell was
relieved of his post here last month,
Father Martin was named to succeed
him.
The zeal and energy of our new Superior are evidenced in the books he
has authored-Witnesses to the World,
and A Guide to Old Testament History (reviewed elsewhere in this issue)
-as well as in his unwearying devotion to his manifold duties. We are sure
that Our Lady of the Barrens will
find in Father Martin a worthy successor to Bishop Rosati, and all the other
holy and capable men who have preceded him in his office.

way,

In providing such a stimulant and
such an effective aid to the intelligent
perusal of the historical books of t.he
Old Testament Father Martin has done
a precious service to students of theology in and out of our seminaries. For a
full appreciation of the Christian
Revelation will never be achieved unless one has an intelligent, knowledge
of all that God did beforehand to prepare mankind for that Revelation.
The wonders and wisdom of God's
providential designs, the waywardness
and fickleness of the children of Adam,
the tremendous long-suffering of our
Father in heaven and His infinite
love and mercy, will only be appreciated, and consequently our gratitude will
only reach its summit, if we have some
grasp of the History of Revelation, or
better, the History of God's religious
dealings with the human race as set
forth on the inspired pages of the Old
Testiament.
The "Guide" very wisely avoids

lengthy discussions of controverted details. It wastes no time in jousts with
those who refuse to admit the supernatural. It does not wander off into
lengthy tangential excursus about the
Old Testament miracles such as the
"Sun Stop" or the passage of the Jordan. After all, these are relatively
trivial in comparison with the great
miracle of the Old Testament,-the
preservation of the tiny little nation
of Israel in spite of overwhelming odds,
and through the preservation of Israel,
the keeping alive of the knowledge and
worship of the one true God and of the
Messianic Hope until its realization in

the fullness of time in the person of
Jesus Christ, than whom there is no
other name under heaven given to
men, by which they must be saved.
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Learn To See?
Visual Training
A Seminary Program
By Bernard C. Jander, O. D.
(Since plans for instituting a visual
training program here have almost
been completed, we feel that readers
will be interested in the theory behind the program, and the results to be
expected. We can think of no one
better qualified to give the story than
Doctor Jander, who has been in charge
of the program at Kenricit since its
inception.)
Before going into the details, it is
important to emphasize the change
;that has taken place in recent years in
the science of visual care. Under our
previous concept of vision, after ruling
out pathology or the ocular manifestation of general pathology, we were
really only concerned with acuity and
binocular problems. Today we know
that, valuable as the answers to these
questions are in caring for the studdent's vision, they constitute only a
small segment of the knowledge we
must have to determine the effectiveness of the student's visual process in
operation. Our task, then, is to interpret vision in the terms of achievement.
Today our question is: Does the student's visual and perceptual process
operate effectively so that a high degree of comprehension may be obtained from the printed symbol? If not,
new corrective measures can be applied
that have been found efficacious in
conjunction with the standard treatment of such problems.
I wish, briefly, to outline the different phases of the program that
we utilize in order to reach the above
mentioned goal.
First Phase: Students must willfully
desire to be in the program. The same
laws of learning which apply to the
students seeking proficiency in the
academic field apply in this work. The
student must participate in the desire
to be helped. Wanting help and cooperating in attaining it is a vital motivation for success.
Second Phases Those who desire to
be helped are then screened to determine whether they have certain prerequisites that have been established
as essential to participation in the
reading program. If the student meets
these qualifications, he can automatically register for the program to increase his reading speed and comprehension. Should he fail the screening
tests, then he will go on to the third
phase.
Third Phase: Here a complete visual
analysis is given the student to determine what can be done to bring his
visual apparatus toward normalcy.
Sometimes a lens prescription is all
that is needed; other times there is a

generally debilitating health factor.
Sometimes the student must actually
be taught to "see" again, by taking
what we call visual skills training. A
combination of lens prescription and
training is often necessary. Some cases
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are so inbedded (i. e., the disability or
poor coordination habit has become
well-established over a period of years)
that is is impossible to supply help
with a prescription. Then training is
the only means of giving the student
any help whatsoever.
Fourth Phase: This is a phase of

visual care that has came into practice with the new concept of development vision. It was formerly believed
that the process of seeing was involuntary to the organism. Recent studies
and research into the psychology of
vision have revealed that perceptual
seeing is a learned skill, just as walking and talking are learned skills.
Functionally, the means by which we
receive visual patterns is separate from
the process through which these patterns are interpreted. Since seeing is
learned, it follows that seeing can be
taught. Teaching the student to see
more efficiently is the entire purpose of
the visual training program. It has
been shown that an increase in reading speed, per se, can increase comprehension using the methods involved
in the training program which improve eye coordination and meaningful
seeing.
As in any new project, time is essential in establishing a workable setup. It will take several years to install
completely a program of this nature
and expect to have it operate effectively. Actually, it should start when the
student, enters the Seminary, or better,
still, in prep school. If given to him at
an early date, he can utilize and derive benefit from these skills all
through his seminary days.
The program at Kenrick Seminary
started on a trial basis. Ten students
among the lowest in scolastic standing
in the school, were taken to determine
how much help could be given them. A
minimum degree of training was administered to these students. The results are as follows:
Start Finish Improv.
Reading Speed: 266 403 wds. 47%
Comprehension: 72%
80%
8%
These results were of enough significance to encourage us to put into effect an additional program. This being
the first undertaking of this nature, we
experimented with different groups,
giving each different methods of
training procedure. Another group that
we trained averaged as follows:
Finish Improv.
Start
38%
Speed:
352 w/rm.
488 w/m
90%
20%
Comprehension: 70%
Another test group showed these results :

Finish Improv.
Start
286 w/m. 418 w/m 44%
Speed:
81%
9%
Comprehension: 72%
It is interesting to note that in this
last group, the reading percentile was
41 at the start, and at the end of the
program this figure had jumped to 75.
This was significant to the seminary,
for it meant that the average of the
entire class was raised 34% in percentile
ranking. This information is taken
from the results of the group of students trained for improvement of reading speed at the college.
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Because of their visual inabilities,
one more group was not qualified to
take the reading course at the seminary. This group entered a training
program at my office, where they were
taught to use the two eyes together.
At the beginning, the average reading
speed of this group was 223 words per
minute, comprehension 71.4%. At the
end of the program the group read 480
words per minute, comprehension now
79.3%. An improvement of 115% in
speed and 7.9% in comprehension.
These results were obtained solely
through visual skills training, no
reading program or rapid reading
technique
being
administered
to
this group. This fall these students will
be put into such a reading class, and
will have the same training as the
students who originally qualified for
the reading course at the Seminary.
I wish to point out that the results
of training work are shown on an
average basis. There are certain individuals who receive little or no help
from the course. Others receive a
tremendous amount, sometimes improving 200% to 300%. Therefore, bear
in mind that the figures quoted are
group averages rather than individual
averages.

Texas News
(Continued from Page One)
Many other clerics, as well as friends
and benefactors of the hospital were
present, and remained for the buffet
supper served at the conclusion.
Father Edward Furlong, C. M. has
served as chaplain of Providence Hospital for some years. We congratulate
our confrere, and also Sister Margaret
Callahan, Sister Servant of the Hospital, and her devoted corps of Sisters,
who have accomplished so worthwhile
a goal.

Thomas Feliidae
It is our sad duty to inform you of
,the death of one who was known
and loved by almost the entire Province. He first appeared at Perryville in
1939, and because of his alertness and
initiative, he either assumed or was
placed in charge of the refectory, a
position which he held for almost
thirteen years, throughout the reigns
of eight successive procurators.
Beloved by students and Priests alike,
he sometimes took it upon himself to
return the many favors granted to
him. One can't help thinking of the
time he ran through the refectory during meal with a Ibell tied around his
neck in order to obtain "Deo Gratias"
for the community. He also entertained
the confreres with his extraordinary
manner of asking for more food during meals.
He attended most of the community
exercises: morning prayers in the community chapel, meals in the refectory,
and sometimes examen and Benediction, in fact he was once said to tbe
"one of the most regular in the house."
Yes, Tom the cat has gone to his
reward. He has spent his life well-

running down rthe rats, mice, (and
birds) of St. Mary's Seminary. Thus
we dedicate this article to the cat who
ate more hamburgers, french fries, and
bacon, than any other cat in the world.
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Philosophers
Philosophize
Representing the philosophers in the
traditional program in honor of the
patroness of philosophers, St. Catherine, were J. Collins and C. Miller.
Mr. Collin's paper was on "Cognition,"
and the title chosen by Mr. Miller for
his address was, "Appetition, The
Necessary Consequence of Cognition."
Following tradition, the learned papers
edified the students and awed the
novices.
Entertainment was provided after
each talk. First was a unique rendition of two selections: "Pizzicato Polka," and "Kuiawiak" by Mr. M. Drew
at the piano accompanied by Mr. J.
Bronars on his magic violin. Following
the second address,. Rev. Mr. R. Olker,
accompanied by Fr. Ebisch on the organ, sang the Panis Angelicus.
Fr. Martin in the allocution presented and answered a question which has
always caused much wonderment: Why
St. Catherine, whose philosophy is
scarcely known, has been chosen by
the Church to be patron of philosophers before such well known philosophers as St. Thomas, St. Bonaventure,
St. Augustine, etc. Fr. Martin explained
that it was a combination of several
elements. First was St. Catherine's
subjective dispositions for philosophy
strengthened by the freedom of her
intellect from clouding of passions.
Combined with this was her heroic
resolution to suffer anything, even
death, in order to attain and uphold
truth.
Before conferring the Bacculaureate
on the First Year Theologians, Fr.
Martin pointed out the importance of
the reception of the B. A. in spite
of the fact that is often times belittled and eclipsed by more important
events. Fr. Burroughs, who has succeeded Fr. Lilly as Dean of Studies,
assisted Fr. Martin in the conferring
of the Bacculaureate.

Mary's Faith
Mary saw her Son in the Crib of
Bethlehem, and believed Him the
Creator of the World. She saw Him
flee from Herod and yet believed Him
the King of kings. She saw Him born
and believed Him eternal. She saw Him
poor and in need of food, and believed
Him the Lord of the universe. She saw
Him lying on straw and believed Him
omnipotent. She observed that He did
not speak, and she believed Him Infinite Wisdom. She heard Him weep
and believed Him the joy of Paradise.
St. Alphonsus de Liguori,
The Glories of Mary

(C.M.V.-West. Prov.)

(Yukiang)

(C.M.V.-East. Prov. )

MINDING THE BABY
What to do to dedicate this Christmas issue? Someone suggests- what with
the recent return of Bishop Quinn and the continuing danger in China-that
we dedicate it to our Chinese missionaries, and especially to Bishop Quinn, as
representing them all.
But how is that dedication to be connected with Christmas? Let's see. .
Christmas is the Baby's birthday, so we want to give Him a gift of some kind.
What kind of a gift do you give a Baby? A Baby like's something that glitters
and glows-something shining and showy.
What do we have in the province this year that is the best-the most
gleaming, shining beautiful thing? Surely that would be the constancy of our
China missionaries and their people in the face of Red persecution. It may
not be of lighter moment, but it is definitely suited to the use of the missionersso we'll make use of it and give it to the Baby this year.
What other things do we have that are like that? If it's to be something
really big, it will have to be connected with the Visitor's work. . . The new
seminary we have in Texas-that will do it. That will surely attract the Baby,
especially since it's named in honor of His Mother. We'll give that to him too.
Anything else? Sure! This Baby is a little different from other infants. He's
pleased not just by the glittering and glowing and the shining and showy things
-Even the smaller gifts give him pleasure, so long as they're the real thing. So
we'll add all the other less spectacular works to the list and give those too.
It looks like we'll be dedicating this issure not to the missionaries but
to the Baby. And the missionaries will be first on our gift list, all of them,
with their Bishop. And all the rest of our confreres- we'll give them too, together with our Visitor.
So to all we wish a Merry IChristmas-but our gifts are all for the Baby.

Vocational Program
It is well known that vocations come
from God. What is perhaps not so well
recognized, or at least tends to be forgotten is that they have to be nurtured by men. Throughout the province
'the shortage of vocations yearly grows
more acute; everywhere the call comes
for more Priests, Brothers, and Sisters. Since God does his part by planting the seed; it remains for us to
make it possible for those seeds to take
root and come to fruition. To effect
(Continued on Page 5)

The Patronage
Of St. Vincent
S-As we go to press, practically on the
feast of the Patronage of St. Vincent,
the thought comes to mind, 'How did
it originate? Perhaps that would be
interesting.' So down to the archives
we go,, rifle through the Annales De LaMission, and come up with the official
report to the Congregatione Generale
concerning it, by Cardinal Laurenzi on
the 28th of March, 1885.
(Continued on Page 5)
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It's not that we're afraid to take
responsibility for this and future editions, but in order to save space we
omit the usual listing of staff members. If you wish to assign responsibility, consult the earlier issues.
CONTRIBUTORS

Mr. Thomas Feely, C. M.
Mr. Edward Gallagher, C. M., A. B.

THE SCORE
Back in September when we were
hovering over the initial birth of this
years De Andrein, and wondering what
to print and who to print for, we editoralized that many were our readers,
(that is we were hoping that many
would be our readers), and that hence
our paper would have to cater to
manifold tastes. Now that we're hardened veterans of this newspaper game
(we're watching our fourth issue go
to press) and our subscriber situation
has fairly well resolved itself with this
year's subscriptions presumably all but
accounted for, we can tally up our
figures and see just who our readers
are. Percentage wise-based on paid
subscriptions-it shapes up like this:
31% are confreres (old grads of this
happy house and perhaps former editors of our sheet).
30% are externs (our families and
friends no doubt).
23% are Daughters (the better half
of the double family).
16% ourselves, the students and novices).
Our only conclusion is that while
these add up to 100 percent of our
subscribers, we'd like to see the 100
percent a little bigger, so if there
are any of you who are not subscribing
and would like to swell your own proportion, send in your dollars and we'll
give you results next month.

"Make No Promises"
"Make practical the theoretical"that is the advice the bookladen seminarians hear hammered at them from
all quarters.
The priests-of-tomorrow, poring over
the friendly counsel, inwardly reflect:
"Naturally enough that is just what
we want to do, but there is one practical difficulty as long as we are being
practical. The seminary curriculum
tends to eliminate our best teacher in
this field -experience. And what can
be adequately substituted for experience as a catalyst in reducing the theoretical to the practical?"
They know they have a partial
answer, an asnwer indeed not all-satisfying but somewhat suitable and
definitely necessary - the 'quasi-expractical
the
perience' of sharing
knowledge and experience of the wellqualified through listening to their advice. And when that advice concerns
a subject about which they are acutely aware that as priests they must
have practical knowledge as well as

theoretical, they pay undivided attention to the person who shares his experience with them.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Letters to the Editor
"Enclosed please find $1.00 for the
De Andrein. I enjoy reading it because
it has so much Community news.
"On October 13, 1863, Bishop Amat
rejoiced when he received the Visitor's
letter announcing that the Lazarists
were ready to start. They arrived in.
San Francisco early in March, 1864. ..
Father Asmuth journeyed on to Los
Angeles and died December 17, 1865this was the beginning of St. Vincent's
College. But do you know who the wonderful professors were who taught in
Los Angeles College after Very Reverend Asmuth's death? Among them
were Reverend Rubi Beaky and Very
Reverend N. McGill who took Father
Asmuth's place after he died. All the
best men of Los Angeles were educated
there-the Very Reverend A. J. Meyer,
iC. M., who died in Los Angeles Infirmary, February 12, 1898, 58 years of
age and 36 years of vocation. Fathers
Dyer, Linn, Musson, Dockey, Antill,
Nichols, Richardson, McCabe, Huber;
the latter died in St. Louis while he
was President of the Preparatory
Seminary at Washington Avenue.
"Father Depta had been in Rome but
his health did not permit him to remain there, so he was sent to Los
Angeles. Father Hickey was there a
short time while Father Meyer was
transferred to St. Louis, then, in a
short time he came back with two students, Mr. Healy and Mr. Schelreth,
to be ordained and to teach at St.
Vincent's.
"Father Dyer was an excellent professor and when Bishop Glass was
dying, he requested to be laid beside
him. Bishop Glass was not from Los
Angeles, but somewhere in Illinois.
During vacation the priests used to
go to different towns to get boys for
the Collgee. I lived in Los Angeles then
and the only Catholic paper at that
time was'St. Vincent's College Student
which all the girls and boys throughout the City loved to get. Sometime
later the Tidings was edited which
was first started by some ladies who
went to consult the Sisters at Boyle
Heights who gave them much valuable
information for their paper..
Sister J.
St. Joseph, Mo.

"InDiebus Ilis"
DECEMBER 25, 1890The Community was aroused from
it's slumber by the Angelic voices
of the Novices pealing forth with all
the sweet tones of melody of that
beautiful and sublime hymn "Adeste
Fideles." After prayer, Mass was
said at which Messrs. O'Regan and
McCabe and Mr. Healey made their
"Good Purposes."
DECEMBER 25, 1895The grand repose! ! Joy filled every
countenance at the Mass. During the
Solemn Mass in church the offertory
was rendered by a STRING BAND
and four little boys sang the "Adeste

Fideles."
(Continued on Page Six)
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An Apologia for
Sports In the Seminary
Two factors in our nation which
powerfully move the people are Education and Sports. Colleges and Universities are loudly proclaiming the
fact of record enrollments, record
numbers of degrees granted, the higl
degree of literacy. The I. Q. reigns
supreme. Recently the country was
gripped with national hysteria over the
World Series, is now rapidly going
rabid over football, and soon will be
completely deteriorating over basketball.
At the present time our country is
peopled largely by agnostics, atheists,
heretics, schismatics, and pagans. Seminary studies, prepare the future priest
to give philosophical, theological, and
historical proof to these people of the
existence of God, His Church, and
the meaning of life. The educational
background of the priest is put to use
as a vehicle for refuting adversaries by
the
defending and demonstrating
truths of religion.
And ths is as it should be. However,
that majority of the people who have
only ordinary education are not easily
reached through the medium of intellectual debate and argument. Other
mediums must be found through which
the priest can establish contact with
the people, anchor himself in their consciousness, become one of them, gradually win their respect and confidence,
and then by good example, conversation, and charity, bring them to realize
the truths necessary for eternal life.
Sports are an excellent medium.
The seminarian spends the greater
part of his time in intellectual work,
i. e. in study, in the class room, in
prayer, in spiritual exercises. Experience shows that this arrangement can
be one-sided, off-balance. Superiors,
therefore, have decided that a percentage of time should be put aside for
recreation and other activities, to relax the mental and bodily tension.
Sports take up the major portion of
recreational time. The student plays
baseball, handball, football, tennis, all
the games, in season and out of season. They give him the opportunity to
run round, shout, wave his arms and
legs. His channel of thought is switched, his mind relaxed, refurbished, his
body activated; the organs are tuned,
the blood courses through his veins.
In short, the student is renewed; he
is healthy, happy; he is prepared anew
for his exacting work in the intellectual
order.
Besides making the student physically healthy, participation in sports
gives him a knowledge of the rules,
an understanding of and some proficiency at the game. Interest in sports
leads the student to follow the national_
games, to know the players,, their
achievements, who is playing whom,
when and where. Through discussion
the players and teams are compared,
evaluated; favorites are chosen, supported, and closely followed.
The youth of today is the man of
the future; he who controls the young,
rules the future. This can be verified

by viewing the ideologies of today striving after the minds of the young. Surely we, as priests and proponents of
(Continued on Page Six)
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Sunday, Dec. 9th
Fr. Miller was the principal speaker at the
banquet following the
Knights of CooluiTbus in-

itation in Ox2ard .. . ..
The seminariams, under.
the direction of Father
Miller, presented a fifteen minute recorded
program over the Ventura
Station on Dec. 12the for
the feast of Our Lady of
Guadelupe, Patroness of
Latin-Amkerica... ....
.FJr
Richardson addressed
the Knights of Columbus
and their wives at a
dinner in Oxnard on Dec.
llth,....A
Mobile Blood
Unit of the Red.Cross
bank was here on Dec. 12,
to irm~e
accept donations
aut
adsuof blood
Irom t;ne faculty and. stUdents,.. o,,. o a
DALLAS,
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sor of chant at the semi nary
Visiting priests
from Galveston and Houston, andMprishioneres of
St.
Iary
s were present.
....
Fr. Marion Gibbons
addressed the Serra Club
in Galvestion on the 14th
of this month~.. ...
ST.

JOHN S

-Bishop Qi. and
Frs. Dunker and Lloyd
visited St. Johngs for
about 3 dtays
The Bishop made a stirring

talk to the students on
the situation in China.
....
* rs. Diliberto,
SDischary, and Sfith
preached Forty Hours at
Sthe Cathedral; Fr. Lee
_____

TEX.AS

Fr,. William Stack gave the retreat

to the Daughters at St. Paul~ s Hospital
which ended Dec. 8th.......The property
bordering the Convent has been purchased
and it is hoped the new Convent can be
started as soon as possible..,......
IA PORTE, TEXAS
On December ninth Fr. Louis Meteye
conducted a day of recollection for the
Holy Name Society of St. Mary s Parish,
Houston.,...The Seminarians began their
annual retreat on the eve of the Feast of
the Immaculate Conception,
Thre retreat
was conducted by Fr. J, Fischer,.......On
the feast of our Lady of Guadalupe, eight
of St. Mary's seminarians were ordained
'deacons by his Excellency, Wendelyn Nold,
Bishop of Galvestion.. .. ,.The Christmas
Novena began on the twelfth in St. Mary's
Chapel.
The singing was inder the direction of Fr..Victor DiPrimeo, profes-

j

Fevre, at Sacred Heart
parish..... Frs. Kane,

Dicharry, and MHh preached a tridinum
in honor of the Infant of Prague at the
Assumption parish ..... The traditional
Christmas novena is being sung by the
students under the direction of Father
Geanepain..
>..
ST.

LOUIS,

PREP,

Open house at the Preparatory Seminary, on December 16th.
Everyone was in
vited to come out asd see the Seminary...
... The Christmas Novena begins almost a
week early so that all the boys wiLl have
an opportunity to make a Novena before
they go home..,..Archbishop Ritter celebrated Mass for the seminarians on the 7t:
on Dec.
After mass he addressed the boys
on the great calling which they received
from Almighty God.........
PERRYVILLE
Christmas Novena was begun on the 16)
Brothers moved into their new workshop,
Merry Christmas from all to the confreres

"I
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Pontificrl Vespers were celebrated
'Arch sshopI
chipel
.y
in the Seninar

Vehr on the Wve of the feast of the Immaculate Conception... .. A number of
confreres attended the Confirmation ceremony at Lowry Field, where one of the

chaplains is Fr. Edward Gat es, O.M,

of

the P blish Vice-P rovince..,..The Archbishop with several other benefactors
and friends of the Seminary, attended the
Christmas banquet and entertainment.....
Fr. Kenneally assisted Archbishop Vehr
at the dedication of the new Machebeuf
hall erected at Loretto Heights.
MARILLAO SEMIINARY
The following Daughters have been
transferred:
Sister Mathilde Comstock
.C.
to St. Vincent's Hospital,

Sister Aies Miller
to St.

Vincent's Infant Asylum,

Milwaukee

Sister Rita Z immerman
to S t. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Sister Marie Dbuisson

to Home of the Holy Infancy, Austin, Tex.
Sister Genevieve Sullivan
to Carville, La.
Sister De P aul Williams

to Hotel Dieu, New Orleans
Sister Raphaiel Passek
to Charity Hospital, Lafayette, La.

Bernard. McMP was the Seminary•s
.. ,Fr,
representative at the National Educational Association meeting in San Jose.....
Fr. Thomas McIntyre palyed the clerical
host for a party in honor of the Notre
The party was sponsored by
Dae team.

the Marymount College0......Fr. William
Mahoney is

directing the play to be stag-

ed at Christmas for " Parents'
The play is
SAN ANTONIO,

Night."

"Career Angel"......
TEXAS

Fr. Stakelum visited the confreres
Among other
here early in December.
things, he noticed that some of the trees
Fr. Jourhe formerly planted are missing.
dan and five sturdy boys with sharp axes
are at present clearing out a small forest
across the road from the seminary,......
On Thanksgiving Day, Frs. Tiomas MEaohZ

and Joseph Daspit came to San Antontio,
bringing with them a 140 pound five-point
From La Porte, on the
deer (dead) ......
same occasion, came Frs. Donald Fallon
and _ynes, bringing with them Fr. James
The latter s
Fischer (very much alive).
interminable stories of escaping from
various Bedouin tribesmen gain more interesting details with each telling.,......

Fr. Basniond O'Brien delighted high school

Sister Clement Harrington
to P rovidence Hospital, Mobile, Ala.
Sister M. Jane Van Dussen
to St. Vincent's Sanitarium, St. Louis
S ister Monica Melcher
to St. Joseph Hospital, Chicago
Sister Caroline, Visitatrix, is
in a critical condition at De P aul
still
Hospiotal, St. Louis ............

retreatants at Fredericksburg and Fr. Edward. Danngher at Incarnate Word High.
The latter has also conducted a day of recollection at St. Mary Magdalen s and Fr.
Lee Z immerman at St. Leo's......On Dec.
12 the Scholasticate of the Society of
Mary was dedicated by Archbi shop Lucey,
inaugurating the centennial celebration
of the Society in Texas, brought here by
Fr. Gurot preached the
Bishop Odin.
sermon on the occasion.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

MONTEBELLO,

Fr. Victor Roden gave the Forty
Hours at St. Ambrose Church in Hollywood.
William asey gave the annual
,,Fr.
.....
retreat to the students at Cantwell High
School,.. .. Frs. Virgets, Mahoney, and
Dasuit represented the Seminary at the recent meeting of the Classical Association...........

The confrreres moved into the new
rectory at 820 N. Garfield Ave., Montebello, during the latter part of November
after being the guests of the Christian
Brothers of Ireland for alniost a year
while the rectory was being built ......
On the second Suxnday there was a houseForty Hours in the
warming....T.he first
new parish closed on the feast of the
Apparition of Our Lady to St.Catherine...

CALIF.

- HOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST-
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Vocational Program
('Continued from Page One)
this, the Very Reverend Visitor has
inaugurated a new vocational program
under the patronage of Our Lday of
the Miraculous Medal.
This new program is being handled
by Fathers Ganel and North of The
Vincentian Magazine, who are conducting the advertising and mailing program through the facilities of the
Magazine office. Likely candidates contacted through the mail are visited
by some member of the Miraculous
Medal Novena Band or by a Confrere
residing in a nearby house. The mEmbers of the Novena band are cooperating by giving vocation talks in
Community parishes where the Pastors grant permission. In the Chicago
area, Father Wagner is directing the
vocation program by arranging for vacation talks to be given by the members
of the faculties of DePaul University
and DePaul Academy.
In each Community Parish a Vocational Director has been appointed
with the objective of fostering at least
one vocation a year to the Priesthood
or Brotherhood in the community, and
at least one vocation to the Daughters
of Charity.
Priests who are teaching in High
Schools are to make use of their excellent position for cultivating vocations by giving the examples of good
priestly lives and by becoming activeIv interested in likely boys and girls.
The cultivation of vocations among
Catholic boys in public schools, a field
that has heretofore been almost completely neglected has also been strongly recommended.
If high school boys evince a desire to
be priests during the first 3 years they
are to transfer to the Minor Seminary
at Cape Girardeau at the beginning of
the next school year. Graduates from
High School and young men in College may enter the Novitiate in May
or September even though they have
had no previous Latin studies.
These methods are not new but are
only an intensification of those means
always employed by the community to
obtain vocations; by them it is hoped
that we can reach those young men
and women whom God has favored
with his call. Knowing that this program can be effective only if it is
backed up by the prayers and efforts
of every member of the community, we
at the Seminary who owe them our
vocations in great part to efforts of
our priestly confreres, are offering
our prayers that success may continue
to attend their labors.

Vocational Bulletin
The editors of The Vincentian wish
to announce that they are printing a
monthly Vocational Bulletin, to be
sent to the priest in charge of vocations in each of our parishes or houses.
Its purpose is to facilitate the exchange
of ideas on vocational promotion, in
line with the provincial program re-

cently announced.
Any confrere who is interested can
have his name placed on the mailing
list for this monthly bulletin by writing
to:
The Vincentian

1405 South Ninth Street
St, Louis 4, Missouri

Page Five

PATRONAGE OF SAINT VINCENT

('Continued from Page One)
in their every calamity, there springs
In his preamble, Cardinal Laurenzi
up a close union between the middle
states that 383 venerable Bishops and
Prelates, plus 5 Superior Generals of class and the poor, between the rich
Religious Congregations were begging and the indigent, which ever tends
the Holy Father, that the Feast of St. to the spiritual amelioration of those
helped, by effecting their temporal
Vincent As Patron of all Works of
wellbeing. It spreads over the unfortuCharity, (which had already been
nate the balm of religion ennabling
granted to France and Ireland) be exthem to enjoy the advantages of Christended to the Universal Church. He
tian practices with their fruit of evanthen goes on, to say. .....
"The subject of this report is the gelical brotherhood, and at the same
time imparts to them that so useful
extension of this honor and patronage
teaching of the Catechism. It thus
to the universal Church. But almost
preserves the simple and the ignorant
immediately a prejudicial objection
arises. Why do you wish to attribute from the ravages and seductions of the
anti-religious and anti-social societies
today the universal patronage of the
and facilitates the rescue of those who
works and establishments of charity
have fallen into their clutches. The
to a saint of such recent times. Indeed
task is difficult, but it is absolutely
one who has been canonized not even
necessary for us to throw up a dam
150 years, when the Catholic Church
against the insidious plots and machihas venerated and does venerate on
nations of those sects whose only purits altars so many other heroes of
pose is the overturning of all religious
Christianity no less illustrious while
and social order.
more ancient, who are highly celebrated
"For the attainment of this obfor their exercises of christian charity,
jective the institutions and associations
and who furthermore rendered mulwhich owe their origin to St. Vincent
tiole services to religious and civil soare working unceasingly with great inciety during their lives and even after
dustry under his protection and patheir lives by their wise and beneficient
tronage.. Still more these associations
institutions?
have the precious merit and signal
"In order to solve this difficulty, this
honor of making the divine virtue and
renorter believes that without estabsuperiority of the Catholic Religion
lishing any comparison between the
shine forth in all its brilliance before
saints, so numerous and glorious, who
the eyes of the infidels and the unletdistinguished themselves in the exertered through their wonderful works
cise of the works of mercy, it will sufof charity performed under the very
fice to exhibit briefly the particular
view of their enemies so that everytypes and characteristics of the Charwhere the propaganda of these heteroity of St. Vincent De Paul, namely,
dox free thinkers is surmounted, even
those that he practiced and propathough those same free thinkers have
gated. These special types which can
far greater material resources at their
be reduced to six, give to his virtue, in
disposal.
the eyes of the Church and the world
"This reporter thinks then that the
a unique character entirely distinctive."
plea addressed today to the Holy
At this point Cardinal Laurenzi
Father, a plea accompanied by the
enumerates at length the marvelous
wishes of so many illustrious prelates,
asnects of Vincent's Charity. But as
witnesses and partakers of the marvela complete presentation of his argulous fruits that have been produced in
ments would take several thousand
all parts of the Christian world by the
words and more columns than we can
charitable institutions of St. Vincent
devote to them, we'll just list his first
five points and give the last one in full has a very legitimate claim to be
acknowledged. To sum up, I think that
since it is very appropos today, when
this plea should be granted because of
Communism menaces all liberty.
the brilliant achievements which shine
1. His art of using the works of exforth in the Associations and Charitable
terior and corporal charity to gain
works of that magnificent apostle of
souls for God.
charity, and in order to give to these
2. The multiplicity of Vincent's resame works an even greater developligious foundations.
ment and an even greater increase as
3. Vincent's talent as an illustrious
teacher and prudent lawmaker in his well as to encourage to such lofty enterprises the church's indefatigable
works of charity.
children and ever devoted daughters,
4. The extraordinarily rapid propagation of his works to all parts of the so that other associations walking in
the footsteps of his celestrial patronage
world.
shall work for the salvation of the
5..The diffusive power of his spirit
which inspired the formation of so
the
especially
many other groups
Society of St. Vincent De Paul by
Frederic Ozanam.
6. "Let us signal out one last special
merit (very much aupreciated these
days) of St. Vincent's ruling charity,
to-wit: The salutary and preservative
nower his examples and foundations
have in combating the contagion of
subversive sects. Indeed not only are
they an antidote to these sects but also
a powerful corrective for the ravages
caused by them . ..
"In fact when •Christian charity is

.racticed according to the spirit of St.
Vincent DePaul, that is with a suave
simplicity, a tender love towards all, a

generous liberality for the unfortunate

neighbor in spite of the corruption
of the century, thus bringing immense
fruit for soul and great glory to the
Catholic Church.
That is why with submission I express the opinion, that if such is the
pleasure of the Holy Assembly, it
ought to respond to the plea with the
formula: Consulendum Sanctissmo pro
gratia, si ita. Etc."
Charles Cardinal Laurenzi
The Cardinal's report was effective
for it was quickly followed by a decree
of the Sacred iCongregation of Rites
on the 16th of April, 1885, which pro-

claimed St. Vincent Universal patron
of Catholic charity, and this was reaffirmed by a brief of Leo XIII on the
12th of May, 1885.

Page Six
MAKE NO PROMISES

(Continued from Page 2)
For the present student body at a
recent lecture such a subject was 'marriage cases,' and such a person was
Msgr. Anthony Esswein, J C. D.,
Officialis in the St. Louis archdiocesan
tribunal. The scope of the monsignor's
advice was to make practical the application of the theory on marriage cases
learned in the classroom.
Monsignor
Esswein's suggestions,
gleaned from ten years of work in the
St. Louis chancery office (where an
average of 1200-1500 cases a year come
up for discussion and research), resolved themselves into % threepronged
application of prudence.
"Ask for proof all the way," -Nas
the first point he stressed that we
should keep in mind as a priest when
involved in a marriage case. As the
monsignor emphatically put it, "Presume all are liars" until you have the
facts, as you can't take people at their
word either because of their ignorance
of pertinent details or, for some, because they have their own interests at
stake. Investigation and evidence are
needed to establish facts. He substantiated this point with a number of illustrations, as for instance, one case in
which the husband learned to his surprise that 'dear wifey' had been involved in three previous marriages, not
just one as she had informed him, or
another case in which a woman aged
34 had been wed 12 times.
Two of the many factors that demand that thorough research be made
even in what appears to be an openand-shut case are: the conclusion on
the part of Catholics that all nonCatholic marriages count as nothing;
and on the part of non-ICatholics to
dismiss entirely from their minds a
marriage that has terminated in divorce.
Prong number two amounted to this
bit of advice-surprisingly-never be
too much in haste to baptize people
who have been married before.
Clearing away any chance for mistaken
notions, the monsignor informed us
that misguided zeal can do much
damage. "Haste makes waste" even in
making Christians. Plans for a future marriage might be upset by a
different verdict than expected in the
previous marriage case, which in turn
might lead to an apostasy by the new
convert and perhaps result in the
Catholic partner-to-be falling away.
The last application of prudence emphasized was the simple common sense
of "never render decisions on your
own; make no promises; set no dates."
Experience has proven time and again
that the Chancery office will turn up
with a new-found fact or find an
overlooked detail that will change the
decision promised, much to the embarrassment of the priest promising.
Such, in a large nut-shell, are the
suggestions Monsignor Esswein gave to
help us be "practical" in the actual
handling of marriage cases in the
years to come. In parting he also told
us that the best way to avoid troubles

with marital problems is to nip them
before they have a chance to get
started by instructing and assisting
the young faithful to make their marriages a partnership with God. And
he instanced with a short explanation
the Pre-Canan work recently initiated
in St. Louis.
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Lessons From the
Christmas Plays
(excerpts from The Andrein, Jan., 1929)

This year opened for us the new
field of staging and costuming. Plays
similar to those which won the audience this year have been rejected in
former years because of stage and costume requirements. No one dared attempt them. But venturesome spirits
assisted by willing hands always make
for improvement. These pioneers have
shown the way. They proceeded on the
principle that while a whole cast is
laboring for many days with their
lines it is not asking too much that
"props" devote a day's work to preparing the scene or the equipment
necessary for the production. And it
isn't asking too much; do you
think? Indeed not! So to 'this
field we recommend that producers
turn their eyes next year. Stage effects
account for seventy-five percent of the
success of productions on the modern
stage. At least we can afford to give
forty or fifty percent of our consideration to such "essential accidentals."
. . .that conclusion arrived at years
ago in other boys' schools and seminaries: namely, that almost any play of
merit can be adapted to the peculiar
requirements of an institution and
staged almost as successfully as the
original. .
.. further demonstrated the already
known value of localization. Localization enhances the value of any play or
theme at least fifty percent.
. .we learned another lesson of the
book of experience. You cannot stage
the ancient and medieval classics in
the midst of the hilarity of Xmas
week.

.

. At another time during the

year we should attempt more of the
classical. But at Christmas we must
stick to the dross.
Our last lesson was to learn how inquisitive all are and how highly everyone appreciates a good mystery story.
We must keep our audiences guessing
... It takes fineness (sic) to produce a
mystery play that is delightfully mysterious. The least drag will take one's
mind off the mystery; and when (sic)
loses sight of the mystery he loses all.
We must have more mystery plays. ..

SPORTS
(Continued from Page 2)
the greatest ideology on earth, should
exert our utmost to gain the minds of
our young people, and through them,
the minds of our adults.
The great interest in sports among
all the people is a connecting link
which the priest can make use of. By
taking a moderate interest in sports,
he can make himself agreeable, popular, and well-liked. People will be
interested in him, and will have some
common ground to start from. From
a baseball session the priest can guide
to a spiritual session. His presence as
a priest will naturally remind the

people of real and lasting things-the
salvation of their souls. He will be as
a pebble dropped into a pool, causing
untold ripples to flow out in an unceasing circle.

In Diebus Illis
(Continued from Page 2)
DECEMBER 25, 1904The Solemn Mass was early this
morning. There was also a late
Solemn Mass at which Father Pean
was Celebrant, Father LeSage,
Deacon and Mr. Imgrund Subdeacon. As usual the students and
novices visited the priests in the afternoon. The day was clear and
uncommonly mild, yet the ground
showed signs of being somewhat
frozen.
DECEMBER 25, 1908Singers arose at 3:00 a .m., went to
Holy 'Communion at 3:45, had
breakfast at 4:30. First Solemn Mass
began at 5:00. The whole affair went
off in a wonderful manner. At 5:00
p. m. the Students, Novices and
Priests had a grand time.
'DECEMBER 25, 1911The Birth-Day Feast of Our Infant Savior rose magnificently.
A luminous, clear, cold morning. The
air was still resonant with the
beautiful notes of "Holy Night"
sung by Mr. Quinn at the close of
night-prayers on yester night. Before the Solemn Mass at 6:00, the
ever new "Adeste" was sung by a
select choir. Father Visitor sang the
mass in a most wonderfully decorated Church. The high altar was radiantly fragrant with its rich profusion of lights and vari-colored
geraniums and large poinsettias. The
day was taken up with various
games and a great deal of leisure.
In the evening the Student's Band
seranaded the Novices and sang beneath the library windows. The
whole day was full of life and fun.
DECEMBER 25, 1930Merry Christmas All! ! The day
opened with the 5:00 Solemn Mass.
The ministers were Father Barr,
Messrs. B. Miller and Hogan. At
breakfast Santa paid the Institution a call. He said that Fathers
Levan and Coupal financed his
visit. The play "New Building" was
enjoyed by all especially the NOVICES. After the show the stage
was cleared for the next nights performance and all went to bed tired.
DECEMBER 25, 1940Christmas started as usual with the
5:00 Soelmn Mass sung by the Very
Rev. Visitor. The Falso Bardoni is
said to have been at its best this
year. Here at the Barrens we had an
extra special choir to sing the
proper and by special request we
now give the names: Messrs. Sullivan, Burroughs,. Hynes, Degen, and
Parres-A most mellow group or
assortment. Bigger and better plays
are here; "Glory is not the idea" by
a great director. All went to bed in
.great spirits.

Coming
The Little Method
Vincentians to Jesuits
(University of Dallas)
Down on the Farm
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A NEW BEGINNING

FATHER CHARLES THERIAC, C.M.-1898-1952

Among the passengers aboard the S.
S. President Wilson as she slipped her
moorings on January 10 and steamed
through the Golden Gate in San Francisco Bay were two of our confreres:
Fathers Leo Fox and Harold Guyot.
Their ultimate destination is Tainan,
a former treaty port on the southwest
coast of Formosa (Taiwan to the
Chinese). There they will establish a
house for missionary work among tfhe
refugees from the mainland. Father
Fox will be Superior.
During Father Lloyd's trip to Formosa last August, he learned from
Bishop Arregui, O. P., that there were
at least five hundred Catholics in
Tainan, and undoubtoedly many more
are there now. Because of language difficulties the Spanish Dominicans who
have charge of that territory are unable to care for the refugees. Though
Mandarin is the official language of
Formosa, the natives of the sou -hern
part use their own dialect, which is unintelligible to the Mandarin-speaking
refugees.
Besides this immediate purpose of
caring for the refugees from the Communis 0 mainland, it is planned that
other of our priests will follow Fathers
Fox and Guyot, and that the house in
'ainan will serve as a place of study
and preparation for future missionaries
for China. The establishment remains,
however, purely a temporary measure,
unil that day, soon to be hoped for,
when the implacably hostile force now
in power in China will be replaced by
a more just and reasonable regime.

For all of us death is the most certain thing in our lives and yet its time is
the most enigmatical. But to our beloved confrere, Father Charles Noble
Theriac, C. M., God granted the blessing of knowing beforehand when he
was to die. On November 17, Fr. Theriac, who had bee nsuffering, off and on,
for some time, went to the hospital for an exploratory operation. The doctors
expected-perhaps-ulcers; the incision revealed a stage of cancer so far advanced
that its origin could not be determined.
On being told of his illness, Father Theriac accepted it with the resignation
we all hope to have in such circumstances. He rapidly grew worse, but in
spite of the pain refused the relief of numbing drugs, preferring instead to
offer his suffering in union with Christ's. To the last his conduct was very
edifying; every attention given him received a most grateful thanks. He died
on Sunday morning, Jan. 6, at De Paul Hospital.
Fr. Theriac, born in Vincennes, Indiana on Jan. 26, 1898, was singled out by
God at an early age, for in 1911 he entered the Apostolic School at Cape Girardeau. Five years later he became a novice and in 1918 he was among those
few who took temporary vows. In 1921 he irrevocably consecrated himself to
God with his perpetual vows, and was ordained in 1924.
In his priestly assignments Fr. Theriac seems to have had a predilection
for youth, as he was successively stationed at the Apostolic School in Cape from
1924-26, at L. A. Prep from 1926-28, and finally at St. Louis Prep from 1928
on. Greek, Latin, and Mathematics were his teaching assignments,, and it
must have been his proficiency with figures that led to his appointment as
Procurator for the Prep in 1932, which office he held until death, while he
simultaneously served as assistant superior under Fathers Nuelle, Gaffney, and
Zimmerman.
However, the double office of Procurator and Vice-Rector with its attendant
calls on his time and patience never prevented Fr. Theriac from carrying on
his daily ministrations as chaplain for the Sisters. In this capacity he served
St. Philomena's from 1928-33, and St. Anne's Home from 1935 until he was
stricken ill. It was at St. Anne's Home that his body was laid out in state, and
after a Requiem Mass there on Tuesday, it was removed to the St. Louis Prep
Chapel, where on Wednesday January 9, a Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated.
Archbishop Ritter, who was unable to attend by reason of assisting at the
installation of the new Archbishop of Philadelphia, was represented by Bishop
Charles Helmsing, who presided at the Mass and gave the final blessing. Father
Thomas V. Cahill, C. M.,. Rector of Kenrick Seminary, served as deacon, and
Father John Taugher, C. M., a boyhood friend of Father Theriac, as well as
his long time associate at the Prep, served as subdeacon.
The Very Reverend John P. Zimmerman, C. M., superior at the Prep
Seminary, preached the funeral sermon, while the younger priests on the
faculty, as Father Theriac had requested before his death, acted as minor
ministers and as the pall bearers. In addition, priest friends, to the number
of almost a hundred, assisted at the services. Following the ceremonies our
beloved confrere was laid to rest in Calvary cemetery. May he rest in peace!

The Little Method of
St. Vincent de Paul
A Reform in the
Method of Preaching

This unpublished Master's Dissertation, submitted at Catholic University
in August, 1951, by Rev. Charles Herbst,
1C. M., gives a very thorough analysis
of the composition and presentation
of the sermon, according to the little
method. In addition, Father Herbst
presents a brief historical summary,
noting the conditions of the time which
induced St. Vincent to develop his
method.
Unfortunately, limitations of space
prevent us from publishing more than
the
Conclusion, which constitutes
Chapter IV of the thesis. The author
has indicated that he would greatly appreciate any information on the subject, or any objections to his treatment
of it. At present, Father Herbst is stationed at St. Thomas Seminary, Denver.
(Continued on Page 6)

Postulator General
For The Cause Of
Mother Seton
The recently appointed PostulatorGeneral for the Cause of Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton is the Very Reverend
Louis Bisoglio, C. M. Procurator General of the Congregation of the Mission. Father Bisoglio was invited to
attend the Conference of the Mother
Seton's Daughters recently held at St.
Joseph's Cent.ral House, Emmitsburg
but at ',hat time it was impossible for
him to leave Rome. He hopes to come to
the United States and attend the second conference which will be held in
New York, at Mount-St. Vincent-on
the Hudson.
It is hoped that the heroicity of
Mo' her Seton's virtues will be proclaimed in 1952. That step having been accomplished she will receive the title
of "Venerable."

Western Province
Educational Meeting
A glance at the roster of confreres
participating in the Provincial Fducational Meeting, held at St.. Louis Preparatory Seminary, January 3 and 4,
shows representatives from all our educational institutions in attendance, including no less than ten of t.he eleven
Superiors of seminaries. With such
solid and widespread interest and support much good should come from these
meetings, not so much in practical
decisions, but rather by way of discussion and interchange of ideas.
At ',he opening general session, a very
interesting talk on "The Dual Responsibility of a Catholic Educator"
was delivered by Very Rev. Paul C.
Reinert, S. J., President of St. Louis
University. Father Reinert departed
somewhat, from his general subject to
introduce some pertinent remarks anent
overcoming smugness in seminarians.
(Continued on Page 5)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

One of our readers reminded us recently that not once
this year have we reported the number of Students and
Novices here at the Barrens. To remedy this omission we
present herewith a report, accurate as of January 7, 1952.
The total personnel at St. Mary's Seminary is 131. We
have 16 priests in the house, of whom 11 are on the faculty
as teachers. The Students number 73: 38 are Theologians,
and 35 Philosophers. Clerical Novices account for 27.
15 Brothers staff the procurator's office, sacristy, print
shop, farm, carpenter's shop, laundry, and maintenance
department. Of these, 10 are professed, 3 are Novices, and
2 Postulants.
The one new arrival since September not yet reported
in these pages is Postulant Brother Joseph (Roger Mazuch),
who comes to us from Kansas )City, Missouri.

"Your 'Apologia for Sports' in the January issue makes
my blood boil. How you can dare to defend and even promote
further emphasis on athletics in the seminary is beyond
me. If it were defended merely as a concession to hunian
weakness, I would not mind. . .but when it is justified as
a preparation for the apostolate, I must protest.
"We have St. Paul's word for it, that 'every high priest
taken from among men is appointed for men in the things
pertaining to God.' (Hebrews, 5:1) Let's leave the apostolate
of sports to the layman who has the time and training required, and does not have the primary obligations of a
priest.
"To develop the future priest as ascetic and scholar
is the proper function of the seminary. To develop an
athlete or sports fan is not, and is in fact a conflicting
purpose. Athletics may be permitted its minor role of a
means of relaxation and play, but please do not attach to
it an apostolic function which, to my mind, it does not
deserve, and cannot properly assume."

ELIZABETH BAYLEY SETON,
(1774-1821

(Name withheld by request)

By Annabelle M. Melville
(New York: Scribner's, 1951) Pp. xviix411. $4.00
Let us summarize in this first paragraph what this
section of the De Andrien is about. We wish to do this
so that you won't find yourself saying when you have
finished it, "Well that was a waste of time." After this
first paragraph, simply don't read the rest, if you are
not interested in Mother Seton. This article is written to
review Elizabeth Bayley Seton by Annabelle M. Melville. For
this purpose, a short comparison between it and a few of
the other biographies of Mother Seton will be made. A
paragraph of special interest to the double family, especially the lovelier branch, will be written, and finally a short
review of the book itself will be penned.
First, was this book needed? There are many books
about the famous Mother Seton. What does this new biography contribute to the existing literature? It would not
be right to compare it to van Sweringen's novels about
Mother Seton. The novels are more interesting and more
imaginative. This book is written for adults, interested in
Mother Seton, her real life, trials, and loves. In the same
vein, it would not be fair to compare O'Neil's "Mother Elizabeth Ann Seton" with it. O'Neil's book is much shorter,
more compact, less detailed, and, while useful, does not
give the same full picture of the wife, mother, and Foundress.
A book first written in 1853, Rev. Charles I. White's
Mother Seton, Mother of Many Daughters, now revised and

thus re-titled, is worthy of comparison. Fr. White's and
Mrs. Melville's book follow each other closely. The chapters are arranged similarly; attention is riveted on Mother
Seton. Fr. White seems to give greater stress to quotations
from Mother Seton than does Mrs. Melville, most of his
book being direct quotations from her writings. Mrs. Melville gives sources for almost all of her quotations. Fr.
White lists hardly any sources.
Then is Elizabeth Bayley Seton useful? Does it contribute
to our knowledge of Mother Seton? For this historical
scholar, for the one working for the canonization of Mother
Seton, the book presents a life of our American Mother in a
short, concise manner, including most of the sources
which will be needed in the cause of her canonization.
For these people, it is very useful. For the Daughters of
Charity and the Vincentian, the book gives the historical
life of Mother Seton which, along with Father White's
book quoting her writings, gives a complete picture of our
dear lady. For this latter group, we recommend both books.
So far, all that has been said is that the book is helpful.
What is the book itself? Mrs. Melville has succeeded in
her attempt to give a well-documented life of Mother
Seton. The 1545 notes to the three hundred pages of text
prove this better than any explanation that could be given.
The index, which is very helpful, also adds to the historical

appeal of the book. No one could say that this is not an
historical, documented source. In addition, Mrs. Melville
must also be commended for handling a difficult necessity
competently. Although she had to quote frequently, she

"Since you ask for suggestions or comments on the De
Andrein I presume I might add my suggestion without
feeling that I should mind my own business!
"I have enjoyed the De A. for years and still dosome of those years the paper was more newsy and interesting than other years-that is to be expected. The one
thing I particularly would like to suggest if I may, is
the continuing of news of the Daughters of Charity. There
are many of us 'outsiders' who have known many of the
Sisters for many years-they are missioned, have jubilees,
die, etc., and there is no way of knowing of it save thru
your little paper. Some ten years back jubilees and deaths
were given in your paper, but little by little it seems to
have been stopped. Couldn't you do it again at least for
the sake of information concerning one half of the 'double
family?' "
S. F. D.
Chicago, Illinois

succeeded in introducing all of her quotations smoothly.
Finally, we wish to close with two informative paragraphs on a point which we think our readers-your
Daughters and confreres-will find interesting. We ourselves do not intend to enter into the lively controversy
that is sometimes waged on this very point:
"It has always been assumed that the French women (the
nuns who were to bring the rules and help establish the
community) did not leave Europe because of obstacles
thrown in the way by Bonaparte's government. Undoubtedly these obstacles created some delay. But other considerations developing meanwhile in the United States may have
played a larger part than has been hitherto suggested. The
discussion of the French rules during the year 1810-1811
brought to the fore the difficult position Elizabeth Seton
held as a mother of five dependent children while she
simultaneously acted as the spiritual mother of an infant
community. . ." (Page 160)
"It seems clear, then, that in addition to the barriers
erected by the Napoleonic regime in France the migration
of the women from Bordeaux was further discouraged by
conditions on the other side of the Atlantic. There was a
definite reluctance on the part of Elizabeth's friends. . .to
have her position complicated while her children were still
dependent upon her. There was an absence of clearly
defined agreement as to the general superinitendence of
religious orders and communities in the still young Archdiocese of Baltimore. But principally, there existed in
1811-1812 a very marked difference between the immediate
needs of the Church on the American, Protestant frontier
and the experience of the Daughters of Charity in the

more stable, Catholic society of Europe. After 1812 the
subject of the French sisters never loomed large again while
Elizabeth Seton lived." (Page 165)

ST. LOUIS,

Page 3

P.EP ,

Fr. Kraff who just recently came back
Ohina is the nmw procurator replacing •.
Theriac . •.,....,
0
0iaclemberry
r
has been
appointed assistant Superior, .......
School
was resumed on the seventh......

1910 Sept.

3, P addy the horse,

ran away

with Frs. Barr and P owers as they were
returning from Brewer,
1921, Aug. 12, The first Sisters of Charity
B.V,M, to set foot in Perry County, came
here last week as the guests of Mr. Walter
Q ui.nn

1920,

Oct.

7,

Students go on a hike

to Twin Springs.

The commissary

started about 9:30; the spring wagon and team, engineered by Messrs.
Prindeville and O'Connell, who took
an unfortunate turn to the right,
after various hair breadth escapes,
arrived at Twin Springs at 2:30,
having spent five hours on the road.
At dinner, Brother Walter regaled
us with army stories.
1923, Feb. 14, At about four a.m.
the whole community arose went out
to see the Novices' Recreation Hall
burn down:
Solemn Mass and distribution of ashes at eight o'clock...

MIRILLAC SEMINARY
HOLY TRINITY,
As of Jan. 11, the report on the health
of Sister Caroline, Visitatrix, stated that
she was in a very critical condition and
not expected to live very long,

1926, Sept. 2,
Fathers Fla ery, Wilson and
Darby, along with Mascot Mr. Jourdan, motored to the Cape to take up the reins of
teaching for the year.

DALLAS

Fr. Cannon delivered a talk
entitled "The Minor Seminary" to
the Serra Club of Dallas at the Baker
Hotel on the eleventh of this month.
......
The plans of the convent for
Holy Trinity parish are at present
being drawn up........

1926, Sept. 7, Fr. Lilly accompanied by
Messrs. Fallon and C.J.0'Malley went to
Highland to tickle the ears of the parishoners with some tuneful melodies.
The
occasion was a wedding.

1913, Feb. 15, The window behind
the Superior's bench was boarded
up today by Mr. Neels, and a pedestal erected for the statue of Holy
Founder.
This is to make room for
the new statue of Blessed Clet......

ST.

1917, Jan. 28, The past few Sundays
Mr. O'Dea has provided us with popcorn......

THOM1S,

DEBTER

Archbishop Vehr offered Mass in the
community chapel, and was present at the
breakfast served afterwards at the Seminary
for the benefactors who had contributed
to the recent refurbishing of the chapel.

1922, March 29, Mr. Darby is raising some young chickens this year,
1928, Dec. 26, A High Mass was sung;
Mr. Saracini was the choir.........
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ST.

JOHN' S, CAMARILLO

The Seminary Choir sang the
Pontifical Mass at the Cathedral in
L.A. on Christmas.... was televised,
Fr. Miller conducted a retreat for
the Sisters of St. Louis at Nativity
Convent in ElMonte the-last three
days of 1951... .... Very Rev. Francis
Koeer attended the Seminary meeting
held at the St. Louis Prep. Jan, 3-4.
.. ,,,,....His Eminence, Gregory Peter XV,
Cardinal Agagianian, Patriarch of the
Armenians visited the Seminary with
Bishop McGucken on Dec. 31st .......

engineered a celebration in his
honor, during which they made him
a citizen of Texas and presented
him with an American flag, together

with flags of the Confederacy and the
oFro
.i is
Republic of Texas..o.. P
to conduct the retreat of the minor
seminarians 9 while Fr. Oscar Huber
will direct that of the major seminarians .....

1895, Sept. 7, Messrs. Feel ,
Nqent, Patr• Finney, Mona•

1917, Oct. 119 Messrs.
augher, J
Ward and Prindeville dug potatoes after
dinner......
1919, Nov. 6,
The pool tournamment
that has been going on finished today.
Messrs. Gaffney and Frommell winning
team.
Messrs. Cahill and Platisha
won second prize.....
1923, Jan. 1, The "Vincentian",
monthly magazine, made its first
pearance today.

ST.

JOHN S,

our
ap-

SAN ANTONIO

Fathers Giyot and Hpoann attended
the educational meeting in Chicago*
while Father
vanauo
gave a retreat to
the Ursuline nuns in San Antonio, and
Father Lenihan to the Religious Sisters
of Mercy in Brownsville.....At the Christmas banquet Father GuOt was presented a
helicopter lby the students, but he could
not brave the icy cold of the north with

it.

The students also presented Fr. Nor-

bert Miller with an attractive folder on
President Truman. .. .. Father Francis
Germovnik was sworn in as a citizen of
the United States on Jan. 4th. On the
feast of the Epiphany the student body

Glass,
, Mai-

1s9 OHara, Murray and Le Sage walk
to St. Mary s Landing. Messrs. CQo2
and Helinski rode in wagon and kept
a close eye on the provisions......
1895, Dec. 21,
Three boys, Justin
Nuelle, Dan McHgi and Steve O'Callahan began retreat for reception...

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY- WD.C.o
Rechtien, has been
Fr. Anthoq
elected secretary-treasurer by the
undergraduate and graduate students in
their recently formed, Sociology club..
PERRYVILLE
Students exams began on the 19th,
,....Retreat of eight days started on
the Conversion of St. Paul, the 25th,
... .At present a new boiler is being
put in,.....Frs,
Martin, BurrouRhs,
Ebishh, and De Koet attendFala^gn
ed the Educational Meeting in St. Louis.
.,. .The
medal for reading this year
was given to Mr. Behm, while the Nugent
Medal was bestowed on Mr. Jordan,......
1924, Jan, 9,
Our good friend Fr. J.
1Fimie& assumes directorship of M.M.A.
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Three Men on a Horse
The footlights of the Seminary stage
shone upon a new and previously hidden
talent on December thirtieth with the
presentation of "Trois Hommes sur un
Cheval"-"Three Men on a Horse" to
everyone not at the Barrens. With every
participant an eager aspirant for the
Nugent Medal, the audience had its
share of laughs, and more. The actors,
earnest workers all, romped through
their lines as if they had had them
memorized for months. Only Harry,
the bartender, (Mr. Ed Rowland) hesitated for a few moments, and then proceeded to use the hesitation to such advantage that he drew a hearty round
of applause from his audience. Such
veteran character actors as Messrs.
Horan, Poole, and Grass did justice
to their parts, and thus informed us
as to the plot of the play. Mr. Grass
especially earned the many laughs his
lines brought from the audience. To
these leading roles, Messrs. Culligan
and Burger added their straight faces
and worthy support.
But it was the newcomers who attracted all the attention. Mr. Jim
Pilz' fine strong voice impressed upon
all his'role as Aunt Bessie Dobbins, in
spite of his gypsy-like costume in the
opening scene. Mr. Al Baude, perhaps
by departing from the script, introduced a fine line, which also added to
(?)
the many laughs legitimately
earned. And for Mr. Tom Cawley there
promises to be a busy future on the
seminary stage. With emphasis and
consideration he delivered every line,
climaxing his debut by leaving the stage
with a grand "huff and puff." Bright
futures however aren't limited to a few.
Messrs. Dan Sullivan and Richard McCarthy, as representatives of the press,
added a realistic touch in the second
acts with the same carefulness that
Messrs. Jim Cashman and Roger Roberts performed their bits in the first.
The plot of this comedy is probably
familiar to most of our readers, but it
would have been sheer delight for all
those readers if they could have watched that. plot unfold in the hands of
such actors. The good bit of work
done by the director, Mr. Tom Jordan,
as well as the ever-faithful stagecrew, showed a fine profit in the
laughter and applause of an appreciative audience.

Education Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
Two specific recommendations were:
the giving of standardized tests in
seminaries, to provide a basis of comparison with lay students; and objective grading, twoprevent groundless selfsatisfaction.
At a second general 'session, Father
Sherlock addressed the assembly on
"The Teaching of Latin in Preparation
for the Study of Philosophy and Theology."
In addition to the general sessions,

over which Father Edwards presided, as
general chairman of the convention, departmental meetings were held, in three
departments: Theology, College, and
High School.
The Department of Theology, with

Left to right: Messrs. Kenneth Grass, Martin Culligan, Stafford Poole, Alfred
Baude, Thomas Cawley, Edward Rowland, James Pilz, Roger Roberts, William
Horan, John Burger, Daniel Sullivan, and Richard McCarthy.
Father Lilly as Chairman, and Father
Kenneally as discussion leader, treated
a number of specific points. Paragraph
86 of "Mentis Nostrae," warning against
too much isolation of the seminarian
from the world, was considered in its
application to social and business etiquette. Encouraging reports of progress in the reading training programs
were made by Fathers Mart in and Gibbons. Publication of textbooks was considered, and it was decided to distribute
a mimeographed course in Orientation.
As a long-range program, confreres
were to be encouraged 't. author theological tracts, with a view to the compilation of textbooks in the various
ecclesiastical sciences.
College
The
John Zimmerman,
the integration of
matics courses in
culum.

Department-Father
Chairman, discussed
Science and Mathethe seminary curri-

The High School Depar'4nent, under
the chairmanship of Father Ryan,
treated the teaching of Latin and General Science, the possibility of a uniform curriculum for preparatory seminaries, and the requirements of transcript forms.
A joint' College-High School session,
with Father McNeil as Chairman, considered the requirements for, certification of teachers in the six states in
which our educational institutions are
lcoat'.d.
At the general closing session, it was
voted to hold the next annual meeting
at DePaul University, January 2 and 3,
1953. As usual, all confreres who are interested are invited to atbtend.

Quips From The Log
Jan. 6: The Feast of the Epiphany
signals the end of the holidays as the
decora'ions are taken down and laid
reverently away. The disappearance of
the Christmas atmosphere seems to
leave the Three Wise Men looking

slightly embarrassed, but no less determined to stay on.
Jan. 7: Fr. W. D. Casey, the Sheen
of t.he West, speaks to a nation-wide
audience over CBS. Later he brings the
fan mail to class and is able, by expert shuffling, to make three letters
look like seven.
Jan. 10: Today, amidst tears and
cheers, the big, friendly pop-corn machine is returned to its lonely home
across the road. The machine is gone,
but the fragrance lingers on; in fact,
it looks like we may never get the rec
hall aired out,
Jan. 16: Tonight we have the first
show with the new movie machine, and
thanks to some last minute amplifier
repairs by Mr. Persich, they sound
only a little worse than the old ones.
Feb. 12: The Very Rev. Visitor arrives
to begin the first official Visitiation of
the house in a number of years. We
simultaneously run out, of shoe polish
and floor wax.
Mar. 25: Easter Sunday Solemn High
Mass is featured by a peregrinating
Falso Bordoni which grimly refuses
to quit, even though organ after organ
is shot out from under the singers.
The evening's entertainment is the
royally wrought "Brigadoon" starring
knobby songs and knobby knees.
April 29: A game Novitiate team goes
the full nine innings under the watchful eye of Umpire Daniel Sullivan. They
may have lost in runs, but a hasty tally
at game's end revealed the Novices 12
Pepsi's ahead, and pouring it on.
June 13:..The results of the Graduate
Record Examination come back about
now, and by a diligent comparison of
the results witeh the nation as a whole,
we learn our heroes are practically indistinguishable from Southern white
females, except in Philosophy, wherein
they resemble nothing on God's green
earth.
(Continued on Page 8)
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The Little Method
(Continued from Page 1)
CONCLUSION

Seated: Messrs. Manuel Pelleteri, Walter Housey, Richard Monogue, Harold
Persich, John O'Connell, James Cashman, John LaVanway, Rudolph Miller,
and Edward Gallagher.
Standing: Messrs. James Collins, Charles Miller, George Weber, Martiniano
Leon, Daniel Sullinvan, Robert Olker, and Felipe Martinez.

SHOESHINE BOYS
An editorial in the DeAndrien (November, 1951) provided the note of
plausibility for this year's minstrel. As
the story went (Prologue), the Students were unable to present a minstrel
since public opinion was against it. So
Father Barrett, a part well filled by
Rev. Mr. Carl Callier, went to Shantytown and persuaded the shoeshine
boys to put on a ring minstrel for us.
The bulk of the performance was given
over to songs (27 in all), but the jokes
were judiciously chosen so that none
fell flat and most went over well.
Credit is due in part to Mr. John
O'Connell who was sharp as a M. C.
(interlocutor is a misnomer in present
day shows) and had an infectious
laugh. Perhaps another abetting factor
was the curtailing of "drawl", which
made for greater intelligibility of the
lines.
Speaking of improvement, an innovation
this year was a ramp extending from
the stage part way down the center
aisle of the auditorium. Some singers
used it to great advantage in audience
contact.
Before mentioning the songs, let me
st.ate (lest I be misunderstood) that all
were well done. Vocalists might be
classed as singers, stylists, and those
who do a marvelous job of faking it
in novelty songs. In this last category,
we can list: Messrs. Rudy Miller and
Edward Gallagher who waltzed through
a version of "Gallagher and Shean",
and Messrs. Richard Monogue and
Jack LaVanway in an unbalanced duet
of "Etiquette Blues". Then there were
a couple of individualists who made
good use of the ramp: Mr. Walter
Housey in "Roofus, Rastus" and Mr.
James Cashman in "Hey, Good Looking". Mr. Martiniano Leon, as an Afro-

Iberian complete with boned forelock,
was called in during the show to do
"Come On 'A My House".
Among t-he singers who gave solid
and pleasing interpretations of popular
numbers were: Mr. Harold Persich
in " Lullaby of Broadway", Mr. Charles
Miller in "Caroline," Mr. Felipe Martinez in "Orange Colored Sky", and
Mr. James Collins in "Shrimp Boats".
Our stylists contributed more than
one song each. Mr. George Weber, with
baritone voice, was particularly good on
"If." The delivery of Mr. Manuel
Pelleteri was spectacular in every sense,
as was shown in "Abraham". And last
but not least, Mr. Robert Olker, who
has had not a little reclame in this
locality, gave evidence in "Over the
Rainbow" that i, is well deserved. The
chorus work added much to the general
excellence of the singing. In fact,
we could have used more of it to support the soloists.
There was one large production
number, and it was strangely enough,
a square dance, called by Mr. Dan
Sullivan, witoh Mr. Joe Bronars on the
"Fiddle." Perhaps the best complimen', I can pay the choreography is
to mention that the audience was too
absorbed in the intricate steps t.o
laugh at the incongruity of the figures
dancing.
Throughout, excellent support was
given by Father Barrett on the Hammond. Previous reviews have sufficiently stressed Father's musicianship, especially in pacing the music to the
singer's ability. I would just like to
mention here that the success of the
production must have required many
hours of work on his part, and many
more for the producers, Messrs. Frank
Shine and Louis Franz. We are grateful to them for such an enjoyable
show.

A few years ago in one of our leading
universities a brief paper on the "Little
Method" was submitted. After reading
through this paper, the professor remarked, "It is surprising to see such
modern principles of salesmanship and
persuasion used by a man over three
hundred years ago." Although St. Vincent may not have considered the
"Little Method" a form or method of
salesmanship, his method sold a countless number on the idea of God and
salvation of one's soul.
Modern advertisers are far more
successful in persuading people to use
their product than many preachers are
in persuading their congregations to
correct their faults and to improve
their spiritual lives. One of the reasons for this is found in the method
used in persuading the listeners. No
salesman who hopes to be successful
will begin by telling his listener or customer to buy the product without first
giving him some motive or reason for
using the product and then explaining
or describing what that product is. A
person need only turn on the radio or
look into current magazines to see the
truth of this statement The person's
interest is obtained; he is made to
feel the necessity of usefulness of this
or that product; he is then told what it
is, how it differs from others and, how
he may obtain the product. Because it
is such a common practice,, the technique is often overlooked-but the effect is tremendous.
If a salesman can succeed in getting
the public to use his product by using
a form of salesmanship employing the
presentation of motives, explanation,
and means, surely a preacher can succeed as well by employing the same
method in his sermons. St. Vincent
certainly succeeded in enlightening and
moving the minds and hearts of his
listeners to the practice of the Christian life and virtues by his use of this
method. It cannot be objected that the
method used three centuries ago by
him is of no practical value today because times and circumstances are different. It is true that conditions and
circumstances may have changed during these last three centuries, but
basically, man remains the same. The
method that St. Vincent used in appealing to the minds and hearts of his
congregation and of moving their wills
to the acceptance of truth and the
practice of virtue can be just as successfully used today.
The chapter on the life of St. Vincent has given indications of his accomplishments in the field of Christian charity as well as his efforts to
educate the priests and seminarians
of his day. These
accomplishments
have continued and multiplied even
unto our own day.
The chapter on the condition of
preaching in the seventeenth century
has illustrated the abuses and the
poor condition of preaching during the
time of St. Vincent and has given the
reader a knowledge of the problem

with which St. Vincent had to deal and
what efforts were necessary in order
to correct these abuses. Unfortunately.
his accomplishments in the field of
(Continued on Next Page)
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preaching have not been as successful as his other endeavors. Within the
Congregation of the Mission sermons
are preached according to the plan and
method of St. Vincent for the most
part, but very little use is made of
this method by others. Perhaps this is
due to the fact that the "Little
Method" is not publicized enough or
that its applications to present day
circumstances and conditions are not
fully understood and realized.
As can be seen from the chapter discussing the composition of the sermon,
especially the development of the three
main points of the body of the sermon:
(1) the presentation of the motives;
(2) the explanation of the subject matter; and (3) the suggestion of the
means for practice, this sermon method
contains all that is necessary for the
development of a perfect sermon.
The explanation of the presentation
of the sermon according to this method
has indicated how the preacher is to
speak to his audience. If he wishes to
obtain and hold their attention in
order that they will put into practice
what he is telling them, the preacher
must speak with plain language, simplicity, and familiarity. This was the
manner in which our Divine Lord
spoke to the poor uneducated people
of Palestine, the method used by the
Apostles, and, of necessity, must be
the manner used by all preachers if
they hope to succeed in moving the
*minds and hearts of their congregations.
As can be seen from the preceding
two chapters, the "Little Method" is a
method of writing and presenting sermons that successfully fulfills the purpose or end of preaching: the greater
honor and glory of God, and the salvation of souls. In the words of St.
Vincent, "It instructs, it excites, it
diverts readily from vice, it persuades
to a love of virtue, and produces the
happiest results wheresoever it is
properly used." Through its use the
preacher can make his sermons interesting, alive, and efficacious. If he
successfully uses this method he can
be certain that he is faithfully and
worthily fulfilling the abligation imposed upon him by Jesus Christ, "Going
therefore, teach all nations. . .teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you."

Sister Rosalie Rendu
(From Evangelizare, II, 2)
The Archbishop of Paris, Mgr. Feltin
has acceded to a request to have the
cause for beatification of Sister Rosalie Rendu (1786-1856), a Parisian Sister, introduced. When Ozanam was
founding the St. Vincent de Paul Society, its first treasurer, Devaux, was
deputed to call on Sister Roaslie, who
was known as "the mother of the
Poor," and she gave him valuable advice, drew up a list of poor families to
visit, and gave him bread and meat

tickets until the Society would be able
to issue its own. She will always be
connected with the founding of the
St. Vincent de Paul Society, as it was
she who encouraged Ozanam in his
plan of visiting the poor in their own
homes.
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Standing: Messrs. Terrence O'Donnell, Warren Discon, John Haley,. Joseph
Haley, Joseph Cozy, Raymond Kellner, Joseph Bronars, and Robert Olker.
audience would have liked to have
seen more.
The Mullahone brothers, protesting
When the Rev. Mr. Olker pulled
the book at the suggestion of the
the folder marked Shadow and Subcurates, were more than adequately
stance from the files, he commented
portrayed by a seedy-looking Mr.
that it was "heavy" but worth a try. Terence O'Donnell, and a dapper, if
producthe
was
his
try
of
The result
fearful, Mr. Raymond Kellner.
tion on Christmas evening of a drama
A most convincing performance was
in which every character carried a
stellar role-and carried it well. The turned in by Mr. Francis Crowley in
story divides its time between the tale the role of the pround young curate, Pr.
of a man who sees St. Brigid and the Corr, who felt that he knew better the
reactions to his story, and the account ways of handling authors of disturbing
books than did the aging Canon. Only
of the punishment of the author of an
improper book about the clergy of Ire- the resulting bloodshed assured him
land. Possibly Mr. Olker's top contri- that his arrogant superior had a classic
wisdom.
bution was his choice of the cast.
While some opinion may differ with
In the role of Fr. Kirwan, Director
regard to the interpretation with which Olker cast Mr. Albert Lee whose
the
to
portray
chose
Behm
Mr. William
characterization was possibly the best
character of Canon Thomas Skerritt, of the holidays. With or without makethe haughty, self-assured, devotee of
up, Fr. Kirwan certainly hailed from
the humanities, none will deny that
the far east of Ireland. A relaxed perhe carried his interpretation to the sonality, he was not interested in shavhilt, with every bit of the dignity and ing (until the Canon's admonition),
care demanded by the most difficult was interested in a "wee car," and was
role.
more than interested in his football
Mr. Joseph Bronars' performance of
team. (He must have been a fine
Timothy, the Canon's friend, humble player himself as his penalty shot was
servant and visionary who fought with wide of the mark only by inches.) Dishis conscience between obedience to' tracted by the book, he was neverthethe requests of St. Brigid and the de- less prudent enough to sit quietly durmands of the doubting Canon Skerritt, ing the Canon's tirades and kind
was at once entertaining and convincenough to attempt peace between his
ing.
superior and the erring Fr. Corr.
O'Flingsley (Mr. Joseph Haley), auSpecial nods should go to Mr. Kellthor of the forbidding book and princi- ner who learned his part in a few
pal of the parochial school, kept the hours to stand in for an ailing Mr.
audience between sympathy and pure William Gannon; to Mr. Stafford
dislike, while Francis O'Connor (Mr. Poole, who did an excellent job of
Joseph Cozy), his rather simple rival, making up the Canon; and to the
obviously from the deep south of Ire- stage crew, Messrs. Glennon Figge, Alland, gave the audience many opporbert Lee, James Cashman, and Robert
tunities for laughter with his Fitz- Wood, who provided such an authentic
geraldian "Vigilare et orare!"
setting for the action.
Mr. Warren Discon, dainty as a
It is unfortunate that Shadow and
full-back and straining for Nugentis- Substance should have been presented
tic fame, portrayed O'Connor's aunt, on Christmas evening. The weight of
shrewish to her nephew and piously the play was too much for a fatigued
fearful of the Canon.
audience, and much of the thought
Easing perfectly into the part, Mr. must certainly have been missed.
John Haley was the Canon's nephew, Nevertheless, the audience certainly
a knee-slapping, peppermint-sucking
witnessed a fine production with a
young school teacher, of whom the fine cast.

Shadow and Substance
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Down on the Farm
"At the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brows"
Among the many jobs in which our
Brothers are engaged here at tohe
Seminary, the one which occupies the
majority of their time is by far the
running of the farm. And when one
stops to consider how much the "House"
depends upon the farm and its size, one
can certainly see why.
In general the farm is divided into
three departments, over which one of
the Brothers has been placed in charge.
Th main management of our 1400
acres is under the guiding hand and
supervision of Brother Raymond, for
to Brother Ray falls the job of planting what, where, and when. Besides
the yearly planting and harvesting of
the vast amounts of corn, hay and
small grains necessary for fodder
during the winter, Brother Ray also
has the added responsibility of seeing
to it that an ever ready supply of
beef and pork is maintained for meat.
Like any other farm, the primary objective of livestock raising here at the
Barrens is for personal consumption,
and to meet this demand in the line
of beef, an ever const ant herd of
Black Angus must be maintained. And
when it comes to raising pigs for pork,
well as one confrere so aptly put it,
"If it's one thing Perryville has, it's
pigs." Yet nevertheless despite the great
number of cattle and pigs produced, ..t
still presents a problem, as Brother
Ray can well affirm.
The dairy, which for these past
years has been run by Brother William, ranks high on the list of importance on the farm, not only due
to its daily contribution of dairy products, but also because of the prize
winning cows which go to make up our
herd. The milk herd itself numbers 3236 head in all, but any one who, has
visited the Seminary can vouch for
it that this number by far does not
represent the entire sum of the herd.
For besides the regular herd, there are
always to be found fluctuating numbers
of calves and young stock being raised
to be used in the regular herd later on.
The newest department of the farm
is that of the poultry department. Previously chicken raising had to be discontinued due to a lack of sufficient
management, but recently under the
guiding care of Brother Matthew it
has once again been resumed. At present the laying flock totals about 400
hens and it is hoped that the daily egg
quota will soon be able to meet the
entire needs of the House. Moreover,
throughout the early spring and during' the entire summer months Brother
Matthew raises young fryers for table
use. Usually these are butchered at the
end of six weeks and are then put
into the meat locker until needed at
some future date. This last summer
about 900 birds were handled in this
fashion, and Brother Matthew has

hopes that he will be able to raise a
greater number this coming year.
A recent addition to. the poultry is
that of rabbit raising. Although as yet

still somewhat in the experimental
stage nevertheless, from the number of
rabbits produced for meat during this
past year it seems as if rabbits are
here to stay as a permanent member
of our farm livestock.
Although not formally connected with
the farm, recently Brother Edward and
his crew of Brother Anthony, Brother
Peter and Brother Mark have spent
much of their time "down bn
the farm" by constructing a few new
farm buildings. Besides having put
up a new barnonone of the outlying sections, Brother Ed and his crew
are now trying to beat the winter in
constructing a farrowing house to
house Bro"sher Ray's pigs. The house,
which will handle 32 pigs and their
litters, will serve to curb the mortality
rate among the new litters. Among the
new improvements designed by Brother
Ed and Brother Ray which will be
used in this house, the most important will be that of indirect floor heating. This heating, solely for the young
stock, will be accomplished by blowing
hot air thru vents which have been
laid in the flooring.
This then is the work of some of
our Brothers, here whether baling hay
or husking corn, laying bricks or gathering eggs, they daily love God "at the
expense of their arms and in the sweat
of their brows."

IN DIEBUS ILLIS
Jan. 1, 1933-Repose until 5:45 and
morning prayers began at 6:05 with
the Solemn Mass at 8:30. The Sisters

keer Huber, the Fathers, tuFather Jake
dents, and novices were present at 2:00
when Mr. Kenneally, the spirit of
Christmas week, began the Log. 'Tis
a lucky, man that can say his name was
not mentioned in some part of it. Night
prayers after the play "Duped," which
was produced and direc'.ed by Mr.
Richardson.
Jan. 1, 1937-God bless us during this
year to the greater accomplishment of
His Holy Will. This afternoon Mr. Pat
Mullins read the log. A masterpiece'
Followed: "Father Behave." All acclaimed it as excellent...
Jan. 1, 1941-As usual Christmas Music
was repeated at the Solemn Mass th's
morning. Mr. Brennan's mystery drama,
"Murder in the Manner," gave us an
evening of much appreciated entertainment in the lighter vein. "Punster"
Fisher fulfilled our fondest expectations of a Log full of quaint and mellow humor. All the entertainments
brought great applause, but none svurpassed the roar when Father Superior
announced that :there would be an extension of the holidays.
Jan. 1, 1946-Father Oscar Hube'
celebrated the Solemn High Mass and,
the Falso sang the Christmas Mass
again. Mr. Robert Brenan renderel the
log in an excellent, manner, whicS- was
then followed by a movie. Our hard

working stage hands have been-up till
12:00 for the past few nights, but managed to listen dreamily to the entertainmenti. All were glad to retire at the
given time.

THE LOG
(Continued from Page 5)
Aug. 28: Stafford Poole joins the
ranks of the camp immortals by overpowering a copperhead lurking in right.
field. It takes two strong men toa unearth the poor reptile from underneath
the huge pile of rocks Staff shifted on
to the snake in his firs, moment of
frenzy. Men bound for right field at
night now travel in small tight bands,
with flashlights flashing.
Sep. 30: The Falso sings at the dedication of the new Brewer church. Archbishop Rittter shows a deep understanding of the student mentality by
announcing to us through the sacristy
window, in a disappointed voice, "No
dinner will be served."
Oct. 14: Bishop Helmsing today ordains to :the sub-diaconate and diaconate respectively four sons of SpainMessrs. Lopez, Sarachaga, Fuente, and
taldana-and two gringos-Rev. Messrs.
Callier and Olker.
Nov. 3: Though there is no official
announcement, it has become understood that Fr. Daniel Martin is the new
superior. He will shortly replace no,
only Fr. O'Connell, it is said, but Fr.
Lilly, Dr. Jander, Bro. Matthew, and
Doris, as well. It seems he is something of a fast worker.
This evening Fr. Lilly is bade a
touching farewell by the students, who
toas' him with the time-honored Vincentian beverage, and tearfully down
a pint of ice cream apiece. Parting is
such sweet sorrow.
Nov. 12: Fr. Martin, in a shrewd mcve
to win popular favor, grants a holiday.
This is known as starting off on the
right foot..

GROWTH OF THE
CONGREGATION
(From Evangelizare, II, 2)
During the ten years 1940-1950, twenty of the thirty-seven provinces have
increased their numbers. Colombia and
Ecuador top the list with 252% and
172%

respectively.

. . The provinces

which did not increase are mainly those
whilch were badly hit by the war or
occupation, Yugoslavia heading the list
with a 53% decrease.
In summary: "Three hundred and
twenty-six years from its foundation
the Congregation counts, in its thirtyseven provinces, a world personnel of
5540 members: of these, 39 are bishops
or prefects apostolic, 3,644 are priests,
777 are philosophy and theology students; there are 578 lay brothers end
seminarist-laybrothers, and 502 semninarists. This personnel lives in, or is
attached to, 480 houses.

CONTRIBUTORS

Five students, too.modest to let their
names be used. We thank them for
their contributions.
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Visitatrix Dies
In the death of Sister Caroline
Collins, Visitatrix of the Daughters of
Charity of the St. Louis Province, on
January 26, at De Paul Hospital, the
Community has suffered an incalculable loss. Not only is the Province in
general experiencing the cost of sacrifice of this efficient and holy leader, but
in each of its seventy-seven houses and
in the hearts of the more than one
thousand members there is left a vacancy which only time and grace can
fill.
Born in St. Louis, Sister Caroline, at
the age of twenty-three, entered the
Community at Emmitsburg, Maryland.
After completing her Seminary training, she was stationed at St. Vincent's
Asylum, Albany, New York, where for
a short time she was employed in
the work of teaching the orphans of
that institution. St. Vincent's School,
San Francisco, then claimed her as a
teacher. After about ten years, she was
transferred to St. Patrick's School,
Chicago.
Though Sister Caroline's ICommunity
assignments encompassed several missions, she had the unique experience of
doubling two of her most important appiontments. She was re-stationed at St.
Vincent's School, San Francisco and
St. Patrick's School, Chicago. In both
of these schools she inaugurated ,a
Commercial Department, while she
filled the role of Principal.
From St. Patrick's School, Sister
Caroline was called, in 1930, to the
Central House in St. Louis, where she
was named assistant to Sister Eugenia
Fealy, then Visitatrix of the Province.
This position she filled until 1936, when
on the death of Sister Eugenia she
was selected to succeed her as Visitatrix,
It was during this period that Sister Caroline celebrated her fiftieth anniversary as a Daughter of Charity.
During her tenure in office, from 1936
to the time of her death, a number of
new works and institutions were open(Continued on Page 8)

VINCE MATTINGLY
"Remember man, that you are dust,
and into dust you shall return."
These words of the ceremony of Ash
Wednesday recall to our minds the
brevity and transitoriness of this world.
To us here at the Seminary the sudden death of Vincent Mattingly forcibly
brought home this sobering thought.
Vince had just come out of his room
to sit in his favorite chair by the fire.
Suddenly he fell into the chair rocking
back hard against the wall. Henry
Lohman who was present rushed over
to see if he could help, but Vince only
sat there gasping for his breath. Fr.
Barrett was sent for and anointed
Vince, who had died only minutes before. The cause of death was coronary
occlusion
(Continued on Page 8)
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Golden Jubilee of Hugh James O'Connor, C. M.
(1902-1952)
On Sunday, the 16th of March, Fr. Hugh James O'Connor, C. M. will
have been a priest for fifty years. It was in Old St. Vincent's Church, Los
Angeles, on Passion Sunday in 1902, that his ordination took place; and the
ceremony was performed by the Rt. Rev. George Montgomery, D. D., bishop of
the see.
The St. Vincent College Student for March, 1902, carried this notice: ".
Bishop Montgomery was assisted by Father Glass, C. M. and Father Molony of
the Cathedral. And what more edifying sight could have been witnessed by the
father and sister of this young man-they were both present-than to behold the
son and brother thus entering upon his chosen career?
"Present in the sanctuary," continues the Student, "were the priests of
the college, the Rev. D. W. Kenrick, C. M. of St. Louis, together with a full
quota of boys from the Altar Society. . . The church was taxed to the utmost
by the large number of people present. In the evening, after Vespers, Father
O'Connor gave his blessing to those remaining. His first Mass was sung on the
morning of the 19th, St. Joseph's Day. The altar boys were robed in their white
silk cassocks, the altar was ornamented in a really artistic manner, and everything seemed to speak of the joyfulness that should be a Christian's. A sermon
was preached by Rev. W. J. Gorrell, C. M. The preacher dwelt on the dignity
of the priesthood, a fitting subject for the first Holy Mass. The officers of the
mass were: Father O'Connor, celebrant; assisted by Rev. James More, C. M. of
Whittier; Father Lilley, 'C. M., deacon, and Father Green, C. M., sub-deacon.
The best wishes of his friends, especially of the Student and college boys with
whom he has deservedly become a favorite, are extended to Father O'Connor
upon his entrance to the holy priesthood. Ad multos annos!" "Ad multos annos,"
indeed! A full fifty years he has labored as a Vincentian priest, on active service for much of that time; in the Apostolate of sickness for the rest. And if at
times'his struggle with ill-health has called for more than ordinary determination and courage,, it may be that a part of his success is due to a more than
ordinarily long period of influence under St. Vincent, who of all the saints
knows how to form good priests.
(Continued on Page 8)

Sister Anne In China
(Editor's note: This account is taken
from a recent letter from Father William O'Hara, C. M., writing from Hong
Kong. Sister Anne is a veteran missionary of some forty years in China.)

It is a pity. . .that I have not kept
some of her pencilled letters, which
often provide interesting reading. As
you know, she had applied for an
exit-permit last January, and then declared that she did not want to leave
China. Later, as it dawned upon her
that her presence was anything but a
help, she again applied, and is now
faced with the hardest period of "waiting."
She remains cooped up in one small
corner of the dormitory, and has no
contact with the Chinese Sisters (except on rare occasions, and always with
the fear of "being caught") or with
the children. For the past few months
she has been able to sneak out at 3
o'clock in the morning to assist at Mass
furtively celebrated in a corridor at the
priest's residence, just across the street
from their house. Sister Superior, who
had applied for her exit-permit at
the same time as Sister Anne (in
January) obtained hers at the end of
September, and arrived here a few
days later. She was too tired and weary
to give any real news. Sister Anne's
letters are much better.
As she says herself, she remains
Continued on Page 5)

Another Vincentian
Apostolate
It all started when Sister Catherine
Laboure gave a special message from
the Blessed Virgin to her Confessor, Fr.
Aladel. "Father, the Blessed Virgin
would have you accept a special mission. It is her desire that you establish
a new confraternity, the Association
of the Children of Mary Immaculate,
of which you will be the founder and
director."
Many Marian organizations had
been previously approved and indulgenced by the Holy See. Mary, however,
on July 18-19, 1830, in her visit to Sister Catherine Laboure, did not hesitate
to ask in person for this new Association of the Children of Mary. Many
graces were promised by Our Lady for
membership therein. Father Aladel, at
the cost of many personal sacrifices,
fulfilled Mary's request. On June 20,
1847, his efforts received Papal sanction when, at the request of Father
Etienne, all the indulgences previously
granted to the Sodality of the Jesuits
were conferred by Pope Pius IX upon
the Association of the Children of
Mary.
But why stress this Association when
in our day there are so many apparently ready-made organizations emphasizing personal sanctification and
(Continued on Page 6)
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VINCENTIANS TO JESUITS
How many students of Jesuit High in Dallas, we wonder,
realize that their beautiful Oak Lawn campus was, only
twenty-four short years ago, the site of the University of
Dallas, a Vincentian enterprise, undertaken at the invitation of the Bishop of Dallas, and valiantly carried on for
twenty-two years, despite the most discouraging obstacles.
Plato used to give thanks to the Deity that he was born
and reared in Greece, and that he had Socrates for a
teacher. It's a little extravagant to expect it, but perhaps
the students who attended the University of Dallas-like
the small group of alumni who met in reunion last Christmas (see De Andrein, Feb., 1951)-also give thanks to God
that they were born and reared in Texas, and that they had
the members of the "Little Company" of St. Vincent de Paul
as teachers.
Vincentians were intimately connected with the early
history of Texas. Previous to the establishment of the Republic of Texas, in 1836, the Vincentian Fathers J. M. Odin
and John Timon, with other priests of the community
were anxious to journey from the Barrens in Missouri to
engage in missionary work for Texas. Father Timon, afterwards Bishop of Buffalo, was made Prefect-Apostolic of
Texas in 1840, and Father Odin, later first Archbishop of
New Orleans, was made Vicar Apostolic in 1842, and when
in 1847 the State of Texas was erected into a diocese,,
Father Odin was appointed Bishop. Six of his thirteen
priests were members of the Congregations of the Mission.
It was Bishop Odin who drew up the bill by which the
legislature restored to "The chief Pastor of the Catholic
Church in the Republic of Texas" the historic Alamo and
the other historic missions of Texas. (Bayard's Lone Star
Vanguard gives the story of this period in great detail.)
Thereafter, however, the ties between the Vincentians
and Texas gradually weakened. In the meantime, the
Congregation was expanding its educational work, and had
established St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau (1838);
Kenrick Seminary (1893); De Paul University (1898). Accordingly, when the Bishop of Dallas, Most Rev. Edward
J. Dunne, conceived the plan of establishing a Catholic
college for boys in his diocese, he appealed to the priests of
the Congregation of the Mission.
The Fathers came into Texas at his urgent request in
1905, locating at Dallas at a time when the city was
without an institution of higher learning for young men.
They spent over a quarter of a million dollars of their
community funds in establishing the school, being assisted
only to the extent of $13,000 by a few of the people of the
city.
The University buildings, offered accommodations for
about four hundred students, were completely equipped
with the most modern equipment, more than adequate to
fulfill the needs of thorough instruction. The campus itself-located in Oak Lawn, a quiet residence district of
North Dallas-lacked nothing in seclusion and attractiveness to provide an environment suited to student life a
happiness. (So runs the catalogue description.)
At first known as Holy Trinity ICollege, the school was
opened for the enrollmenolet of students in September, 1907,
with Father Patrick A. Finney, C. M., as President. Such
was the advancement of the school in educational work in
the first three years-despite material adversity which
threatened to retard progress-that in 1910, with the encouragement of Rt. Rev. Joseph Patrick Lynch (soon to
succeed Bishop Dunne), it was chartered by the State of
Texas as the University of IDallas.
SIn 1912 an enlargement of the courses of study was made
with the addition of an Engineering Department. The
Graduate School began to show results in 1915, with the
granting of a Ph.D. and two M.A.'s. That fall saw the
organization of the School of Cosmic Sciences. So well
thought of was Dallas U. at the time that one of the
foremost educational authorities of the Southwest said of
it: "If the efficiency of Texas schools as a whole measured
up to the standards of the University of Dallas, Texas would
not rank thirty-eighth in education but would occupy first
place with Massachusetts."
This accolade did not result in complacency and self-

satisfaction on the part of the University authorities, but
inspired further improvements. The Department of Biology
was begun in 1917. In 1918 a pre-medical department was
established.
All this work was being accomplished only at the cost
of great sacrifice. Never was there a moment when finan-
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cial comfort was attained. None but the funds of the community of the Vincentian Fathers was available. The
people of the city of Dallas, and of Texas, sent their sons
to the University, and rode by in their cars seeing with
pride a beautiful structure on the hill, noting with satisfaction the scholastic progress their sons were making.
Little did they know of the stress of financial burden under which the University had had to stagger.
The successors of Father Finney, confreres well known
in the Western Province-Fathers Thomas Levan, Marshall
Winne, William Barr, and others-continued to make every
effort to maintain the establishment which was so useful
to the Church in Dallas, and the citizens of Texas at
large.
In 1919, under the leadership of Father Winne, a campaign was begun to raise $600,000 for the relief of the University. A combination of factors had conspired to swell
the situation to the dimensions of a crisis. Financial panics
in the United States had left their scars. Crop failures in
the state had their effect. Drought in West Texas made
serious inroads upon attendance. Finally the call to
colors in 1917 and 1918 drained the University of its older
students.
The campaign was pursued with vigor and found support
in many quarters-Protestants as well as Catholics volunteered their help. (As a matter of fact, some forty percent
of the students had been non-Catholic.) The Knights of
Columbus of the state pledged $200,000. The Western Province agreed to write off the debt of over $350,000 owed to
it by the University. The campaign turned out successfully
to a great extent.
The following years were to prove, however, that something more was needed than an emergency fund to meet
a crisis. That something more was an enrollment large
enough to support the University, and large enough also, to
justify its continued existence.
The lack of attendance continued. In 1926 the college
courses were dropped. Finally, in 1928, by order of the
Provincial, the University of Dallas was closed.
The failure of any noble project is a saddening thing, We
are reminded of another attempt to found a University.
The man was Cardinal Newman. The place was Ireland. We
all know his failure. But we are reminded also of a passage
from one of Newman's lectures on The Idea of a University
that can well serve as a eulogy of those confreres-living or
dead-who joined in the effort to establish and maintain
Dallas U.
"One only among the sons of men has carried out a
perfect work, and satisfied and exhausted the mission on
which He came. One alone has with His last breath said
"Consummatum est." But all who set about their duties
in faith and hope and love, with a resolute heart and a
devoted will, are able, weak though they be, to do what,
though incomplete, is imperishable. Even their failures
become successes, as being necessary steps in a course, and
as terms (so to say) in a long series, which will at length
fulfill the object which they propose."
The object they propose was not and is not the establishment of this or that particular university or the success of this or that particular work. Need we say it? The
object they propose is the will of God.

HOMO FACTUS EST
A little One at His Mother's breast,
Et Homo factus est.
At twelve, a shadow on Her happiness,
Et Homo factus est.
Bruised, crushed, at love's behest,
Homo factus est.
Crown of thorns, cold crown of jest,
Homo factus est.
Death, Death, Death,
Et Homo factus est.

Do rise, conquering its test,
Homo factus est.
Rise, Sorrow-ing One, upon His crest,
Et Homo factus est.

KANSAS CITY
The Annual Community Retreat
was held, Febo 2-9thoooooooThe Revo
Robert Cortelyou gave the student
retreat of Febo 5, 69 7,oooooooRevo
Michael McHugh has been appointed
by Bishop 0 9Hara as an organ instructor at the Catholic Community
Centero ooooooooo
WASHINGTON

DoCo

Revo James Galvin has earned
his MoAo in Philosophy, as has Revo
in
Library
Robert Stack his MoAo
thesis
the
of
title
The
Scienceo
of
Reforms
"Social
is
of the former
of
Light
The
in
Paul
Sto Vincent de
while the
Thomistic Philosophy",
is "An
thesis
of the latter's
title
Analytical Cumulative Index of Five
Apologetical Works of Chestertono,
the
now engaged in
Fro Stack is
study of History, while Fro Galvin
is obtaining credits in Educationoo
STo JOHNS,

CAMIARILLO

Bishop Quinn visited on Jane addressed the Student
uary 22ndo.
body and celebrated Mass for themooo
ooooooooBishop Manning conferred the
Diaconate and tonsure in the Seminary chapel Sunday, Febo 24th.ooooooo
The picture, Monsieur Vincent, will
be shown on March lstoo.oooooSeminarians are now preparing Oklahoma for
presentation on March 16th.oooooooooo

ST THOMAS,

DENVER

early in
Bishop Quinn arrived
February to take up residence at the
seminaryoooFro Kenneally transcribed
one of a series of radio addresses
during Catholic Bible
for broadcast
Week oooooo oSeveral of the confreres
participated in the closing services

of a mission conducted at Lowry AirForce Base, where Fro Edward Gates,
is chaplainoooooo oooooooooo
C oMo

On February 17th

almost

a

hundred

members of the Seminary Auxiliary,
were present
with their husbands,
at the Solemn Mass in the Seminary
chapel o After, breakfast was served
for them in the dining halloo... oo
Frs o Lohr 9 Herbst and Fro Danagher
preached the sennons for the Forty
Hours 9 Devotion at the Good Shepherd
Convent ....
SAN ANTONIO

TEXAS

The Knights of Columbus of
Victoria have donated new lights
for the Serainary Chapelo A lady
from Refugio has given $200o to be
used for Chapel furnishings for our
new major Seminaryo Trinity Univer
of the year
sity, since the first
is
paying rent on the buildings,
which they will not vacate before
with the
JuneooooooooFro Kavanaugh;
approval of Archbishop Lucey, participated in some inter-faith talks
sponsored by the National Council
of Christians and Jewso Father was
also called upon by His Excellency
to give the invocation at a PanAmerican dinner welcoming a prominent banker from Mexico Cityooooooo.
At a BIble Week program held at
Fro Guyot spoke on the
Sto John 9 sl
the Confraternity of
"Bible in
Bishop
.
Christian Doctrineo.o ooooo
delivered a
of Aarillo,
Simons,
very interesting address to the
faculty and students on the Church
in Texaso He described in interest
ing detail his visit in France to
the tomb of Bishop Odin, CoMoo..oo.
Father Lee Zimrerimann gave the
Austin, and will
nurses retreat in
and Fro Kavanaugh
Guyot
with Fathers
eoBrien and DanagherJ give a series
of Lenten sermons in San Antonioooo
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VINCENT'S,

GiCAE

The wor o:3~renovation on the
interior of the College is now completeo
The etirfec section which
seperates the Priest)
e
deprtneat
from the Boys' dep-:arte
has been
refinished.o
l, his section the
floors and staiz% are now concrete
covered with terrazzo
The doors
opening on to the new section from
the Priests' department,
the dormitories,
study-hall,
etc 0,
have
been replaced with fire doors.. 0 .oo
On February 17th Father
Preston
Murphy and Father John Clark conducted a one-week mission at Sto
Vincent's Church ooThe College now
has its own moving picture booth,
On February 1st, the students enjoyed their first
35rn motion picture in their own theater. The projectors being used are those generously lent to the Cape by the Students in Perryville.o.o.o.Blessed
Clet's feast day was marked with
special emphasis this year 0
On the
evening of his feast a short program
was heldo Eight of the seminarians
read papers treating of the life ahd
works of Blessed Clet, Blessed Perboyre and other eminent Vincentian
missionaries who have labored in
China ......
During Lent the priests
of the College will conduct a series
of Lenten Sermons at Oran,
Benton,
Kelso,
Chaffee,
Jackson, and Sto
Vincent's parish in Cape o........o

KENRICK SEMINARY
Fr o Gilmore Guyot wrote an
article entitled "Messianism in the
Book Of Genesis".
and Fr. Joseph
Lilly wrote a work "Missal Epistles
from 1 Corinthians". ' Both these
works
appeared
in the Catholic
Biblical Quarterly .of October '51o.

NEW
RLEAN6~SP
NS
NE W OR
Revo Marshall Lesage spoke at
a meeting of the Catholic Fatima
committe which is out to promote
decency in dress and devotion to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary............

PERRYVILLE
Father Wo Cartelyou has arrived
here to teach Church History, Patrology, Speech and Liturgy. Previously he was studying at Washington,
where he earned an SoTcDo with the
subject of his thesis being "Profit
of Bankers" ooo...The film Monsieur
Vincent was seen by those here on
the evening of the seventeenth ....
The reading program to speed up one's
reading speed has begun. . ... The confreres donated blood to the Red Cross
Unit which came down from St o Louis,
on the 22nd and 23rdo.........

ST. JOSEPH'S,oEW ORLEANS
Father Vidal was an encouraging
speaker at the most recent Festival
meeting. He expressed his pleasure
and satisfaction at the progress
made to this moment.............

LA PORTE,

TEXAS

Father Marion Gibbons deli vered
the sermon at the closing of the Forty
Hours' Devotion at Sto Anthony's in
Beaumonto.... .At the Catholic church
in Cameron, a day of recollection
was conducted by Father James Fischer.
oo.....To China (Texas), Fro Francis
Hynes went on mission to conduct a service in honor of our Sorrowful Mother,
o..o .Fro Wo Barr addressed the Holy
Name Society in Passedena .... o....
o
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Sister Anne

(Continue from Page 1)
"optimistically optimistic" about the
whole situation, but I rather think she
is expecting a miracle to happen. Th6ir
house has been taken over completely by the local government; the Sisters are "paid servants" and are expected to "work as the government employees," sacrificing themselves for Mr.
Mao Tse-tung and the good of the
people, under Mr. Stalin's direction and
care. They assist assiduously at "brailnwashing meetings." They are indoctrinated with the idea that the Church is
a Wall Street subsidiary for agression
in China. Every day they have a talk
on the "hideous American way of
life," Voice-of-America broadcasts are
"criticised" for them, and they have
to take part in the anti-U. S. A.
parades. The children are not allowed
to go to Mass, and of course not only
is there no religious instruction, but
on the contrary, they are drilled in
the notion that there is no God. .
At times Sister Anne writes that she
is in excruciating pain, that one cannot imagine the awful time they are
having, and I rather think such must
be the general rule. Life under a Red
regime cannot but be a dreadful slavery. Now, economic conditions, bad as
they are, and restricted movements
around the town, are nothing compared to the psychological atomosphere
of positive hate, lies, suspicion,, dread,
and fear that stifle and poison one's
soul. The whole nation is undergoing
this soul-poisoning intoxication. Sister Anne must often revolt within
herself seeing how the people she loved (and still loves, of course) are
positively driven to infatuation with
the Red regime. Priests who have been
subjected to these "brain-washing"
contests and tried to resist are dying
of "brain fever" or are placed in mental homes to recuperate.
The Sisters in Ningpo no longer
wear the habit. They have had to dress
in red regimental overalls and are now
undistinguishable from the communist
co-workers in their orphanage. The
Sister Superior of the boys' orphanage
(in Ningpo) is under arrest in her
own bureau. The door remains open
day and night; the inmates are compelled to pass by insulting her,. spitting,
and cursing her. One day they placed
a small coffin full of bones at her
feet; her food is thrown from the
doorway to her. Sister Superior of Kiashing orphanage is in prison, and it
is said that she appears to be losing
her mind.
All our confreres in Pekin are under
arrest and chained. Of one we know
that he has not been able to sit or
lie down for well over two months, and
while some are in complete darkness,
others are constantly held before a
bright light. No charges have yet been
made against them (as far as we
know). The proceedings are usually
first to arrest someone and then look
for evidence of his "crimes."
From all parts of China it is the same
pitiful tale. The red regime is not so
much an economic development-it is

a direct assult on "humanity," a direct effort to kill the souls of men.
They must be in league with the devil
himself, for it seems humanly inexplicable that men would wage such a

-Lcallous, ruthless, brutal attack of their
own. Oftentimes children request the
death of their parents as counterrevolutionaries. Parents are worked up
against their
children,
Christians
against priests, priests among themselves-and the great tragedy of it is
that they can break men's souls. Their
psychological armament is well-high
perfect.

Chinese Visitor Dies
In Prison
Missionaries arriving in Hong Kong
from North China recently disclosed
the fate of another Chinese priest
under the Communists. They told of
the finding of the body of Very Rev.
Peter Souen, C. M. V., Visitor of North
China, last October in a shallow grave
in Pekin. No announcement of the
death of the 46-year-old priest was
made by police either to his family or
members of his Community The grave,
marked only with his name and
age, was discovered accidentally. Police authorities, when questioned about
the identity of the corpse, admitted
that the priest had died in prison
"some time during August," but no
further details were made known.
Father Souen was ordained in 1932
and served as Director of the Internal
Seminary at Pekin before being appointed Visitor last year, taking the
place of Father Hyppolyte Tichit, C.
M., who also was imprisoned in July
with Father Souen. They were seized
in the mass arrest of 14 Chinese and
foreign priests that took place in Pekin
July 25. Some of the foreign priests
were able to contact the outside by
written requests for bedding and
clothing, but nothing further ever was
heard of the Chinese priests. Frequent
attempts to learn of the fate of Father
Souen met with official refusals to
divulge any information.
His body was reinterred after the
discovery. The Funeral Mass at Chala,
the major seminary of Pekin, was attended by throngs of Catholics twho
sought to touch the body of the priest
who died a hidden and unknown death
in prison for his faith.

EXCERPTS FROM
AN OLD DIARY
Bishop Amat of Los Angeles invited
the Vincentians to come to Los Angeles
for the purpose of building a college.
The Provincial appointed Fr. John
Asmuth to be the Superior. Together
with Frs. Michael Rubi and John
Beaky he sailed from New York, February 3, 1864. They rode across the
Isthmus of Panama on donkeys and
then took ship for rCalifornia.
They rented an old adobe building
at the Plaza where they opened a
boarding school, August 10, 1865. Fr.
Asmuth died an edifying death, December 16, 1865. Conditions at the
adobe house were very unsatisfactory
and Fr. McGill came on from Germantown, Pa., to consult Bishop Amat.
The Bishop offered three propositions.

They accepted the third-a piece of
ground donated by the city, to which
the Bishop added $1,000 per year on
condition they would receive four students at the college, at $100 per year.
(Continuel on Page 7)
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Priest Executed Today
"Today, in the town square, one of
the few remaining catholic priests was
put to death. The Rev.. Pierre Rene
Rogue, C. M. was convicted for disobeying the lawland for being a priest. This
man had been doing his work among
the people for a long time before he
was finally detected and reported by
two loyal citizens."
We can well imagine that it was an
article such as this that appeared in
the evening paper at Vannes, March
3, 1796. This man was a Vincentian
priest, one of our confreres who was
put to death simply for carrying out his
duties as a priest.
If we look closely we can see that
here is a model of just how the priest
is to conduct himself during persecution We read, in this latter part of his
life, that night and day he administered to the good and the bad, the sick
and the dying, taking great risks in so
doing. Eventually the capture; next,
the martyrdom, which he welcomed
with joy and gratitude for such a
privilege.
It is Blessed Pierre Rene Rogue, then,
whose intercession we should seek not
only for our confreres who are laboring
in countries where the Faith is persecuted, but also for our own country
that it may be preserved from this
same persecution.

St. Patrick's Day
In Diebus Illis
1914-Feast of Ireland's dear Saint.
No entertainment (at the suggestion of
Fr. Director.) Nine students and Father
Jos. Finney walked to Highland this
morning. Before they were well on their
way a drizzly rain met them but this
was an undaunted group, and they
pushed on desperately to their destination. On their return they were wet,
hungry, and thoroughly tired out.
Father Nuss favored us with some extra
dishes at the banquet and also some
very artistic decorations, all bearing
the color of the day.
1938-Solemn Mass this morning
celebrated by Rev. O'Richardson, assisted by Messrs. J. Lehane and Cunningham as deacon and subdeacon respectively. The students were excellent
in their rendition of "Great and Glorious St. Patrick." That night the play,
"Leave It to the Irish" was put on with
great success. The scenery was a

"knock-out." . . . . I'd love to see "better" scenery anywhere.
1945-Great and glorious St. Patrick
thanks for the holiday. Beautiful weather scattered the students over the
countryside. Messrs. Wagner, Sullivan,
and Sheehy began to cut up a large
tree that fell at the novice picnic
grounds. They didn't get too far.
1949-Feast of St. Patrick. Sure and
a fine day it was! Father Winkelmann
went to camp to bring back the truck.
"Showboat" was a tremendous success
and was enjoyed by all. Present for
the show were Mr. Robert Stack,
Fathers Leonard, Lang, and Murphy
from St. Louis Prep, and Fathers Wes-

ner, Parres, and Ganel from Cape.
Even Father Finney and Kearney were
present for the show. Messrs. Lamy,
Richardson, Pittman, and Herbst were
outstanding .All were duly tired when
the lights went out.
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Children of Mary

TROUBLES IN CHINA

(Continue from Page 1)
apostolate? The first reason, Mary's
wish, her own provision of a "heavenplanned" Association so closely connected with the Manifestation of the
Miraculous Medal, is sufficiently convincing. Our Lady herself has promised
many graces to her Children of Mary.
The program of monthly meetings,
days of recollection, annual retreats,
and Marian rallies and congresses, offers many opportunities for the guidance of these young people, who can
be brought to make their daily lives a
dedication to God through Mary Immaculate. The following are but a few
of the examples that could be cited.

A recent dissertion by a confrere* tells an interesting story of the missions of Yu-chiang and Kan-chou, in the province of Kiangsi. The author
reconstructs, principally from materials from the files of the Department of
State, the trials and difficulties those two vicariates went through during the
years 1929 to 1934. "The history of the events took on a two-fold significance,
one purely secular, because it revealed the diplomatic policy of two governments, and the other of Church-State significance, because it revealed the attitude of these two societies to each other." We shall give here, as far as
space permits, a few of the author's conclusions.

Northern City-Public School Children

In a northern city, Sisters engaged
in released time instruction of public
school students asked the pastor for the
privilege of establishing the Association of the Children of Mary Immaculate. With no Catholic school and little
support from parents, efforts to insure
attendance at religious instruction in
many cases seemed futile. As the (Children of Mary began to function, the
members suggested as their apostolate
that they contact indifferent high
school students and arrange their
schedules for attendance at released
time instruction. Classes are now prospering and within two years the Association of the Children of Mary in that
area has produced members with a
spirit worthy of imitation. Each year in
this particular Diocese there is a Marian Regional Rally. High School Children of Mary, Cadettes and Cadets willingly sacrifice a free day to attend the
Congress held each year at a different
school. In 1950, the President of the Association in the released-time center
previously mentioned was selected by
her public high school as delegate to
a "Prom" in a nearby University, an
honor prayed for by the student during her four years of high school, and
coveted by every senior in the locality.
The date of the "Prom" however,
coincided with that of the Marian Rally. After a long period of indecision,
the President voluntarily declined the
"Prom," for which all expenses would
have been paid, in favor of the Marian
Rally, to be undertaken at her own expense. Her companion became second
choice for delegate to the "Prom."
Immediately she too declined in favor
of her lChildren of Mary Rally. The
mother of the first student, concerned
to know the reason for her daughter's
tears during the preceding weeks of
wavering, called upon the Sisters to
ascertain the cause. To make a long
story short, Our Lady's pleasure at the
student's sacrifice was soon rewarded
by the return of this mother to the
Church, and the father, who had likewise been negligent, received a similar
grace.
MARIAN CONGRESSES
AND RALLIES
Last year boys and girls from this
locality again sacrificed their holiday
for a Marian Rally. There was no attraction from a material point of view.

A long ride by bus was entailed for
many, a little lunch brought from home
in a plain, brown bag, with the purchase of a bottle of "coke" and a return
(Continued on Page 7)

"The American Government and the Catholic Church, each having an
entirely different reason for an interest in China, came to an understanding
and sympathy for each other's policy; but neither followed the policy of the
other. The missionaries maintained that they had an obligation and a right to
remain in China to care for the souls under their care; and they claimed the
right of demanding protection from the Chinese and American governments. It
was an impossible situation, and in the end the American government and the
missionaries agreed that the only settlement possible was sympathetic co-operation.
"The direct and immediate causes of the harm done to the missions and
missionaries of Yu-chiang and Kan-chou were the reckless and irresponsible
soldiers of the Nationalists and Provincial armies-especially the subordinate
officers who led the men into the missions-and the Communist soldiers who
maliciously attacked the missionaries and the mission property. At times town
magistrates were partly responsible when they themselves led the soldiers to
the missions. As a general rule, therefore, the higher civil officials and the
superior army officers were only indirectly responsible for the injuries and
damages. The provincial governors, as far as is known, did not order the
soldiers to occupy the missions. Nevertheless, by their insincerity, carelessness,
or inability in hindering the occupations of the missions by their soldiers or in
not sending sufficient reinforcemnets to protect the missionaries and their
property from the Communists, they shared in the blame of their subordinates.
Bishop Sheehan, Lockhart and Perkins recognized the insincerity of the perfunctory replies and the excuses given by General L - - -. If the governors were

unable to stop the injuries, they should have admitted that fact instead of
making false or useless promises. Likewise, the Nationalist Government shared the blame of its subordinates in an indirect way. Either it would not or
could not enforce its decrees prohibiting the soldiers to occupy the missions.
If it would not do so, it was neglecting a duty; if it could not do so, it should
have admitted the fact. Bishop Sheeman, commenting on the government's
lack of power, wrote in 1929 that the only blame that should be placed on
Nanking was that it claimed to govern China. Similarily, Bishop O'Shea demanded the protection to which the missionaries had a right according to the
Nationalist Government's own promises. Most probably the reason why the
government did not admit its inability was that it feared that by so doing it
would lose official recognition among the other nations. On the other hand,
much of the harm was attributed to ignorance and misguided zeal for the advancement of China. The Chinese revolutionary movement was directed against
foreign imperialism as well as against the war lords who controlled China. But
many of the uneducated could not distinguish between anti-imperialism and
anti-foreignism, and so they hated and mistrusted all foreigners. United to
the fear of foreign economic and political domination was the fear of foreign
cultural domination. It was, then, only natural that the missionaries should
have experienced some hardship. Whatever the causes or on whomsoever fell
the blame, it would be a mistake to exaggerate the injuries that the missionaries suffered. Certainly they were not treated as severely as they are being
treated today. The progress of the Church slackened, but it did not cease entirely. The Vicariate of Kan-chou suffered very severely because it was in the
center of the Communist activity. In March of 1929, 1930, and 1932 there were
violent outbursts; in 1930 over half of the American priests abandoned their
missions; by 1932 every mission except Kan-chou had been damaged and at
least five had been completely destroyed. The missionaries in the Vicariate of
Yu-chiang fared better. They were inconvenienced by the soldiers, and their
property was damaged, but not as devastatingly as in Kan-chou. Furthermore, the
missionaries managed to remain in the vicariate. In neither place did the missionary work cease entirely.
"The work in Kan-chou would have ceased, if the missionaries had followed
the advice of the consul officials and the American legation. They repeatedly
urged them to leave because it was impossible for either the Nationalist Government or the American Government to afford sufficient protection and because,
if they were injured, international difficulties might be created. When the appeals to the missionaries in Kan-chou failed,, the Department of State appealed
to the Apostolic Delegate to China and to their superiors in the United States.
Whether in China or in the United States the members of the Department urged
that the question was a greater one than merely the safety of those few 'minissionaries; it was a question of the order and stability of IChina and the friendly

relations of the United States with China. But at the same time the Department
never failed to protect the missionaries to the best of its ability. Both Vincentian
bishops spoke highly of the aid given to them by Lockhart and MacMurray, although after J

-

- became the American minister Bishop O'Shea and

Father McClimont complained of the changed policy of the American legation.
Both bishops likewise blamed the policy of the United States on the officials
in Washington rather than on either the consuls or the legation.
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Children of Mary
(Continued from Page 6)
journey equally as long. But there was
an opportunity to join with other
Children of Mary in prayer, to speak of
Mary, and to discuss their problems
with the priest in charge of each
special session. Yes, several priests
had sacrificed the day; with what result? The participants were asked in
one of the schools on the following day
to write what impressed them most.
First among their impressions was
that of "being able to talk to Father."
"I liked Father's talks best." "I liked
the chance of talking to Father about
my problems."
VOCATIONS
In September, 1951, a prosperous
young man, recently graduated from a
Catholic 1College, accompanied his sister who was about to begin her postulancy. His parents and those of the two
other postulants were enjoying dinner
when the youth suddenly asked, with
all sincerity, "Sister, do you know
how to win postulants?" He answered
his own question promptly by saying,
"The Marian Congress of the Children
of Mary." He then cited three instances
of girls who in honoring Mary Immaculate in union with the Children of
Mary at Marian Congresses, had been
encouraged to sacrifice all for Christ.
A mother and father present at the
time substantiated this statement in
the case of their own daughter. Later
inquiry revealed that 20 out of 38
postulants had made generous sacrifices to attend the Marian Congress.
TEXAS

"Mary Day-Deep in the Heart of
Texas" is an example of a Marian Congress in the making. On Low Sunday,
April 20, 1952, the Seton Hospital, Austin. Texas, will welcome Children of
Mary to consider the theme: "With
Mary We Can Change the World."
Providence Nurses from Waco, Texas,
Newman iClub members, N. F. C. C. S.
of Saint Edward's University will unite
in a Marian Congress. This is an example of how the Children of Mary can
inspire other organizations to cooperate
in offering a tribute to our Immaculate
Mother.
MARYLAND

Emmitsburg also invites the Children
of Mary to the Valley of Mother Seton
for a Marian Congress, April 26-27,
1952. With Father William J. McClimont, C. M. as Director, "Mary's
Medal of Honor" will form the theme
of the Congress. In the Marian Congress of 1951 were five little Negro
Children of Mary, altar boys who had
driven all night with their pastor to
join in the tribute to Mary Immaculate
and who drove with him all the following night to be home for First Friday. Then there were nurse-delegates
who thought nothing of retiring at two
and rising at four the same morning to
be present at the opening Mass at ten.
Their sacrifice, they claimed, was not

as great as that of the faithful nurses
at home who did double duty to enable
them to leave. High school students
recounted experiences in "baby-sitting"
during their free time and working in
department stores during preceding

CHINA TROUBLES
( Continued from Page Six)
"In their relations with Bishop Sheehan the consuls and the legation
officials were more demanding on the Nationalist Government than they
were on the Kan-chou case. Seemingly they agreed with Sheehan that it was
understandable that the missionaries should be troubled by Communists, but
it was not understandable that the missionaries should be troubled by the
soldiers of a government which professed to be a friend of the United States.
But the Department of State objected to the bishop's strong language against
the Nationalist Government and through H- - - -'s interview with the delegate
in 1930 Sheehan's conduct was reported to Archbishop Constantini. The Department also feared that the bishop was using the government to protect
other property than that owned by American organizations. When the Department was unable to convince Bishop O'Shea that he and the other missionaries should leave China, it again appealed to the Apostolic Delegate of China
and to the bishop's superior in the United States. Then, too, its main argument
was that the presence of the missionaries in China was an occasion of harm
and inconvenience to the United States Government and to the Nationalist
Government.
"On the other hand, the policy of the Church remained the same-the
missionaries were urged to remain at their posts, although they were not expected to remain if there was too much danger. The decision in a particular case
as to whether or not the situation was too dangerous was left to the Vicar
Apostolic or even to the priests themselves. The Pope, the Apostolic Delegate to
China, and the religious superior of Bishop O'Shea would not command him to
leave. While the Church wished her missionaries to remain in China, she also
wished them to be protected by the Chinese Government and, if that failed, by
their own government. In accordance with her policy of forming as far as possible
a Chinese Church she wished the missionaries to appeal first to the Nationalist
Government. However, when Bishop Sheehan told the American Legation that
he desired to communicate with the Nationalist Government, the legation
responded that it was the American policy that its citizens should be protected
through the instrumentality of their own government.
"There were, therefore, three organizations represented in the negotiations
from 1929 until 1933-the Nationalist Government, the United States Government, and the Catholic Church. Each had its own policy in the beginning, and
each retained that policy at the end of the period of negotiations. The problem died a natural death when China became more peaceful."
*Schick, Julius M. "Diplomatic Correspondence Concerning the Chinese
Missions of the American Vincentians, 1929-1934." Unpublished Master's Dissertation. The Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C., August, 1951.
Pp. vi-98.
weeks to earn the money needed for
the trip Four Vincentians had interrupted for one day an over-crowded
schedule and without regard for miles,
had traveled to the Valley, three arriving after eleven o'clock the preceding
night. A teaching assignment in New
York awaited one the following day
while the others likewise had to leave
immediately, in response to pressing
duties.
These are but a few of the instances
that can be cited to show the appeal
and usefulness of the Association,, a
usefulness that is summed up very well
in the words of our Superior General,
Father Slattery: "The world today has
urgent need of characters such as every
true Child of Mary is. . . ...

Nations

and families and individuals needs our
Children of Mary. The Peace of the
world, the reign of justice and charity,
the extension of the kingdom of
,Christ, the diffusion far and wide, of
the priceless benefits resulting from
devotion to our Blessed Mother, these
and many other interests of our Lord
and of countless immortal souls depend
very much upon you as Children of
Mary."

Moliere And St. Vincent
According to a recent Frech writer,
St. Vincent's letter praising the familiar and natural style of delivery of
certain actors of his day is evidence
for the novelty of the style, introduced
by the actors' company of Moliere, and
an indication of the influence of
Moliere on St. Vincent.

An Old Diary
(Continued from Page Five)
After that came setbacks and problems.
With three graveyards in the vicinity,
no water available and the neighborhood inconveniently located . . . the

Vincentian
Fathers
were
sorely
troubled. Here God, who had His own
designs in bringing the Vincentians to
California, sent them a generous friend
and benefactor. Mr. O. W. Childs donated by deed, 9 acres of beautiful
land, conveniently located

. .

.

an

additional five acres were purchased
from Mr. Childs. The County of Los
Angeles subscribed $1,000 in script, and
the City donated $500.
On August 15, 1866, Bishop Amat laid
the corner stone. $5,000 was borrowed
from the Hibernia Bank, San Francisco, and construction was pushed. Fr.
Rubi drew the plans and superintended
the construction. March 4, 1867, Fr.
Thomas O'Leary and Fr. Maurice
O'Brien arrived from Germantown.
Disregarding many hardships construction continued and Fr. Rubi, on
St. Patrick's Day, 1867, sang the first
mass in the domestic chapel. Fr. McGill delivered a short discourse. Frs.
McGill, Rubi, O'Brien and Leary, with
their few boarders, moved from the
old house at the Plaza and with happy hearts entered the new college, consisting of but two rooms-a chapel and
a refectory, both unplastered. Classes
started on September 1, 1867, with a
fair number of boys enrolled.
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Sister Caroline

Hugh James O'Connor, C.M.--Golden Jubilee

(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)
It is an influence that began almost with his birth. Born in Chicago on
May 11, 1876, of Hugh O'Connor and Bridget Lyons O'Connor, as a boy he attended St. Vincent's Parochial School on Osgood St., and St. Vincent's College,
a scant half block to the north. And in the evenings, after school, he had only
to cross the ball field in back of St. Vincent's Church, to be in his father's
coal yard on the northwest corner of Belden and Sheffield Avenues. It was no
great surprise to the neighbors, then', when young Hugh left for Perryville and
the Apostolic School, in '91. He was as much at home in St. Vincent's Church
as some of the priests were.
In the fall of 1893 he moved from the wooden "L'Ecole" buildings to the
Novitiate in the Main Building across the way. There he found himself lined
up forever in vocational order just behind Marshall LeSage and just in front of
John Joseph Martin. The next step up the ladder to the priesthood was taken
when he made his vows, on the 24th of June, 1896. Then he moved again
to wherever they were putting students in those days before the new building
was finished in '98, and settled down to the routine of scholastic life, except that
for some unknown reason he took on telegraphy, one of the standard fine
arts of the day. The routine differed also in this respect, that advanced students were sent out to Vincentian colleges at the Cape, and in Chicago and Los
Angeles to help fill in short handed faculties. Hugh O'Connor was no exception
to the rule. Five months after he had received the diaconate at the hands of Abp.
Kain, the Rev. Mr. O'Connor, together with the newly ordained Fr. John
Green, were sent, in August of 1901, to ICalifornia. The Student, quoted above,
has already indicated what success he met with there. His principal duties were
administrative, his chief function that of Prefect of Discipline. In addition, he
taught English Grammar and History.
Succeeding years have seen him retain that administrative role. In
1907 he moved to the newly-named De Paul University in Chicago, where he
served as Treasurer under Fr. P. V. Byrne. In 1909 he returned to the Motherhouse for a four year period of work in the Apostolic School. In 1913 he was
sent briefly to Dallas; in 1914 and during the war he was back in Chicago. In
1918 we find him at Long Beach, Mississippi. Later that same year he became an
assistant at St. Vincent's in St Louis. In 1919 he was returned to Dallas to serve
with Marshall F. Winne, C. M. as an Executive Director of the campaign to
raise $600,000 for that war-weakened University.
He was to render a similar service, in 1922 and 1923, for De Paul University in connection with the school's Silver Jubilee fund. In this general
effort it is acknowledged that he was responsible for some of the largest contributions. Chicago has been his headquarters since that time. In 1935 he went
to St. Vincent's Parish in Los Angeles, but his stay was short and by the end
of 1937 he had returned home.
Lately he has been in residence at St. Joseph's Hospital in Chicago, and
it is there that he will celebrate the forthcoming jubilee. Though it is unlikely
that he himself will say the Mass on that day, if there happens to be a handy
Cardinal O'Connor passing through town, no doubt he'll do. But since Cardinal
O'Connor's, owing to shortsightedness on the part of the Holy See, are
rather scarce just now, an Archbishop O'Connor will probably serve-even a
mere Bishop O'Connor, as long as he has a good strong voice. Whoever it may
be, of one thing we are sure: that day at the Altar he will offer to God fifty
golden years in the footsteps of Christ, in the service of St. Vincent. Congratulations to you, Fr. Hugh O'Connor, C. M. May the grace of Our Lord be with
you always!

ed, the principal being: St. Joseph's
School, White Church, Missouri; Charity Hospital at Lafayette, Louisiana;
Villa Saint Louise, Normandy-a home
for retired and ailing Sisters; St. Malachy's School, for Negroes in St. Louis;
Laboure High School in the same city;
Stella Maris Day Care Center at St.
Philomena's Technical School in St.
Louis; lChild Care Center of Our Lady
of Grace, also at St. Philomena's; Our
Lady of Talpa School, Los Angeles; reopening of St. Theresa's School in New
Orleans. Besides these works, she introduced a department of psychiatric
nursing in De Paul Sanitarium, New
Orleans and St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
St. Louis.
Sister Caroline was a striking character without show or pretense. She
was a model and guide to her Community-simple and humble, enlightening and assuring in her counsels, without assuming an air of superiority. Always she was dignified, gracious, quiet
and understanding, with a heart-ready for any need, be it material or spiritual. She had a deep love for the
Community and its traditions,. and was
ever alert to see that these traditions
,and teachings were carried on according to the spirit of St Vincent De Paul.
Funeral services were conducted at
the Marillac Seminary Chapel, January
29, with His Excellency Most Reverend
Joseph Ritter presiding. Also in the
sanctuary were Bishop Charles Quinn,
C. M.; Bishop Cody of St. Louis;
Bishop William O'Connor of Springfield, and Monsignor William Gorman
of Chicago. About one hundred priests
and Brothers attended the 'services.
The Solemn Mass was sung by Very
Reverend John Cronin, C. M., Spiritual
Director of the Daughters of ICharity.
He was assisted by Reverend Eugene
McCarthy, C M. and Reverend Wm.
Brennan, C. M., as deacon and sub-deacon. Reverend Clarence ICorcoran, C. M.
was Master of Ceremonies. At the close of
the Mass Archbishop Ritter administered the last absolution and gave a
short but impressive talk on the life
and work of the deceased.
Interment took place in the little
Community cemetery on the Marillac
grounds. The singing of the Benedictus
was beautifully rendered by the many
priests who had accompanied the remains to the grave.
Sister Caroline is survived by a
brother, Reverend Joseph Collins, Pastor Emeritus of the Visitation Church
in St. Louis; and also by two sisters,
Misses Ella and Anne 'Collins of St.
Louis.

Congratulations
To Brother Charles Sweeney, C. M.,
who pronounced his temporary vows
on the feast of the Purification of the
Blessed Virgin, February 2, the closing day of the annual retreat.

To Brother Philip (Gerard Bergerton), N.C.M., who was received into
the Internal Seminary on March 2,
the eve of the feast of Blessed Peter
Rene Rogue, C.M.

^

________*_

___
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Vince Mattingly

Camarillo Manuscript

(Continued on Page 8)

First publication from the original of
St. Vincent's famous letter to Jean
Dehorgny on the errors of Arnauld's
Frequent Communion recently appeared in The Annals of the Congregation
of the Mission. Through the courtesy
of lCountess Estelle Doheny, photostats
were made at the Doheny Memorial Library, St. John's Seminary, Camarillo,
and supplied to the editor of The Annals.

He was a man in the community and
yet not in the community, for anyone
who gives sixty years of his life to an
institution becomes almost a part of
that institution. The stone for our
classroom building was hauled with the
assistance of Vince. He is reported as
telling Fr. Coupal that, "I was here before you came, and I'll be here when
you leave." He was always doing something, quiet in his work, yet doing his
duty. Many visitors to the Barrens will
remember seeing Vince faithfully mowing the lawn, his usual summertime occupation these last years.
The funeral Mass, sung by the students and novices, attended by faculty,
Brothers, and friends, took place on
February sixteenth, with Fr. Barrett as
celebrant. The pallbearers were the
following gentlemen, co-workers of
Vince: Messrs. Leo Wingerter, Sylvester Moonier, Albert Comte, James
Elder, Felix Seems, Henry Lohman.

BAZAAR
Though it's still a long way off, we
thought you might like to know that
this year's Students' Bazaar, for the
benefit of the Student Activities and
Mission Fund, will be held on Tuesd'ay
evening, April 29. The usual raffle is
being held in conjunction with the
bazaar.
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Golden Jubilee of Father John LeSage, C.M.
FIFTY YEARS
A PRIEST
Exposing ourselves to criticism for a
crass breach of literary etiquette and
for a vain display of our knowledge of
French, we brazenly begin this tribute
to our beloved Golden Jubilarian with
a pun. Could any word better characterize Father John Joseph LeSage
than his own cognomen, "LeSage"
(English "translation"-"The Sage") ?
All who have come in contact with
him connot but agree that he is a
font of universal and inexhaustible
wisdom and knowledge. Looking back
over Father's past years, one realizes
that this wisdom and knowledge were
not infused, but gradually acquired
during a period of 72 years of ceaseless effort, 57 of which were spent in
the Community, and 50 in the Sacred
Ministry. His numerous talents are
PARIS - 1902
manifested in the record of his varied
works in the Community; especially in
his roles as professor, he has practically exhausted the gamut of courses contained in a seminary curriculum.
1876-1952
Father LeSage chuckles as he tells
he fought and won his first fight
how
Many know the place spoken of in
on the day of his birt.h, June 24, 1879,
rest
the
time,
the
few
a
account,
this
at the home of his parents, Gideon
will have to come with us through LeSage and Celina Bushard, in Los
their imaginations.
Angeles. Seeing that his new-born
The time is just previous to the
son was in danger of death, our jubichange in the century. Horse and larian's father went immediately for
buggy, picnics, walks, ice cream were
a priest. But Father's aunt. didn't want
the grand things of that day. Teleto take any chances, so she baptized
houses,
frat.
reading,
speed
vision,
him herself before Mr. LeSage returned
and "best buy" were yet t-o come. Mom with the parish priest. However, such
for
Junior
get
had to go outside and
a small thing as death was no match
supper, maybe a harder task than for lit'.le John Baptist, for he condragging him from the screen-faced
quered it with the same resiliency and
tube-hearted charmer in the parlor.
vigor with which he rallied from his
There is a little town in the midoperation last year. Three days later
west, precisely in southeast Missouri. he was well enough to be taken to the
It is known as Perryville but I hope
parish Church, Our Lady Queen of
it is no different from other small Angels, and baptized conditionally.
towns all over the country.
Father LeSage's elementary education was divided between Queen of
It is a town to which nature proposed the occupation of farming and this Angels and St. Vincent's parochial
was the occupation at t-he time of the schools. After attending St. Vincent's
introduction of 15 year old Jim Cody College in Los Angeles, on December
to the site of the Mother House of the 7, 1895, he entered the novitiate, which
Congregation of the Mission. Father was at tihat time situated just a few
Tom Smith was provincial at that steps from his present room at the
time, and it had been only three years
Barrens, i. e. in the priests' recreanow that he had presided at Perrytion hall. On the feast of the Imville, rather than at Germantown, maculate Conception two years later he
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for it was
pronounced his vows, and after several
then that the United States was dividyears on the scholasticate was sent
ed into the two provinces of t.he Conto help out at DePaul in Chicago. On

PERRYVILLE -

James Cody, C. M.

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 5)

1952

Joseph L. Lilly, C. M.
JULY

1, 1893-MARCH

21, 1952

A Vincentian influence extending beyond his first days at the Apostolic
School left a deep impress on Joseph
Lilly. Willy-nilly he seemed destined
for the Little Company. He used to
reminisce about the Sunday afternoons
his father would take him to the
college at Cape, and while the father
talked with one or the other of the
priests of St. Vincent's College, the
boy enjoyed the importance of being
with his elders, and the excitement of
the vantage point from which to view
the river.
From this beginning, he proceeded
through the regular channels into the
Vincentians. He led an ordinary lifeApostolic School, Novitiate (where he
remembered staying up one night in
1910 to watch Halley's Comet), Scholasticate (1912), Priesthood (1918). Ordination, in one sense at least, made
his life even more ordinary. Now he
was able to enter actively into the
Vincentian apostolate, and enter actively he did.
What kind of work is the Western
Province engaged in that did not employ the talents of Father Lilly? As
('Continued from Page 1)
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Short Breviaries
Despite the title, this is not a plea
for a shorter Divine Office. We just
want to tell you about a shortage that
already exists.
This is the time of year t.hat finds
all good Third Theologians learning
to say the Office. For this they need
Breviaries, of which we here do speak.
If any of our priest-readers have an
old Breviary-containing the old psalter-which they no longer need, please
send them to the Very Reverend Superior, C. M.
St. Mary's Seminary,
Perryville, Missouri
Thank you very much.

_

_

__

Annual Students' Bazaar
APRIL 29, 1952
Student Activities &Mission Fund
1. $100 SAVINGS BOND.
2. BEAUTIFUL HANDSTITCHED QUILT
(Courtesy of Ladies of Assumption and St. Boniface
Parishes.)

3. COMBINATION CLOCK-RADIO

Recently, in 1948, with the idea of receiving more members, a minor seminary has been started at Ankamaly. For
a long time attempts had been made to get a Vincentian
Father from Europe as Director of the Internal Seminary,
and at last they succeeded in getting Father Fernando
Ibilcieta, C. M., who was working in Cuttack, and the
novitiate was started on May 20, 1951. In addition, on September 18, an Apostolic School was founded at Ankamaly,
mainly through the efforts of Father Ibilcieta.
Father Kattareth, venerated even now by Christians for
the holiness of his life, died in 1931, having had the
happiness of taking his vows three months before, on the
feast of St. Vincent.
At present, the Congregation has nine priests, fourteen
clerics, nine minor seminarians, and six lay Brothers, in-

Mo.
Perryville,

DONATIONS: 10c, 3 for 25c, 15 for $1.00

St. Mary's Seminary

Mar Louis Pareparamphil, the late Vicar Apostolic of
Ernakulam, made a tour in Europe in 1895, where he came
in contact with the Vincentian Fathers. He was so much
pleased with their hospitality and charity that he wanted
to have a similar Congregation started in his native land.
It was not possible to open a house of the same Congregation in his Vicariate, as he belonged to the Syrian Rite of
the Malabar Church, founded by the Apostle Saint Thomas.
He did, however, obtain a copy of the Rules or Constitutions.
While Mar Louis was mulling over these ideas, some of
his priests expressed a desire to live a community life, and
he suggested to them that they start a Vincentian Congregation for the Syrian Church on the pattern of the
Congregation of the Mission. Thereupon, four priests joined
together, raised a small fund from the local Catholics, and
opened a house at Thottakom, Vaikom, in 1904.
They lived together for about eight years, all the while
busy with the construction of the buildings, and helping
the neighboring parish priests in their ministry. But, due
to some mishaps, they had to disperse, as yet having taken
no vows. Two of them joined the Syrian Carmelite Order,
and the others returned to their native place. After their
dispersal, the Ordinary appointed one of his priests to
take charge of the chapel and the buildings, and look after
the needs of the faithful of the locality, and thus their
chapel was converted into a quasi-parish church.
Mar Louis was -succeeded by Mar Augustine Kandathil,
the present Archbishop. The Syrian Hierarchy was established in g123, and the Vicariate of Ernakulam raised to
the status of an Archdiocese, and Mar Augustine had
the desire to re-establish the Congregation. Accordingly,
in 1927, three young priests took charge of the property
and started a new community life. Very soon Father
Kattareth, the cornerstone of the first attempts, returned
and joined them, now in his extreme old age. In 1931,
Father Matthe Payappilly, who was the secretary to the
Archbishop, joined the little company. In 1936, Msgr.
Thomas Nedumkallel, the Vicar General, resigned his post
to join the fast-growing band. Father Matthew Kadavil was
next. Now and then one or two students were also admitted, and sent to the Major Seminary at Alwaye to
complete their ecclesiastical studies.
In 1937 another house was opened, at Ankamaly, where
for the first time some of the younger Fathers made their
novitiate, under Father Pouvathil, in 1942.
From the time the Congregation was re-established
they kept in contact with the Vincentian Fathers from
Spain working in the Cuttack Mission in North India. In
1930, one of them, Father Guemes, C. M., paid a visit to
Malabar and remained for more than two months, giving
conferences on the rules and customs of the Congregation.
In 1933 he visited them a second time. About 1941, Father
Conde, C. M., the present Visitor, was their guest for a day
or two, and Father Tobar, C. M., afterwards Bishop of
Cuttack, also visited them in 1945 and spent a week with
them.

cluding those undergoing the novitiate. Until now their
main work has been giving rerteats to the faithful in the
parishes throughout Malabar, and assisting the parish
priests in their ministry.
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ST0 THOMAS,

DENVER

Six Bishops and more than 100
priests were present at the Seminary
for the closing of the Forty Hours
preached the
Devotion° Bisafhop cinin
sermon o o o oo Bishop Quinn delivered
the main address at a breakfast following the annual corporate Communion for the men of the arehdoicese,
held under the auspices of the Knights
of Columbus, in which over 1,000 men
participatedo oooooPFather Ke aially
is giving the Lenten series of ser
mons at St Philomena's Churchoooooo
preached the Triduum
Father Hedts
inaugurating the Miraculous Medal
Novena at Sto Mary's parish, Colorado Springs o ooo ooo ooooooAt Pueblo,
ly spoke on "The CathFather Kennr
oliTc Fh ch and the Bible" at a forum sponsored by the Diocesan Family
Life Bureau ooo Father anaghAjr gave

the first in a series of lectures
for a marriage forum being conducted
at Sto Philomena's parish on the Sun
days of Lentooooo
STo JOIONS,

TEXAS

t gave two lectures
Father B
on Sacred Scripture for the Catholic
Laymen's Forum of San Antoniooooooo
The Fathers at Sto John's were hosts
on March 2, to Fathers Muphy and
Daspi•, in a celebration marking the
of Sacred Heart
tenth anniversary
charge of the
in
Parish, Cotulla,
Vincentian Fatherso o o o oFather Hogan
directed the minor seminarians in a
very successful and creditable prethree act play
sentation of the
for the evening
"Heaven Can Wait,"
of St. Patrick's Dayooo ooFather Lee
Zimmermann conducted a Holy Hour at
Fort Sam Houston for all the local
The chaplains
military chaplains
sponsor the Holy Hour once a month
at different military installationso
Father also gave a lecture on "The
Liturgy and the Chant" during Liturgical Week in the See City..o oo.o ..
Fathers Hogan, Lenihan, Kavanuagh,
Zimmnermann and Schulte are to con -0
duct days of recollection in various
towns on Passion Sunday o oo o oo o.

STo JOIHNS

KANSAS CITY

Very Revo Philip Le Fevre
is
chairman of the Seminary Participation
Committee for the forthcoming HoCoE.A.
Convention in Easter Week.
Sto John's
Seminary will be host to numerous
priests, especially confreres, during
the conventiono..oo. oThe priests are
currently giving Lenten sermones
in
various parish churches and vocational
talks in parochial schools ........
Fr,
Maurice Kane conducted a Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena at St.
Peter 's
Church, the week of the 23rd,....a.Fro
Mcaugh is giving a series of talks on
Marriage and the Family at St. Ann's
churcho.ooo. Fro Allen De Witt and Fr.
Warren Dicharry have recently con ducted retreats at Gethsemane Retreat
House; the former for the 4th degree
the latter for
Knights of Columbus,
the Diocesan Council of Catholic
Womeno .oo. oo. .. o .. o....
STo MARY'S,

TEXAS

Texas,
Fro James
In Temple,
Fischer missioned the Knights of Columbus in a day of recollection.•...
inspired
Fro Francis Hynes greatly
the faithful of Passedena by his sermon delivered there on the occasion
of the closing of the Forty Hour Devotion......Another day of recollection for the Knights of Columbus-- this
time in Crosby, Texas - was conducted
a
by Fro Jerome Calcagno......For
very special celebration of the Feast
in the church of the
of Sto Joseph,
Holy Name in Houston, Fathers Francis
Hynes and Anton Soklic were envoysthe former offered
extraordinary;
delivered
the Mass, and the latter
the sermon in Italian ooFather Louis
Meteye ministered to the many Catholies of Ellington Air Baseooo..
ARTICLES
An article by Fro Bruce Vawter,
"Sto Peter's Triumph" appeared in
the March issue of the Columba. Also
an article by Fro Thomas Judge, who
is the founder of the Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity.
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STo LOUIS PIEPo

ST. JOIIN'S,

The following Fathers are
giving Lenten sermons: Fr. P. Mullins
at the Church of the Little Flower,
Fro Gaydos at Sto Edwards, Fro PoF.
Zimmermann at Sto Catherine's of
Fr o R o Brennan is to
Alexandria,
give a three day retreat at the Cenacle for the Daughters of Isabella.
This is to take place during the
and Saturday of
Friday,
Thursday,
Holy Week o o oThe following letter
was received from the University of
"Dear Father
Missouri on March 281
a pleasure to reEdwardsi It is
port that the name of the Sto Louis
Preparatory Seminary has been added

Fr. Miller conducted a day of
Ladies
recollection for the Young
Institute of Santa Clare parish in
Oxnard on March 16th and Fro Dolan
Old Mission
for the Y.L°I. of the
parish in Ventura .. ..... Fro Coerver
conducting a lenten series at the
is
Old Mission in Ventura; Fro Richardson a lenten series to the men at the
Navy Base nearby.. ... Students of
St, John's Seminary are producing a
weekly fifteen minute radio program
Local
entitled, "Christian Living"o
Columbus
of
Knights
councils of the
Fro Oscar Miller
are the sponsors,
which are
programs
the
is directing
seminary's
the
in
week
each
recorded
speech studios............

to the list of junior colleges approved by the Committee on Accredited
Schools and Colleges with the Certificate Privilegea The Certificate
Privilege is a form of limited accreditation extended to our junior
colleges which do not quite qualify
for full accreditation but hose work
is considered worthy of approval as
of individualindicated by the list
following
The
courses,
approved
ly
courses are approved for 1951-52P "
of the courses
(then followed a list
now being offered at the Prep,)...

V.F.M.S.,

ST.

LOUIS

Fathers Leo Fox and H. Guyot
have arrived at Formosa and are now
living with the Spanish Dominicans
Their
until they can find a house.
Military
status is that of a UoS.
Sunday there,
Chaplins On their first
Fr. Guyot said mass aboard a U.S.
Navy tanker, and Fro Fox started hearing Chinese confessions.. ..........

PERRYVILLE
BROOKLYN
Assumption
St. Boniface and
A very successful mission
Missions,
standpoint of attendance
from the
was completed at Sto Boniface Church
The week for
during the past month,
the women and the week for the men
approximately
were well attended 1000 persons made the mission, It
was conducted by Fathers McConville
and Know from our Eastern Provinceo
Fathers
The mission conducted by
will
Glynn
James
and
Conway
John
6 at
April
to
23rd
March
run from
Assumption-....
the
of
the Church
00 0
The work on the new Sto Vincent
High School is steadly progressing,

John Ao Flynn,
The Very Rev.
C.M., president of St. John's uni10versity, has been named to the
member council on teacher education
of the New York State Department of
The council is appointed
Education.
by the State Board of Regents......
MARILLAC
A Month's Mind Mass - High Requiem, for Sister Caroline, Visitathe Marrillad
trix, was offered in
Chapel, Normandy, on Beb, 26, at six
Not withstanding the early
o'clock.
hour a large number of Daughters were
The Mass was sung by the
present.
Chaplain, Rev. Justin Nuelle........
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Father LeSage
(tContinued from Page 1)
September 17, 1901 he left for Rome,
having been assigned to st.udy Theology
and Philosophy in the Holy City.
The summer of the same year found
Father LeSage in Paris where at the
age of 24, within the space of two
weeks, he received Tonsure, the four
Minor orders, sub-diaconate and diaconate, and finally was ordained to
the priesthood on July 27th by Bishop
Lesne, C. M. He was not able to have
his parents and friends present at his
ordination, but this sorrow was counter-balanced by the privilege of being
ordained at tihe Mother House, in the
Chapel hallowed by the relics of St.
Vincent.
After his ordination, Fr. LeSage returned to Rome to continue his studies;
and at the end of the scholastic year of
1903 was awarded, simultaneously, the
S. T. D. from Collegium de Urbe, St.
Thomae Aquinatis, and Ph. D. from
Academia Romana, St. Thomae Aquinatis.
On returning to the Western Province, Faher was stationed at St. Louis
University in New
Orleans- (the
diocesan seminary)-which was then
staffed by Vincentians. Besides teaching Philosophy, History, and Scripture,
he also helped out at St. Stephen's
Church, which is located nearby.
After three and a half years in New
Orleans, our young seminary professor was sent to the Barrens, where for
six months he taught Church History, Literature, and French. He was
then appointed to the faculty of Dallas University, and during his eleven
years on the staff he taught Chemistry, Astronomy, Mathematics, French,
and Physics, served on the Board of
Trustees, and filled the office of director of students. Academic work alone
was not adequate to satisfy his zeal
while in Texas, for he went on missions to the thinly-settled countryside-a t.ask which involved riding
horseback over hundreds of miles of
territory. In addition, during the first
World War, Father LeSage was appointed the Knights of Columbus
Auxiliary chaplain-a post which demanded no little time and energy
caring for the many soldiers in training in Texas.
In September, 1918, Father LeSage
was transferred to DePaul University
in Chicago. His eighteen years there
were divided between the Philosophy
and Science Departments. While engaged as Physics professor, Father's interest. was drawn to the still undeveloped possibilities of radio. Besides
his formal classes, he devoted long
hours to that subject; his greatest
diversion was his own transmission
set. Chicagoans were soon aware of.
his attainments in t.he field of radio,
and it was not long before they were
seeking his counsel on difficult techni-

cal problems, for besides possessing
thorough laboratory technique, his
skill as an accomplished mathematician enabled him to tackle also the
theoretical intricacies that were en-

countered in that field. Officers of
the Navy, stationed at what. was then
the Municipal, now the Navy Pier,
came to him for private classes in radio
work.
Father returned to the Barrens in
1936, and has taught Biology, Astoronomy, Geology, Mathematics and various other subjects.
If we use as a norm the old adage,
"One is as old as one feels," it hardly
seems possible that Father LeSage
will soon celebrate his Golden Sacerdotal Jubilee. For he seems to be quite as
active as when he returned to the
Barrens 16 years ago. It is not unusual in early spring to see him out
on the lawns, perfecting his "approach"
shots in anticipation of another summer golfing season, or taking his Trigonometry class out to measure the
water tower or novitiate building. In
the spring especially, he can be seen
walking around the grounds, stopping
to counsel novices and students in
whatever activities they are engaged,
whether it be planting flowers, pruning
trees, or playing tennis. But probably
his favorite exercise is found in the
mental gymnastics involved in helping st.udents who are majoring in
Math. with their more difficult problems. Father conscientiously performs
his share of the tasks assigned to the
faculty: confessions for seminarists,
scholastics, and parishoners of Assumption Parish; parish Masses; benedictlion, and the rest.
Father LeSage will celebrate his
Jubilee April 20th-three months prematurely-so that the entire personnel
of the seminary will be able to participate. As the Golden Jubilarian
ascends the altar on Low Sunday
to give thanks to God for the many
blessings of his Sacred Ministry, he
can be assured that the prayers of the
Double Family will be joined too his.
And especially will we, his younger
confreres at the Mother-House, who
shall be present in the sactuary, thank
God for giving us such a beloved confrere, and we shall ask God to keep
him here at the Barrens many years so
that he may continue to be what. he
has always been, an ideal priest, an
exemplary Vincentian, on whom we
can model our own lives.

Laboure High School
At last, the Sisters of Laboure High
School, St. Louis, have a home of their
own. Since the opening of the school
in 19'42, a house for the Sisters had
been a blissful anticipation. During
the intervening years the faculty was
given accomodations by their neighbors, the Sisters of St. Mary's Home.
Now, aft0er ten years as "boarders,"
they are finally "at home" in their new
residence, a spacious tan brick building
on a plot of ground directly east of the
school building.
The "open house" day for the Sisters
of the city was February 10. During
several hours of the afternoon t.he visi-

tors were taken on an inspection tour
of the house with its furnishings, from
top to bottom. All were in admiration
of the facilities, accommodations, and
conveniences of the building.

St. Thomas Night
"For the lips of the priest shall
keep knowledge, and they shall seek
the law at his mouth; because he is
the angel of the Lord of hosts."
(Malachias 2:7)
The stage curtains opened on a scene
depicting the cross over the entire
world. The curtains also opened on a
program held in honor of a man
revered for his saintly and intellectual
life, St. Thomas Aquinas.
Mr. Rudolph Miller commenced the
exercise with a panegyric, not. upon
the character of St. Thomas, but
He pointed
rather of his writings.
out that the tomes of St.. Thomas are
meant for the beginner; not that they
presented theology in the language of
children, but that he was presenting
the very essence of the matter, with all
superfluities eliminated.
Graft, a subject of current interest,
was the topic of Mr. Donald Ryan's
contribution to the evening's celebration. Problems confronting the confessor, such as graft in obtaining' public office, receiving information, securing immunity, and stealing from
the government, were answered in this
interesting and well-illustrated paper.
The musical entertainment was provided for by Fr. L. Ebisch and his
famous proper choir "cantores specialissimi." "Adore Te" by Hermann, later
followed by the "Montes Geboe" comprised the vocal rendition honoring St.
Thomas.
Another topic of interest came to
our attention in the delivery of Mr.
Thomas Feely, who answered such
queries as: Do I have an obligation to
vote?, Is it a serious obligation?, Is it
serious in a particular election?, and
finally, Are there ot.her circumstances
affecting the voter? The teachings of
Popes and moralists gave the solution
to the problems proposed.
Last of all, Mr. Joseph Bronars paid
tribute to St. Thomas in his paper
dealing with 'Providence And Abandonments.' He tried to show the relationship between Dogmatic theses of
St. Thomas and the spiritual life in the
matter of abandonment to the present
moment. The gist of it was, how to
effect a "transformation of the science
of theologians into the science of the
saints."
The allocution was delivered
by
Father William Cortelyou, who, after
congratulating the men on their theses,
spoke briefly and forcefully on the fact
that we are to dedicate our talents to
God. The praise of the world is not
to be sought, but following t.he pattern
of St. Thomas, we are to labor now,
so that we may know, love and enjoy
God for all eternity hereafter.
The celebrant of the Mass celebrated
in honor of St. Thomas was Fr. Ant.hony Falanga: deacon, Rev. Robert

Olker; subdeacon, Mr. Modesto Lopez; master of ceremonies, Mr. Thomas
Jordan; thurifer, Mr. Edward Mullin
and the acolytes were Mr. Romulus von
Hazmburg and Mr. Joseph Begue.
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Father Lilly
(Continued from Page 1)
far as we know, only the foreign missions. Of course, we all knew him
primarily as Professor of Sacred Scripture. All the years of his community
life he was stationed either at a Seminary or a University-teaching or
learning. His scholarly activities took
him to Rome (S. T. D., College Angelico, 1922), to Palestine (S. S. L.,
Pontifical Biblical Commission, 1933).
His teaching assignments ranged from
Catholic University in Washington
(1942-8) to St. Thomas Seminary in
Denver (1933-41). St. Mary's of the
Barrens claimed at least twenty-six
of his almost forty-two years of community life.

JOSEPH L. LILLY, C.M.

Besides his ordinary teaching assignments, Father Lilly was very active in organizing the Catholic Biblical
Association, of which body he served as
President, and later Secretary, while
the Confraternity Revision of the N'ew
Testament was being; completed. Most
recently in this field, Father Lilly completed a new translation of the New
Testament, in which he undertook the
Epistles, and the late Father Kleist, S.
J., the Gospels. Other works of translation by Father Lilly were a commentary on the Canticle of Canticles,
by Father Pouget, C. M., and The Missionary Ideal of the Priesthood of St.
Vincent de Paul, by James de Laure.
We must not forget his zeal and
self-sacrifice in the post of Provincial
Director of Studies, in which role he
helped to inaugurate the present accelerated summer school program. He
constantly strove to promote a high
intellectual and cultural level among
the students here, an effort in which
his Lecture Series proved very helpful.
Father Lilly's priestly activity, however, was not exclusively academic or
speculative. He realized in his life the
counsel St. Vincent gives in the Common Rules: These "functions on behalf of clerics not of our Congregation, especially ordinands and seminarians. .. must be carried on without

neglecting

the

missions.

.

." The

Motor Missions and Street Preaching
were a part of the apostolate which
Father Lilly loved well, and the summer weeks found him making "the
rounds of the towns and country districts," breaking "the bread of the
Divine Word to little ones by preaching and catechizing."
One final activity of the Western
Province is the conduct of parishes.
Father Lilly's activity extended to this
also. During his many years at Perryville, he served at various times as
pastor at Crosstown, Brewer, and Silver Lake. His occasional remarks in
class were a clear indication of how
much he loved his parish, and how
selflessly he served it.
The doctors said that he died of
a heart ailment. Many a confrere
knows what we know-that Father
Lilly can be said to have worked himself to death. To each of his numerous and varied community activities
he applied himself with an indefatigable zeal and energy.
It was with a real, heartfelt sorrow
that we watched him depart for Kenrick Seminary four short months ago,
for few confreres in recent years have
so much endeared themselves to the
Eltudents. And what was the source of
this endearment? It was not his intellec'ual capabilities and achievements, which rare qualities we did
recognize. Rather, it was because he
had that first requisite for success in
seminary work, namely, that he loved
both the work and the seminarians.
That he had the welfare of the Students constantly at heart was always
apparent.
He was patient, kind, and sympathetic. There was never a story too
long, or a difficult-y too small for
Father Lilly's willing sympathy. And
none of us will ever forget his knack
of making our visitors, by just a few
kind words, feel so much at home.
He was a friend to all.
Yes, Father Lilly was truly a great
man, for he combined the experience
of long years in the priesthood with
an ever youthful outlook. This is truly
one of the signs of greatness, to have
the experience of age, and yet maintain the vision of youth.
Still, this sad loss has its joyous
side. It is one of the consolations of
our faith to know that Father Lilly,
by his intercession with God, can do
even more now than in his lifetime
to raise up missionaries, who, like himself, are patient, kind, and sympathetic in their dealings with others,
and indefatigable in the performance
of their duties.
Many confreres from all over the
province were present at the funeral
at Kenrick Seminary, March 25. Also
in attendance were Archbishop Ritter,
who conducted the obsequies, and
Bishop Helmsing.
Ministers at the Mass were: Father
Stakelum, celebrant; Father G. Guyot,
deacon; Father Kenneally, subdeacon.
Minor Ministers:
Fathers ~tsmm,
Meyer, Darling, and Kuchler. Father

T. Cahill officiated at the grave.
In response to a request made by
Father Lilly a short time before his
death, Father William P. Barr preached the sermon, expressing so well what

The De__ndrein_
we were thinking and wanted to say,
but, could not find words for.
Father Louis Hartman, C. SS. R.,
General Secretary of the Catholic Biblical Association, was present for the
Office of the Dead and the Solemn
Requiem Mass to represent the Association, and also the Catholic University of America. Father Hartman
had succeeded Father Lilly as General Secretary of the C. B. A.

A Joyous Anxiety
... we are ever finding among the
Daughters of Saint Vincent a repetition of the story of that Daughter of
Charity, who just before her deat.h ingenuously said to the Saint, that her
only remorse was that she had taken
too much pleasure in serving the poor.
"The Saint, who assisted her in her
agony, asked her: 'Is t.here anything in
the past that causes you anxiety?' 'No
Father, nothing, except having taken
too much satisfaction in serving the
Poor, because when I went through the
villages visiting these good people, I
did not seem to walk, but felt as if I
had wings, and I flew to their assistance, so great was my joy in serving
them.' Such indeed has been, from
the beginning, the part played by that
gracious cheerfulness, which has characterized the Daughters of St. Vincent
de Paul."-J. B. Boudignon.
If Saint Vincent had been present
Pt the two most rdcen , deaths among
his Daughters and had asked the samer
question, what do you think would
have been the reply? Mutatis mutandis, we're sure it would have been
the same. Charity does not change.
Sister Borgia Mitchell died February
15 at Villa Saint Louise, Normandy,
where she had been living in retirement for the past ten years. Sister
Borgia was for many years on the
teaching staff of St. Stephen's School,
New Orleans, and so might have said
to St. Vincent: "My work was too enjoyable, Father-to see all those boys
and girls growing in age and grace day
by day. It seems as though I made
no sacrifice at all in giving my life t.o
them."
On March 10th, death also claimed
Sister Catherine Finn, of St. Joseph's
Hospital, Alton, Illinois, where she had
been living for the past several years,
retired because of ill health. Sister
Catherine, a native San Franciscan, was
one of the first of the four Sisters
chosen for the Poyang mission in
China. Before going to China, and after her return, Sister spent her community life, exclusively in the bookkeeping
department of various hospitals and
ol.her institutions of the Province.
Her reply to her Father might have
been: "It was too good to able to
leave all and go to a pagan land to
serve the poor. Even just keeping the

accounts, to be sure t-he poor were not
cheated, was a lalor of love. Too
little!"
1Requiescant in pace!
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Father Cody
('Continued from Page 1)

FATHER JAMES CODY, C.M.

gregation. Mr. James Cody was received into the community on December 7,
1891, along with Messrs Ryan, Nugent,
and McLaughlin.
Things were a bit different in those
days. Wood had tio be chopped for
warmth, and water had to be hauled
for washing. Texts like Blair and
Jenkins were used for English and
Literature. Prosody and Arnold's Composition of Greek and Latin were used.
In those days as now, the man who
studied some Hebrew was considered
Under the title of
exceptional.
Arts was included Stenography and
Telegraphy. Mr. Cody had all these
subjects, and was also known for his
vocal and instrumental achievements
in music.
Under the direction of such priests
as Fathers Barnwell, McDermot't, and
Huber, and with fellow students, to
name a few, such as John Green, John
LeSage, and William Barr, he passed
his scholasticate. He was a student
when "Three boys, Dan McHugh, Steven O'Callaghan and Justin Nuelle began their ret-reat for reception." It was
during his first year of Philosophy,
September 1, 1894, that the professors
began to sit on platforms; and later
in September of this year Fat-her McDermott began to hold his "Academia,"
which was to familiarize the students
with current subjects. In t.hose days,
apparently, parents were present when
a novice took his vows, as in the
example of Mr. McDonnell's father.
Christmas was then highlighted by t-he
rendition of the "Adeste" by a "stringed band," the vocal by four little boys.
The achievement on a free day was to
hike to the river or to the stone quarry.
These were some of the things that
affected the life of the student James
Cody, who became Father James Cody
under the hands of Archbishop Kain,
at the Church of the Assumption, together with students Pat Finney,
Marshall LeSage and James Murray.
Father Cody's first appointment was
to St. Vincent,'s College in far off Los
Angeles. There he was professor of
Chemistry, and as such many no doubt
remember him. In 1911 he went to
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Dallas and taught the same subject
at Trinity College, tio return again to
Los Angeles in 1926. Here he taught
both Physics and Chemistry at the
Archdiocesan Junior Seminary, until
recent illness prohibited this.
Father was a rather soft-spoken and
retiring Priest, yet firm and thorough
in all that he did. His patience, especially evidenced in the control of
a high school boy with a test tubewas remarkable. He was known for his
all out war on pronunciations used
by radio men and would stand for none
of it in his class room. Sometimes his
class would be interrupted by a hunt
in his desk drawer for a specimen.
This was accompanied by various
pushings and pullings and a non-inFather
telligible murmuring, and
was at a complete loss to comprehend
why he could not find what he so
methodically put in a 16 square inch
area along with 300 other things. If
this did not work, then a lucky member
of the class went into the equipment
room with instructions where to find
the article. Class would resume, and
if the "huntsman" did not show, there
would be a question, some new orders,
and if no immediate results, an order
to return-a failure.
One of his favorite sections in
Physics was electricity. He would wind
the electrostatic machine and make the
spark jump the gap and tear holes in
heavy cardboard and then nonchalantly invite us to test the power of the
machine. His demonstration struck us
so forcibly that volunteers were very
rare, and they would practically have
to be forced to come into contact wit'h
the greatly reduced current. Another
favorite was the demonstration of
liquids and pressure. A beautiful glass
ornament was used for this, and water
was to be drawn up from a glass and
forced into a basin. He would demonstrate, and then have a member of
t.he class try it. Somehow he always
forgot to tell us of the secret hole in
the tubing which he had covered, and
the demonstrator would get a free
spray. But his classes were not, all a
joke. We stayed after school to complete our experiments and fill in our
workbooks. He also had very little
mercy for the makers of "chemical
stew," concocted from the remains of
experiment's.
Father had had polio as a boy, which
left him with a slight limp, and gave
one the impression of slowness. He
always knew what was going on however. He was interested in his charges,
and took care to know them. Sometimes he would mention matters which
you thought were unknown to him.

These are some of the qualities that
made him Priest and Professor known
and loved by his students and his confreres.
Father Cody"s death occurred on
Friday morning, March 14, a little over
a year after he entered the hospital.
The body lay in state in the Seminary
Chapel, where the Beads were recited
Monday afternoon, led by Bishop
Timothy Manning. Office of the Dead
was sung that evening by confreres
from local houses and the seminarians,
who also waked the body that night.
The funeral at St. Vincent's Church
on Tuesday was presided over by
McIntyre.
Archbishop
J. Francis
Bishop Joseph McGucken's sermon
stressed the virtues in the life of
Father Cody that reflected the virtues
so characteristic of St. Vincent de Paul.
Ministers of tvhe Mass were: Father
Stakelum, Celebrant; Father M. Winne,
Deacon; Father Roden, Subdeacon.
Minor ministers: Fathers W. Mahoney,
Virgets, Farris, and McIntyre. Pallbearers: Fathers Barr, Ready, McCoy,
Walker, Despit, and Melito.
Also assisting at the funeral were
many priests of the archdiocese whom
Father Cody had taught at the Junior
Seminary, a representative group of
men from Old St. Vincent's College,
and many Daughters of Charity and
other Sisters, as well as seminarians
from the Prep and Major Seminariesa visible expression of the esteem and
affection with which they had all regarded Father Cody, in which esteem
and affection all who knew him
shared.
We shall remember him, not only in
our prayers, but, as a guide for our
lives-an example of faithfulness, care,
and generous service.

STRAWBERRY

HILL

An interesting Vincentian institution is St. Mary's College, Strawberry
Hill, which recently celebrated its centenary. This English Normal School,
founded by Cardinal Wiseman for the
formation of Catholic teachers, has
been in the hands of the Irish Vincentians since 1899.

Japanese Vincentian?
A letter in a recent issue of
Evangelizare, of the Irish Province,
opines ". . . perhaps in the near fuiture you may have some first hand information about Japan from the first
Vincentian- Japanese
Novice. There
have been faint knocks heard at the
gate."

EPITAPH OF BISHOP ROSATI
(In Church of the Holy Trinity, Monte Citorio, Rome)
Here lies buried Joseph Rosati, a Vincentian priest of the town of Sora, a
out his holy journies and fulfilled his burdensome duties in exemplary fashion.
He was highly esteemed by Gregory XVI and by the latter was appointed legate
to the territory of San Domingo. Having set out on his journey, Rosati was
overcome by illness and returned to Rome where in the midst of his brethren
he died a holy death on September 25, 1843, at the age of fifty-four years, eight
months, and eleven days.
(Nicholas Rosati in memory of his beloved brother)
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Father Gautsche's first Solemn Mass
was celebrated at St. Engelbert's
church, March 16. Assisthing him on the
altar were some of the priests who
had helped him reach this most
cherished goal. The Rt. Rev. Monsignor
Henry F. Schuermann, pastor of the
parish, was assistant priest, while the
Very Rev. Monsignor Harry E. Stitz,
his former pas'or, delivered the sermon. The deacon was the Very Rev.
John F. Zimmerman, C. M. who had
been his novice director, and the Rev.
James A. O'Sullivan, C. M. was the
subdeacon.
On bEhalf of each member of the
Double Family, the De Andrein extends
congratulations
to
Father
Gautsche and prays with him that
God will bless his priesthood and make
him a fruitful worker in the Congregation.
IN PERPETUAL REMEMBRANCE
Father Arthur C. Gautsche, C.M.

Father Gautsche
Among the group of young men ordained to the sacred priesthood on
March 8, 1952, in the chapel of Kenrick
Seminary, St. Louis, was our confrere,
Father Arthur C. Gautsche, C. M.
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of St.
Louis conferred the Sacrament of Holy
Orders on this group of seventeen,
speaking to them the words of Christ.,
"I will not now call you servants
but my friends, for you have known
all things whatsoever I have wrought
in the midst of you." This day marked
the end of a long period of preparation
and study, and also the beginning of
an active ministry in the service of
God, and for our confrere, the work
set down by our Blessed Founder, St.
Vincent, for the Little Company.
Father Gautsche, born December 16,
1923, in St. Louis, received his primary
education in St. Engelbert's school.
Immedately after graduation in 1938 he
entered the Cape where he spent the
next five years. He was received into
the Novitiate here at the Barrens on
May 27, 1943 and pronounced his vows
two years later.
As a scholastic we came to know
Father Gautsche quite well. It was
evident that while he was always serious about his vocation and studies, yet
he was blessed with a ready wit. and
a good sense of humor which also
enabled him to appreciate the lighter
side of student life. A man of many
activities, he, with Father Thomas
McIntyre, was among the early pioneers of the now flourishing "De Paul
Ways"; a deft. operator of the everailing, old movie machines ("the best
operator we ever had"); a tinker and
general handyman in a class by himself. To him we owe the many rows of
seats that accomodate the TV viewers of the Seminary -and much of the
plumbing system at Camp. But., more
importantly, he will be remembered as
the good natured student that he was,
willing at all times to do his share, no
matter what the occasion.

OF THE EVENT
IN THE NAME OF THE
AMEN
MOST HOLY TRINITY

AMEN
In the year of Our Lord Nineteen
Hundred and Twenty-Six, the twentyseventh Day of April, the Feast of the
Translation of the Relics of St. Vincent de Paul; under the firm but beneficent Pontificate of Pius XI, the Most
Reverend and Illustrious John Joseph
Glennon, D. D., being Archbishop of
St. Louis, Very Reverend Francis Verdisr, C. M., Superior General of the
Congregation of the Mission, and Very
Reverend Michael S. Ryan, C. M., D.
D., Ph. D., Visitor of its Western Province in the United States; Calvin
Coolidge being President of the United
States of America and Samuel Baker,
Governor of the State of Missouri;
Very Reverend Thomas D. Coyne, C.
M., D. D., Superior of St. Mary's Seminary of the Barrens, assisted by Reverend Walter M. Quinn, C. M., Director of its Internal Seminary, and surrounded by the Priests, Scholastics, and
Seminarists of the aforesaid Institution, blessed and placed the First Stone
of this the Novitiate Building of the
Western Province of the Congregation
of the Mission in the United States
of America.
God grant that the work of erecting
so ably begun by the Very Reverend

Thomas O. N. Finney, C. M., D. D.,
Ph. D., former Visitor of this Western Province, may go on to happy
completion and that the Seminary
which we have every reason to hope
will be built up on this stone may continue through a long series of years
unto the formation in Ecclesiastical
Virtue and Science as well as in the'
Primitive Spirit of their State of many
recruits to the family of St. Vincen.,
to the end that the Congregation of
the Mission may grow and expand in
these United Sates fulfilling always
its God-given purpose: "ad salutem

pauperum et cleri disciplinam.'
FIAT.
FIAT.
O Mary conceived without sin, pray
for us who have recourse to Thee.

DeAndrein

Easter
In Diebus Illis
1909-Solemn Mass at 10:30. Father
4chorsch
Huber Celebrant, Father
Deacon, and Mr. Finney Sub-deacon.
Father Shaw preached at all the
Masses, and after each Mass he gave
the Papal Benediction. Solemn vespers
in the afternoon.
1910-Solemn Mass at 10:30. celebrated by Father Monaghan and assisted by Rev. Barr and Mr. Hager.
Solemn vespers at three o'clock. After
vespers a number of students got up a
ball game which found quite a rooting
section made up of lookers-on.
1928-Fine day, but a trifle cold.
Solemn Mass, special music, etc., etc.,
at six o'clock. Father Coyne preaches
an Easter sermon. The customary
"Deo Gratias" at all three meals. The
Students, in keeping with a timehonored custom, take the pride out of
the Novices by beating them at the
national pastime. Mr. O'Malley did a
good job of holding the curves and
drops of pitcher Al Martinez, both for
the Students. Anything that managed
to pass the infield was ably handled by
Mr. Roche. Final score: 6-1.
That's not the half of it though. Before the game, the Seminary Band,
led by Mr. Frank Murphy, who returned from Saint Louis the evening
previous, played numbers never heard
before or since. The pennant was then
hoisted. Mr. Frank Murphy threw in
the first ball. During the game the
attention was diverted shortly for the
steaming hot dogs which were served;
ice cream also went around in abundance. What a day!
1937-Solemn Mass began at 5:45.
Very Rev. Visitor was celebrant (Fr.
Flavin); Rev. Mr. D. Flynn, Deacon;
and Rev. Mr. D. Fassbender, Subdeacon.
Rev. W. Hoppe delivered the sermon.
The students from Perryville spent the
day at home.
1940
-On rising we were greeted with
snow! This came as quite a surprise
after the past beautiful weather. The

Solemn Mass was sung by Rev. O.
Meyer and Rev. Mr. Hymel and Mr.
Dyra were respectively Deacon
and
Subdeacon. The Falso sang the Mass
of St. Frederick, and Fr. Frank O'Brien
did the directing.

Celestial Honeymoon
An addition to the published history of the Double Family is found in
Celestial Honeymoon, the life 'of Sister Catherine
Buschman
(Sister

Blanche, of the Eastern Province), by
Elizabeth J. Weber, published by Benzinger, 1950. Sister Blanche was born
in Martinsburg, West Virginia, in 1867,
and died as a missionary in China in
1926.
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EXPANSION PROGRAM UNDER WAY

Golden Jubilees
On Sunday, April 20, the Barrens
witnessed the official ceremony of
breaking the ground for the new library building. After Father Stakelum had given the blessing, Father John
LeSage, celebrating his golden jubilee,
bent down and scooped up the first
bit of ground with the famous golden
trowel of Countess Doheny. After him
the various community dignitaries dug
in with the silver shovel to make the
act official. As an extra fillip, a bulldozer shoved a few cubic feet of dirt
out of the way.
Many years of planning now begin
to be actualized. The self-sacrificing
devotion of Father Joseph Finney and
the Miraculous Medal Association, and
the generosity of Countess Doheny will
now see fruition. Father Patrick

O'Brien. working under Father Finney's direction, hopes that the fundraising campaign now in progressan appeal by direct mail-will be successful in meeting the costs of the
entire contemplated expansion program.
As you can see from the architect's
plans, the library is only the first step.
The new building, housing a number
of classrooms and exhibit rooms as
well as the library proper, is scheduled
for completion in the fall of 1953, with
the rest of the project to extend into
1'58.
We suggest that you keep this plan
as a handy guide to help you find
your way about the grounds on your
next visit to the Barrens.

Kev.

F'rs. Ut.HuDer,; -. varuln, vlr. Lee,

rT.

0.. ,Lefage Kineeung, Ivr. vawley,,

Fr. Stakelum, Mr. Mullin, Frs. Steele and G. LeFevre.

rrancis Reumer,

u.i.

This spring the little Company in
the western Province has been blessed
in having three confreres celebrate
the Golden Jubilee of their Ordination.
In previous issues we have traced the
careers of Fathers O'Connor and Le
Sage. This month we take up that of
Fr. Francis J. Remler, C. M.
During the peace that followed the
Franco Prussian war, Francis Remler
entered this world in Catholic Bavaria
on April 27, 1874. Fourteen years later,
in 1888 he was on his way to America.
After looking around and beginning
the process of changing his "dats"
to "thats" and his "dese" to "these,"
he enrolled in St. Benedict's College,
Atchison Kansas, where he completed
his classical studies. May 1, 1896, saw

(Continued on Page 7)
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OUR MOTHER AND OUR MOTHERS
"Through thee idolatrous creatures
have known incarnate truth, the faithful have received baptism, churches
have been erected in all parts of the
world. By thine assistance the Gentiles have been brought to repentance.
Through thee, the only Son of God,
source of all light, has shone upon the
eyes of the blind, who were sitting in
the shadow of death. O mother, who
can speak thy praises?"
There words of tribute and honor,
given by St. Cyril to Mary the Mother
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, might
well be applied to the mothers of our
priests today, as it was attributed
to the Mother of the first Priest and
Missioner. Are not the sacrifices and
demands made of priests' mothers in
this era, the same, as those demanded
of Mary? If the path they tread be
similar, so also will be the reward
awaiting them in the life to come.
Let us look at our own family three
and from it draw forth well known
motives for giving fit honor to the
mothers of our priests. The mother is
-the one who from the very beginning
instills into the life of her child the
seeds that someday will give forth
a love of God. She first teaches him
how to form the name of Jesus on his
small lips. Habits such as obedience,
honor, the saying of the morning and
evening prayers, become a part of the
child's early life as a result of the
mother's influence. She like Mary
plays an important role in the molding
of the future folowers of Mary's Son,
Jesus.
Francis Regis Clet was one of fifteen
children. From childhood he had learned daily to pray to the God Who had
formed him from the dust of the earth.
The name Francis Regis was given to
him at Baptism because of his
mother's desire that he should bear
the appellation of an apostle of Velay
who had suffered martyrdom for the
salvation of souls in the year 1737.
The mother of Blessed John Gabriel
Perboyre, on learning of the martyrdom of her son, replied in words to this
effect, "Why should I grieve or be hysterical on learning of my son's death;
have I not like Mary given my son to
God? Mary offered her Son Jesus, I
offer my son, John. If I were to grieve
I would thus show my lack of affection,
for does he not at this moment enjoy the happiness of Heaven? Why
then should I weep?" She showed little
surprise at hearing of the trials John
had to endure before his death. Does
not this courage of her son reflect, as
a mirror, the courage which she herself had instilled into him from
youth?
Models of a mother's self sacrifice: A
son was leaving for a distant land to
engage'in missionary activity. At the
last moment the doctor found some

slight physical defect in the priest. On
learning this, the mother wrote to
this superior pleading that her son
might be sent regardless and presented arguments for the health of
her son and the advantages of the
climate. She pleaded for her son's
departure as the mother of the sons of
Zebedee pleaded for the places of
honor in the kingdom which Christ
was to found. Another mother, although she could not assist at her son's
ordination, took comfort in the thought
that she could visit with him. The newly ordained priest soon learned that
he was destined for mission work;
however, if his sick mother wished, he
might be stationed near home. What
was her wish,-to keep her own flesh
and blood, recently raised to the altar,
near her in her last days? No! 'Go, and
work for God. I shall assist you from
my place in Heaven.' Another missioner who had just returned home
for a visit received news of a persecution threatening his flock. His mother
was one of the first to urge his return.
We now cite a case truly extraordinary, whose authenticity is substantially verified. The priest in question
was exercising a successful ministry
when, of a sudden, he was summoned to his mother's hospital bed. The
woman was critically ill. "Mother," the
son petitioned, "please send me a
sign when you have arrived in
Heaven." In response came the words,
'a sign you ask for and a sign you
shall have.' Later, after the mother's
death, the son was making a retreat, when one evening alone in his
room the voice of his mother echoed
in his ears. She informed him on,
the morrow a letter from his superior
asking that he depart for the mission
territory, would arrive and that he
was to accept this appointment. The
son was not a little upset at the message for he had labored in his present
position long and faithfully, without a
thought of the missions. The following morning the request came, and
the priest, seeing in his mother's message the expression of God's will,
embraced without hesitation the appointment to work in China.
May is devoted in a special manner
to expressing our love and admiration
for the Mother of God. We wish to
manifest our affection for our mothers,
who follow the path traced by Mary.
Mother's Day is but one day out of
the three-hundred and sixty-five. We,
who owe so very much to them, daily
- give thanks to God for a mother who
has given of herself that we might
be what and where we are today. We
hope to be other Christs; they are
other Marys.

Raffle Winners:
1st Prize-Bond: Father G. Stamm, C.M., St. Louis, Mo.
2nd Prize-Quilt: Mr. Maurice Stack, C.M., Kansas ICity, Mo.
3rd Prize-Radio: Mrs, J. C. Wallace, Irving, Texas.

Denri

Daughters of Charity
March 15, 1952 will be specially
memorable in the annals of the
Daughters of Charity of the Western
Province, not only because of the
feast of that day of their loved Foundress, but. also for the fact that it
will commemorate, through the years,
the formal appointment of the new
Visitatrix.
With the closing of the Retreat at
St. Philomena's, on the morning of
the feast, the Retreatants gathered at
the Central House, where, when all
were assembled with the Marillac Sisters, their Spiritual Director announced
the appointment, from Paris, of Sister
Catherine Sullivan, as Visitatrix, filling the office left vacant by the death
of Sister Caroline Collins, on January 26. The news was not a surprise,
as Sister Catherine had been the able
Assistant since 1936.
The new Visitatrix is well known at
the Barrens, at least by reputation,
as she had, on several occasions, spoken to the students and novices of the
work at the National Leprosarium,
where she had spent twenty-one years.
With our prayers for her success, we
issue a cordial invitation to come again
to St. Mary's, to tell us of some of
the Daughters' many interesting works.

Sisters Sailing For Paris
When the Mauretania slips its moorings on April 15, it will carry on its
passenger list two Daughters of Charity: Sister Teresa Kelly, S. S., of the
U. S. P. H. S. Hospital, Carville, Louisiana and Sister Alphonsa Aucoin, S. S.,
of Mary's Help Hospital, San Francisco,
California. The Sisters will be privileged to make a retreat at the Mother
House, after which they will visit other
places of devotion, including, of course,
the Eternal City. While the Daughters
are modestly invited for a retreat at
the Mother House, a trip to Italy,
Ireland and England is usually included as a generous "laignappe."

Memorial Burse For
Sister Caroline
As a fitting memorial of Sister Caroline Collins, second Visitatrix of the
Daughters of Charity of the St. Louis
Province the Sisters decided
to
establish a Burse. This form of memorial fits in well with the interest
Sister Caroline ever showed in the
students.
tion was
her only
lins, has
Master's

Her zeal for priestly educaaccentuated by the fact that
brother, Father Joseph Collong been a laiborer in the
vineyard.

Sisters Die
During the month of March the
Province suffered the loss of two of
its ancient and most revered Sisters.
On March twentieth, Sister Margaret
Garvey, who earlier in the year had

passed her ninetieth birthday at Marillac Seminary, died at De Paul Hospital,
where she had been a patient for about
two weeks. To all who knew this cheerful, holy, generous Sister, it was clear
that she had stored in her precious
(Continued on Page 7)
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ST. JOHN'S, TEXAS

The Episcopal Committee of the
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
to be
has nominated Father Guyot
chairman of the Seminary Committee
of the Confraternity in the Southwest
comprising the seminaries
District,
of the ecclesiastical provinces of
..
San Antonio and Santa Fe o
0ooo
Schulte
Fathers Guyotf, Hogan and
John's at the NCEzA
represented St.
meeting in Kansas City during Easter
week,. .... Archbishop Lucey has choof her
sen Our Lady under the title
Assumption as the patroness of the
new major seminary for the Archdiocese of San Antonio .... .. Father
Lee Zimmermann will participate in a
state-wide Marian rally to be held

in

Austin.

Representatives

of the

hospitals conducted by the Daughters
Dallas, Fort Worth and Austin,
in
will meet with others from Sto Edward's University and from the Newman Club of Texas Universityoo,..
Father Jourdan
During Holy Week,
helped out our confreres in Cotulla
while Father Miget went to Missions
Texas, Fr. Frank O'Brien to Dallas,
and Fr. Morgan Barr to Fort Worth,
Preachers of the Tre Ore in various
San Antonio included
churches in
Hogan and
Zimmermann,
Frs. Guyot,
Danagher and
Danagher......Fathers
Sharpe conducted a retreat for Providence High School in San Antonio
This was the
during Easter Week.
retreat to be preached at
first
this new school..............00000.

ST. THOMAS,

DENVER

Bishop Juinn addressed those
attending the breakfast that followed the annual corporate reception of Holy Communion by the men of
the Fort Collins area..o.. .. Father
Danagher spoke to the Women's Sodality at Lowry Field on the Sacrao o
ment of Matrimony............

At thIe invitation of the
students
thr.
Fr-o Kenneally gave a lecture
to those studying for the ministry
at the Iliff
School of Theology. His
topic was "The Philosophy of Catholic
Education," and the lecture was followed by a lengthy question-and- answer periodo ooooDuring Holy Week Fr.
Towns conducted the ceremonies at the
parish in Sidney Nebraska ..........

STo JOHN8S,9GAMARILLO
Bishop Manning was the celebrant
of the Pontifical Mass in
the Students
achapel
on Holy Thursday .....
The Seminarians sang for the Pontifical Mass at the Cathedral in Los
Fr.
Angeles on Easter Sunday ......
Richardson attended the meeting of
the Western Colleges Association at
Tempe, Arizona on April 5th.....oFr.
Coerver preached the 'Tre Ore'
at
Our Lady of the Holy Rosary in Sun
Valley; Fro Miller preached the 'Tre
Ore 9 at Santa Clara Church in Oxnard.
Fro Miller also conducted a retreat
at Marymount College
in Los Angeles
for the mothers alumnae and friends
of the students from April 7th to the
9thooooooStudents and Faculty have
donated blood to the Red Cross on
April
*
3rd ooo
....
0.. 0 0
0 . .o0

LOS ANGELFS

COLLEGE

Father Thomas McIntyre gave the
annual nurses'
retreat at St. Vincent 9 s Hospital ..o.
o o Fro Edward
Brennan addressed the students of
Iruaculate Heart College during their
recent Youth Conference on *Preparation for Marriage.
oo o..ooo
Bernard Mccoy was Chairman for the
recent meeting of the Archdiocesan
History Teacherso......Fr. William
Casey delivered the series of Lenten sermons at Sto Vincent's church
0Father

in

hinoA
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STo JOHN'Sq KANSAS CITY

STo LOUIS PREPo

Father Jo LeFevre is, by appointment of Bishop 0OHBara, Chairman
of the Advisory Committee of the newly formed Pius X Boarding School for

Fathers John Zimmerman, Edwards,
and Leonard attended the Educational
meeting in Kansas City, April 14-18.
oooRecently the State Inspector
o..o
after which tour
visited the Prep0
he said that he would recommend the
Institute for State Accreditation o o

Boys9 which will begin its first semester in Septemberoooooo Father LeFevre, Father Durbin and Father
Dicharry gave the sermons at the
Cathedral for Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of Holy Weekooo.oo Father
Gagnepain and Fro McHugh directed
the Seminary Choir in the Holy Week
music at the Cathedral; in a Twilight
Musicale at the Catholic Community
Center on Palm Sunday, and for the
Mass opening the NoCoEoAo Convention
on Easter TuesdayooooooFro Diliberto
and Fro McHugh directed the Student
production of Arsenic and Old Lace,
which was a notable successooo.oooo.
ConImmediately after the NoCoEoAo
vention, the Seminary was host to
the First Convention of the National
Lay Committee of the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine, under the
Sponsorship of Bishop OqHara.o..0 .o..

KANSAS CITY
During the recent convention of
the National Catholic Educational
Association, Sto John's Seminary was
hcst to several meetings of the Seminary DepartmentsoGooooooAt the first
session of the Major Seminary Dept.
Fro Gibbons read a paper on "A Corrective Reading Program in the Major
Seminary". Fro Daniel Martin served
as a leader for the discussion which
followedoooooooFro Gilmore Guyot was
elected Secretary of the Major Seminary Department ooooo oFro John Zimmerman was elected Secretary of the
Minor Seminary DeptoooooooFro Cyril
Meyer of St. John's Uo9 in Brooklyn
was elected president of the College
and University Department o o oo oo......

WASHINGTON,

Do Co

It is reported that Father Edward Riley will teach a course in
Statistics at Perryville this summer.
ST.o M&A'S

LA POiTE

At the Rice Hotel in Houston,
Father Barr, was one of the principal
speakers at the 'Kick-Off Banqueto of
the Special Memorial Gifts for the
At
Seminary Building Projectoooo... o
Galveston, Father Gibbons gave the
address at the Alumnae Day gathering
of Ursuline Academy o °Father Meteye
conducted the day of recollection,
in preparation for the ordinations
to the subdeaconate, March 2900.0...
In China, Father Fischer conducted
the services for Holy Week .o.......
DePaul,

Chicago

Father John Ro Cortelyou has received a $1000 grant for cancer research from the Illinois division of
the American Cancer Society. This was
given in view of his study cf the
basic factors involved in growth as
observed in the appendage replacement
process of salamanderso
PERRYVILLE
On April 22 Father Michalski
gave a talk on "The Legion of Mary"
to the personnel of the seminary and
the local unit of the Legioneoooooo
Father Burroughs gave the sermon at
the well-attended May Procession May 4.
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"And in so far as contemplation is
superior to activity, so much the more
would he appear to work for God, who, at
the expense of his much loved contemplation, labors for his neighbor's salvation because of God. Therefore, to labor for the salvation of our neighbor,
even at the expense of contemplation,
for the love of God and neighbor, appears to be a higher perfection- of
charity than if he would cling so dearly to the sweetness of contemplation
as to be totally unwilling to sacrifice
it even for the salvation of others."
De Perfectione Vitae Spiritualis
cap. 23.
Looking back over twenty-five years,
we wonder if Fr. Vohs is not tempted
to ponder what might have been. It
was about twenty-five years ago that
the then visitor of the Western Province, Fr. Barr, told a newly ordained
Rev. Fr. Vohs that he was to set sail
for Rome shortly to study for a degree
in theology. News of his mother's illness stopped the project, and September of 1927 found Fr. Vohs teaching at
our University of Dallas.
Yes, events would have been quite
different if our young priest had been
studying for a degere in theology.
Most certianly the four following years
would not not have found him teaching
secular students at Los Angeles Preparatory Seminary. Indeed, the next fifteen
years would have been quite different,
for it is doubtful that a student fresh
from Rome would be assigned to be
principal of De Paul Academy.
The next fifteen years did see Father
behind the principal's desk at De
Paul. Fifteen years are easy to talk
about, but they are hard to live. As
principal, Father had to make decisions
which would establish or ruin boy's
lives. "Father, should I continue this
course? Should I go to the seminary?
What about this class, Father?" Unimportant when looked on singly, but
important when considered entirely,
these are the questions that compose
the day of a principal.

The new farrowing house, which
might be considered the Seminary
farm's project of the year, is nearing
completion. It has capacity for thirtytwo brood sows and their litters, thus
facilitating farrowings at any time
of the year. Heretofore, farrowings
had to be made only during the warmer months of the year, and the baby
pigs were exposed to the elements of
the weather, and disease. With the
added responsibility of supplying St.
Vincent's College with pork, a more
constant supply of pigs must be produced.
Some of the features of the new
house include a second story grain
bin for corn, with gravity feed to save
labor. A wash room is located in the
front of the building, in which incoming brood sows receive a disinfectant bath before going into clean
quarters. Self-feeders and automatic
Perhaps frequently
during those
years, Father had wished that he had
attained that degree. Surely often his
patience was tried by the immature
attitudes and ideas of a teen-age boy,
The
perseverance
maintained
by
Father is evinced in the reputation
that De Paul Academy enjoys.
It was 1947 that brought Father
Vohs to the University. The office of
registrar was beckoning him. Since
that time, Father has worked as registrar of the College of Commerce of
the University, and is still doing that,
task.
But so far we have mentioned little
that a layman could not do. What was
Father's priestly life? "For every high
priest taken from among men, is ordained for men in the things that appertain to God, that he may offer up
gifts and sacrifices for sins." (Heb.
5, 1). Work in schools composed
Father's chief duty during these years.
Surely the formation of the young
in the things of God is the work of a
priest. That is not to be denied. But
is there even more? Is there more
than teaching, than saying daily Mass?
Is there time "to preach the Gospel to
the poor?" (Luke 7, 22).
Father's ministry has also extended
to the parish. It was a rare week when

waterers are located so that each unit
serves two pens, with capacity for ten'
days supply 6f separate rations for
both sows and pigs. To supplement
individual heat lamps a hot air system
will be used in cold weather to help
heat the floor and create free circulation of air thru the building. An internal drainage, system prevents cross
drainage from one pen to another, thus
minimizing the spread of disease.
The. University of Missouri has
shown some interest in this project by
requesting data on its operation.
Anyone interested in renting a cube
in this new house may do so at the
rate of $2.50 per week, when it is not
otherwise occupied. This includes heat,
both individual lamps, and the hot air
system. Each tenant will be required,
of course to enter through the washroom, where he will have his choice of
either the regular or the disinfectant
bath.
Father Vohs was not assigned to assist
at Saturday confessions and Sunday
Mass at some parish Church. Then,
the consolation .of the power that
God had given him to forgive sins
could be felt. For years also, the helping voice of Father Vohs could be
heard in the pulpit reading announcements and preaching Sunday sermons.
And so passed twenty-five years. It
is with no doubt or hesitancy that
Father can say on June 22, that for
twenty-five years God's will has been
done. Surely he could not have foreseen
how the young priest destined for
Rome was to spend the next twentyfive years. God's will has been hard,
but we can be certain it has had its
consolations. "Take up my yoke upon
you and learn of me, because I am
meek and humble of heart and you
shall find rest for your souls. For my
yoke is sweet and my burden light."
(Matt. 12, 29 and 30). Most of all, Father
can be certain it will also have its consolation in the future. "And everyone
that hath left house, or brethren or
sisters or father or mother or wife
or children or lands for my name's
sake shall receive a hundred-fold and
shall possess life everlasting." (Matt.

19, 29).
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Spring Festival
Standing: Messrs. Sullivan, C. Miller, Cashman, Mullin, Culligan, Wood,
Ryan, Housey, Pelleteri, Martinez, Lee,
Poole, Trapp, Discon.
Kneeling: Messrs. Gallagher, Behm,
Franz, Olker, iCollins, Weber, Shine.
Not Shown: Messrs: O'Donnell, Joseph Haley, O'Connell, Gannon.

What Makes A Festival
William James once said that there
is nothing so fatiguing as the eternal
hanging on of an uncompleted task.
While these words are being written,
that pert though faded saying might
well be applied to the latest student
musical, Spring Festival. The review of
this production, like all such reviews,
will be largely complimentary. Very
few persons will, on reading it, be inclined to give much thought to the
amount of work and man hours that
lie behind the production. Our purpose is to bring into focus what happened behind the scenes.
For the past few years it has been
the custom for the students, under Fr.
Barrett's direction, to present musical
plays for the Easter holidays. This year
the celebration of Fr. John LeSage's
golden jubilee gave added impetus to
the need of offering a polished production. However, scripts were not
easily come by . Some publishers, obviously disturbed by the amount of
competition being given them by the
seminarians at Perryville, were reluctant to surrender the books of any
suitable musicals. The day was saved
by adapting an idea first used by the
St. Louis Municipal Opera; that is, four
or five condensed operettas, unconnected with 'each other, and using
the best songs from the originals.
At the first conference, Fr. Barrett,
along with the student directors of the
play, chose the operettas to be represented: Show Boat, Carousel, Brigadoon, Olkahoma, and South Pacific. Of
these, three had already been student
efforts. From each were chosen a
number of songs, which would form
the basis for a skeletal plot. They next
turned their attention to the hapless
confrere who would be chosen to fill
them in with terse, interesting and
plagiaristic dialogue. A few days later,
'fter a careless search, a scenarist was
found.
Most of the dialogue was eventually
completed in spite of arid intellects
and last minute changes. But this was
merely the beginning of sorrows. New
arrangements still had to be made of
old muscial numbers. There was the
problem of dividing the solos equally
(Continued on Page 7)

Passing by the auditorium during one
of the first practices of Spring Festival,
a humorous student referred to it is
"A poor man's Broadway." However,
now that the report of the superbexecution of the production is being
bruited aibroad, it is inevitable that
Broadway will be referred to as a
"Poor man's Perryville."
By their staging of Spring Festival,
the students have proved that anything that Broadway can do Perryville can do better. With its limited
resources Broadway would
require
years to present five Musical Hits such
as were presented in one expert production at Perryville on the occasion
of Father J. LeSage's golden jubilee.
Broadway may have their Ezio Pinzas'
and Mary Martins', but they would
seem like amateurs compared with the
soloists of The Festival, viz. Rev. Mr.
R. Olker; Messrs, M. Pelleteri, G.
Weber, W. Housey and W. Behm.
During the two hour program Father
T. Barrett transported us, on his
"magic organ," around the world. The
first stop was Cap'n Andy's (T. O'Donnell) Showboat in New Orleans. There
in the deep south we were entertained
by the comical antics of "Mammy"
Cashman and her shiftless husband
(W. Housey). A few of the songs rendered by the soloists and chorus were
"Cotton Blossom," "Make Believe,'
and "You Are Love."
With the Strains of "Old Man River"
lingering in our ears, we embarked for
Bonny Scotland. In the ethereal village of Brigadoon we were welcomed
by the old school master (J. Q. O'Connell) who introduced us to the different clans who had gathered to participate in a local wedding. Here in the
land of kilts we were serenaded with
such songs as "MaConnachy Square"
and the lucky groom's (M. Pelleteri)
"Come To Me, Bend To Me."
Again climbing aboard the "magic
organ," Fr. Barrett transferred us to
South Pacific. With the sea and coral
reef as a background Mr. Pelleteri, assisted by the G. I. chorus, sang of his
nostalgic love of the Island, "Bali
Hai." In a yet more romantic mood R.
Olker sang "Younger Than Springtime," followed by G. (Ezio) Weber's
"Some Enchanted Evening."

Leaving behind the isle of swaying
palms and tropical moon, we found
ourselves back in the States in a New
England setting. The fitting background for Carousel was a fairground
complete with ferris wheel and mountain ride. On the beach a group of
sport-clad vacationers sang "June Is
Busting Out" and "Clambake." A few
of the solos from this Musical were:
"When the Children Are Asleep" and
"Never Walk Alone."
Our final stop was in the green
fields of Oklahoma. Here we were
confronted by a love-sick cowboy (R.
Olker) and his future, not-too-sane
brother-in-law (D. Sullivan). Mr. Olker
expressed his romantic mood by singing, "What a Beautiful Morning" and
"Surrey with the Fringe." Another
owboy (M. Pelleteri) just back from
a visit .to the big city, tells of his visit
by singing "Kansas City." He is accompanied in this by the Dancing
Chorus and Ensemble. This was followed by a novelty number which
evoked the largest round of laughter of
the evening. With a song entitled "I
Can't Say No," a highly intoxicated
W. Behm, dressed in a well padded
checkered suit, told of his futile fight
against the tempting elf-like spirits
who abide in a bottle. This number
was enlivened still more by a scarecrow (F. Shine), which to the astonishment and confusion of the inebriate, came to life and danced with
him a duet called "The Scarecrow
Dance." After a solo "People Will Say"
by G. Weber, the Festival was brought
to a close by a dynamic rendition of
"Oklahoma."
If any members of the cast were asked what contributed most to the success of the production, I am sure
that they would attribute it primarily
to tireless and patient assistance and
efforts of the Musical Director, Fr.
T. Barrett and the Productions director, Mr. Discon. And also we cannot
forget the stage-men, costume and
make-up men and those who made
the program, for they all contributed to
make Spring Festival the great success
that it was-an entertainment fit for
a golden jubilarian.
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Golden Jubilees
(Continued from Page 1)
him entering the Novitiate at Perryville, where on May 1, 1898, he pronounced his Holy Vows. In November
of that same year, with the sound of
those Vows still ringing in his ears, he
was sent to join the faculty of the
newly founded St. Vincent's College
in Chicago, (soon to be De Paul) as
teacher of German. Of that pioneer
faculty he and Father Marshall LeSage
are the sole survivors.
As in all new works, many difficulties
attend the inception of the College.
The classrooms had no desks; instead,
benches along the walls afforded seating facilities. To spruce them up they
were given a coat of paint; unfortunately it was the slow-drying variety,
so that for quite a long time the boys
found their trousers sticking, and
could get up only by slowly detaching
themselves from the clinging seats. To
write, they had to hold a tablet on
their knees. Chemistry class was held
without so much as a test tube to
make experiments. However this lack
didn't faze Fr. Smith, the Superior,
rather he found in it the solution
to another problem. At the time there
were a few classes for which it was
difficult to provide professors and
subjects, all these were lumped into
the Chemistry class, and Francis Remler, who had never had a course in
this subject, was given a book and
told to teach it. There were difficulties!
In September of 1900, the Professorial situation had eased and Mr.
Remler was sent back to Perryville
where he continued his studies until
March 1902, when once again he was
called to the faculty of De Paul, this
time to take Fr. John Martin's place,
and teach Mathematics and Latin.
By June, with classes out, he was
able to get away long enough for his
ordination retreat, and then on June
14, 1902, in the chapel of the old
Kenrich Seminary, he was ordained
along with 6 others, by Archbishop
John Kain. The next day saw him
once more in Chicago, singing his First
Solemn Mass in St. Vincent's Church
with Father P. V. Byrne, C. M. as
Assistant Priest, Fr. Peter Finney, C.
M., as Deacon, and Mr. C. Osthoff as
Subdeacon.
One might think that the constant
shuttling about of Fr. Remler as a
student would presage a life after ordination spent in many varied assignments. Quite the contrary! In
fact, today he holds the record for
being longer than any other confrere
in one house; 45 continuous years at
Kenrick Seminary. In 1905 (still in
Chicago), in addition to his teaching
duties he was appointed chaplain for
the newly established Convent of the
Good Shepherd on Grace Street. However, after a short term he left it
and the Windy City, as he was trans-

Stephen's. Its closing in 1907 occassioned his transfer to Kenrick Seminary, which assignment has perdured
to this day.

What Makes a Festival?

Forthy-five years-practically a life
time. Briefly summarized, his activities
there would read like this: Assistant
Director of Seminarians from 1907 till
1916; Professor of German, of Literature, of the Natural Sciences plus instructor in Sermons and Homiletics
till 1932; procurator from 1921 till 1932;
Spiritual Director from 1932 till 1940,
at which time poor health forced him
to confine his activities to counseling
students, hearing confessions, and the
like. Somewhere during those/ years
he also made time to author several
books such as: The Gospel for the
Laity, The Eternal Inheritance, Why
Am I Tempted? Outlines of Asceticism
for Seminarians, as well as numerous
pamphlets.

among the cast, both for their sakes
and that of the audience. One distracting problem was the chorus. Because of the disconnected nature of
the Festival and the costume changes
that would be required between the
different sections, it was necessary to
have only half the chorus on stage
qt a'time. Apportioning the chorus to
the various selections required the
strategy and diplomacy of an Old
Soldier.
Costumes and scenery now raised
their ugly heads. There were some
sets of costumes which had been preserved from the original productions
and hence offered little difficulty. But
rthers had to be materalized from almost nothing. The scenery, which will
be no more than five painted backdrops, should have been rather simple.
But changes of plan-four altogetherleft a weary stage crew dragging scenery up and down the workroom stairs.
Finding time for practices also proved
an effectual stumbling block. Easter
time, at least for those who can sing,
is one of the busiest seasons of the
year at the Barrens. Festival practices
would have to be sandwiched in between those of the Falso Bordoni. Also a renascence of student initiative
on Saturday afternoons rendered that
period out of the question.
No doubt it wil be said, someday
dourly, that all that time might have
been spent for some better purpose,
even if it were studying. Perhaps. Obviously, more than the
ordinary
amount of blood, sweat and tears went
into the making of Spring Festival. By
the time this article appears it will
have come and gone. Will it have been
worth it? Only time and our reviewer
will tell.

We haven't yet mentioned what is
probably Father Remler's greatest interest, "The moulding of souls through
spiritual retreats." Throughout the
years he has been in constant demand
as a retreat master, giving close to
two hundred in all. In 1940-41, while
temporarily in Tucson, he teamed up
with Fr. Don Hughes of that Diocese
to write and produce a series of 10
transcribed conferences entitled "The
Laymen's Home Retreat." As the name
indicates, these conferences were designed to bring the retreat to the
homes of those who couldn't make
this spiritual exercise in a regular retreat house. Every family wishing to
make such a retreat at home receives
a Retreat Kit, containing all the requisites for the retreat, i. e. the conference, a machine to play them on,
family prayer book, matter for spiritual
reading and a complete schedule of
spiritual exercises for the three days.
There we have a brief and most inadequate glimpse of 50 years in the
service of God. Who but He can gauge
their worth-who but He knows of
the graces granted to His members
through the ministry of Father Remler? All we can do is list a few externalities hoping that by them some
light might be thrown on or indication given of the work within.
All the Priests, Students, Novices,
and Brothers join us in wishing Fr.
Remler, a most happy Jubilee, one rich
in God's Blessings, and may Divine

Providence grant the Community the
precious gift of his example and service for many more years. AD MULTOS
ANNOS! !

Mission Elections
The annual elections of the Stephen
Vincent Ryan Unit of the IC.S.M.C.,
held the first Sunday of May, showed
the following results: President-Mr.
William Horan; Vice-President-Mr.
Joseph Cozy; Secretary-Mr. Walter

ferred to St. Stephen's Church in New Housey. The Province is well repreOrleans, where he was made Director
sented geographically, as the electees
of Seminarians at the St. Louis Dio- hail from Chicago, Los Angeles, and
cesan Seminary, then located at St. New Orleans, in that order.

(Continued from Page 6)

Daughters of Charity
(Continued from Page 2)
soul full ninety years of graces and
virtues. In early Community life Sister
Margaret had served in the SpanishAmerican War, at Montauk Point. Later she was for many years a teacher
and principal in several of our schools,
among them St. Vincent's School, Perryville. When relieved from school duties Sister was placed in charge of
Settlement work at Guardian Angel
Settlement, St. Louis, and at the
EvansSt. Vincent's Day Nursery,
ville, Indiana. In
all these missions Sister Margaret was loved and
respected by all who came in contact
with her. Her cheerful, joyous spirit
was retained even to her last days.
Another dear ancient, called to her
reward March 25, was Sister Mary
Joseph Leacy, who had spent her entire Community life of sixty-two years
at St. Ann's Home, St. Louis, where she
was responsible for much good to
souls. Having reached the
age of
eighty-four and still active, she was

called suddenly to meet her Judge.
Both these dear ancients are now enjoying the reward of their labors and
from Heaven are drawing down blessings on the Province.
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CRUSADERS IN COATS OF MAIL
Every Seminarian longs to be out
saving souls. Though he knows that
he can do a lot along that line by his
prayers, still he wants the chance to
be "active." The Scholastics here at
Perryville get. just that chance even
before ordination through the course
in religious instruction given by them
through the mail. The Crusade Correspondence Courses, under the careful and able supervision of four priests
of the house, have been the source of
instruction during the past thirteen
years, for many, both Catholics and
non-Catholics. The good done for instructor and pupil alike cannot be
measured by mere statistics. The
pupil is introduced to the Cat-holic
faith, if he is not yet a Catholic; he
has the opportunity of increasing his
knowledge and love of God and the
Church if he is already a Catholic.
And, as the Seminary catalogue has
i , "The Scholastic is given the opportunity of imparting to others what he
is learning in the course of his own
studies, while he himself profits by
gaining a clarity and precision of
concept and expression which the
simple exposition of profound theological truths demands." Most of all
the Courses help to foster and increase
in the Scholastic the virtue of zeal
for the salvation of souls.
At times one wonders whet-her the
Courses do not, perhaps, do more for
those who are already Catholics than
for those planning to embrace the
faith. I for one find it difficult to decide, but I feel sure t.hat most of the
pupils, both Catholic and otherwise,
derive great profit from the Courses.
For example, we have as a correspondent a young Catholic woman
of New York. Her tests at the beginning of the Courses show t-hat she
had almost no knowledge at all of the
doctrine of the Mystical Body. After
she had finished four of the Courses
she came to the following problem in
the fifth test. of the "Map of Life"
course: "Pascal wrote: 'Jesus will be
in agony even to the end of the
world. We must not sleep during that
time.' Briefly explain these words."
With what. she had learned she could
pen the following answer:
"Just as our Lord suffered in His
life time on earth with His natural
Body, so there is a suffering of His
Mystical Body to which each member
of the human race may add his in-

trials and tribulations and particularly voluntary suffering to the agony and
Passion of Christ that they may be
presented to the Eternal Fat.her for
the good of humanity."
Then there was the gentleman who
had committed some misdemeanor (nature unknown to us), and had been
invited by the State of Missouri to spend
a period of time at their institution
in Jefferson City. Let's call him Mr.
Jones. He was a convert to Catholicism
and took our course, he told us, to,
increase his knowledge of his new
faith. You may wonder whether Mr.
Jones was sincere. Let me assure you
that his instructor is personally convinced of his sincerity. Mr. Jones was
married and the father of two young
children. His wife was not a Cat-holic.
While taking the Courses, Mr. Jones,
became aware of the importance and
worth of Catholic education, and so
tried to get his wife to agree to send
the children to a Catholic school. His
task seemed hopeless; this wife of his
had a mind of her own, and a Protestant
mind at that. At the request of Mr.
Jones we sent her some literature on
Catholic education. We encouraged Mr.
Jones in his efforts to get the children
into a Catholic school. Well, God's
grace works wonders. The upshot of
the whole affair after about a year's
time was that not only did the wife
consent to allow the children to go to
a Catholic school, but she herself
started taking instructions, and is
now a Catholic. (Oh yes, Mr. Jones
also has hopes of getting a parole
soon.)
About a year ago there came to us
an application from a gentleman of
the deep South. To him I will give
the name, "Lee" (in honor of Robert
E., of course). Though he was old
in years (sixty), Mr. Lee was young as
a child of the Church (a convert of less
than three months). He told us, "I
want to learn all I can. ..

.I'm trying

to be a good Catholic; it isn't always
easy. . ."
After he had gotten into the course
a litl'.e (Moral Guidance), he admitted
his difficulty as a new convert of advanced years: "I know I need your
prayers. It's very difficult, at times, to
shake off temptation, particularly after a life-time of doing various and
sundry t-hings that one didn't consider wrong at the time." His instructor wrote him a letter treating of his
difficulty. In response, Mr. Lee wrote:

would be; but I couldn't help becoming
one; I simply couldn't help it and
thank God for it. It's hard to be a
good Catholic sometimes, but I believe what the Catholic faith teaches
with all my heart and with all my
mind, and wouldn't have it otherwise
for all the world 'on a silver platter.' "
Toward the end of the course he
wrote along similar lines, but his letter
shows that the course was helping
him tlo develop a Catholic habit of
mind: "You know, at the start of this
course I let myself wonder-probably
promptings of the devil-if I wouldn't
be happier not knowing some of the
things Moral Guidance teaches .
Perhaps there is a human tendency
among many sinners not to want better understanding to 'cramp their
style.' I don't feel that way now. I pray
to God's will and to do it." Our
Blessed Mother had a share in helping Mr. Lee. We sent him her Miraculous Medal, and he told us ". . .I wear

the Miraculous Medal every day."
Not all our correspondents are so
docile, or instance, we had a certain
gentleman from Wisconsin who described himself as a Mennonite. Did
he expect to be converted? No indeed.
He waned to convert his instructor!
He flooded us with all sorts of Protestant literature, and brought up,
mostly at the suggestion of his brother
all the old well-worn Protestant objections. Nevertheless, he continued the
course, and as time went on began
to change his attitudes, at least a
lit 'le. It seemed that as long as he
was under the influence of Catholic
thought he was somewhat tractable,
but as soon as he read some new
Protestant propaganda or talked to
his brother, the old hostility returned
again. Back and forth he vacillated,
now favorable to the Church, now its
staunch foe. Where he stands at this
hour, the Lord alone knows. He has
finished the Courses, but is still in
contact with his instructor. He may
be won over yet, with the help of
God's grace, through your prayers.
There are several other correspondents I would like to introduce you to,
but the Editor tells me I have run out
of space. We t-hought readers of the
De Andrein might be interested in
knowing that the Crusade Courses are
still functioning, bringing much benefit both to instructor and instructed.
May God give the increase to the seed
we are planting by our feeble efforts,

dividual sufferings for the good of the
whole body. The agony of our Lord in
the Garden foreshadowed '.he sufferings and trials which the Church will
have to undergo for all time. In that
dark hour He saw the sins of all mankind through every generation, the
weight of which caused a bloody sweat.
Christ again suffers a Bloody sweat, in
the Church through the raging evils
of the world and the indifference of so
many of her children who like Peter,
James, and John continue to fall
asleep, willing in spirit but weak in
flesh. I interpret Pascal's quotation as

"Your letter is about, the finest I've
ever received from anyone and did
me a lot of good. I couldn't resist
showing it to several others who tell
me it has helped them too." He began
to get .,he idea that the Church is the
safe guide instituted by Christ: "I
think what we've got to do is to
accept all teachings of the Ca'.holic
Church as true. We may not fully understand the whys and wherefores at
the moment, but reason says this and
that has got. to be true because the
Church says so."
His was not an easy road to the

and continue to produce "grace in our
envelopes."

an exhortation to us members of the
Mystical Body of Christ to unite our

Church: "I didn't become a convert
overnight.

and took the illfated novice to Cape
Hospital.

. .I almost hoped I never

In Diebus Illis
April 6, 1932--William Flynn, N. C.
M. trying to come home stumbled or
tried to slide and broke his leg. Messrs.
Wangler, Darling, and Foy, C. M.,
laid him on the score board, which
they tore from its place on the backstop, and with the help of some of the
Novices carried him to the Novitiate.
Dr. Vessels, Sr. came out, pronounced
the tibia broken, and an ambulance
was ordered. Mr. Bey & Co. rushed out
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PRIEST'S FOREVER
November 9, 1925 was indeed an auspicious day, for on that day, doctors
and nurses alike were amazed to find
that the young boy just born to Mr.
and Mrs. Olker was crying-and not
with the ordinary wail of a new born
boy. This precious young lad had a
definite musical quality in his cries.
Up and down the scale he went. Indeed, it was an auspicious day.
After grammar school at St. Cornelius's in Chicago, and four years
of preparatory study at the Cape, he
entered the Novitiate on July 19, 1943,
and pronounced his vows two years later.

However, this isn't by any means Fr.
Olker's most valuable contribution to
student life. Rather, it is something
deeper and more fundamental, namely,
his daily participation in ordinary student activities. He was seldom missing
from common recreation, and his ready
smile and cheerful laugh had a contagion that soon infected all.
Now, after long years of preparation,
Mr. Olker will be among those raised
to the priesthood on June first. One
week after that he will celebrate his
first solemn Mass assisted by Rev.
Robert Lamy, C. M., as Deacon, and
Rev. William Pittman, C. M., Subdeacon; Rev. Charles Cannon, C. M.
will preach the sermon.

Rev. Felix Srahchga,O

Rev. Carl Callier, C. M.
The dean of this year's ordination
class was born in St. Louis, October 14,
1925. Towards the end of his career at
St. Francis de Sales School, as he was
thinking of entering a missionary congregation, he took his first notice of
the Vincentians, through contact with
Father Joseph Blechle.
The fall of 1939 found him entering
Cape. The usual chronological progressions ensued-Novitiate in 1943, Vows
in 1945.
Father Callier's seven years as a
student were full of activity, with
never an idle moment. Whatever time
the crowded schedule left open he occupied in pursuing his hobbies of gardening, wood-working, photography,
fishing, and acting. Of late, his summers have been quite taken up with
graduate work in Biology at St. Louis
U.
Despite all these varied interests,
however, and this is just a partial list,
he has always found time to oblige a
confrere whenever a favor was asked
of him.
Father Callier's first Solemn Mass
will be offered on June 8 at. St. Francis de Sales church in St. Louis. The
ministers will be: Rev. Christian Martin, Deacon; Rev. Wilbur Bruns, C. M.,
Subdeacon; Rev. Aloysius
Wempe,
Archpriest. Rev. Victor
Suren
will
preach the sermon.

C.M.

The first of the Spanish students
who will receive the priesthood this
June is Father Felix Sarachaga, who
was born in Delica (Alava)-Basque
country-on November 4, 1927. Orphaned during his early childhood, he was
raised by his sister and received his
primary education at the College of
Our Lady of Nieves, with the Daughters
of Charity. At the time of the Spanish
Civil war Delica was in the hands of
the Communists and one day during an
attack made by Franco's forces Mr.
Sarachaga was accidentally wounded
a mishap that he has since put to good
(Continued on Page 3)

Rev. Robert Olker, C. M.
From the very beginning Mr. Olker
took a very active part in all the activities that are part of student life,
but his forte has always been the
stage. As was very aptly remarked at

the time of this year's minstrel, it
has been a long time since the boards
of the seminary have been trod with
more grace than that which our Deacon has exhibited over the past years.
He has, to a large extent, been responsible for the success of past musicals
and this year's festival. When it comes
to the casting of next year's musical,
he will be sorely missed.

Rev. Felix Sarachaga, C. M.
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THANK YOU
To all who have done anything in
any way to make this paper possible
during the past year.
First of all, to the paying subscribers.
Without your dollars, we would not
even have been able to start.
Next, to the kind confreres and Sisters who faithfully sent in news of
-their parts of the province, and to the
Students who willingly contributed
their anonymous services as photographers, writers, artists, and poets.
Last, but not least, to our printer,
Mr. Philip Zoeller of the Perry County
Republican, and our lithographers,
Brothers Albert, C. M., and Joseph, P.
C. M. Without the cooperation of
each and every one of you, the DeAndrein would not have been able to
survive this year. For good or for ill, it's
your responsibility. Once again, we
thank you all sincerely.

CONGRATULATIONS
Three-year vows: (May 23)
Mr. John Joyce, C. M.
Mr. Edgar Kline, C. M.
Mrs. Ronald Ramson, C. M.
Mr. Thomas Glynn, C. M.
Good Purposes: (May 27)

Mr. Clyde Klump, N. C. M.
Mr. Michael Valencia, N. C. M.
Mr. Ronald King, N. C. M.
Mr. John Golden, N. C. M
Mr. Edward O'Malley, N. C. M.
Mr. Paul Dalton, N. C. M.
Mr. Donald Spitzka, N. C. M.
Mr. Donald Berkbigler, N .C. M.
Mr. Roy Persich, N. C. M.
Mr. Richard Radtke, N. C. M.
Postulant: (May 23)

Brother Gregory, P. IC. M. (Urbano
Perez).

ST. VINCENT
FATHER OF ORGANIZED CHARITIES
(FROM AN ARTICLE IN EVANGELIZARE)

It is true that since the beginnings
of Christianity there were always to
be found generous souls, entirely devoted to the poor and unwanted of
this world, but what we call "organized charity" was almost nonexistent until the time of St. Vincent.
Providence had admirably prepared
him for his mission. It brought him
into contact with the different classes
of society which were, up to then, so
far apart: he was a peasant herdsboy
in the Landes, a university student
among intellectuals, a slave of the infidels in Tunis, a young priest in Rome,
where he imbibed his strong loyalty to
the Holy See. The influence which he
exerted over the cultured classes in
Paris was to be used solely to interest
them in the miseries which were so
rampant, and to obtain the resources
and backing necessary for the establishment of his works of Charity.
Up to this time such works hadn't
even entered his head. He was accustomed to follow the way of Providence
and it was Providence which taught
him the remedies for the various forms
of distress, according as they presented
themselves. He was a docile, but clearsighted instrument in the hands of
God, and his works, so "modern" in the
17th century, foreshadow the wonderful works of Charity of the 20th century. Let us take a brief glance at
them.
THE (CARE OF FOUNDLINGS: The
abandoned children were accommodated
at "La Couche," and were then confided to nurses. Louise de Marillac and
the first Sisters and Ladies of Charity
visited these nurses, and if some child
was not being well looked after, he
was taken away and confided to a
more conscientious woman. Were not
these women playing, three hundred
years in advance, the role of social
helper?
DELINQUENT CHILDREN: St. Vincent, moved by the moral misery he
saw, opened up refuges for girls. Wayward youths were received in the
house of St. Lazare, to be amended and
reformed.
WORKERS' ASSISTANCE: St. Vincent found that procuring work for
those who were capable of it brings a
better moral result, and is more noble,
than just distributing alms. He did, of
course, found hospices for old people
who could not work, but the others
were expected to do what they could.
For those who knew no trade, "Apprentices' Workrooms" were established-a rude beginning of Vocational Training.
WAR RELIEF: The Provinces of
Lorraine and Picardy had been devastated by war. St. Vincent became the
great organizer of the movement of
charity which directed millions of

livres through his hands for the benefit of the unfortunate victims. Depending on the immediate need this
aid took the form of money grants, or
food, clothing, and furniture. In Picardy especially, it was seed, ploughs,
and other farming equipment. The
aged soil of France became fertile
again, thanks to him.
MEDICO-SOCIAL

SERVICES: The

undirected zeal of the charitable ladies
of his parish at Chatillon led St. Vincent to organize the association of
Ladies of Charity, and later, since
they were sometimes impeded in their
task, he founded the company of the
Daughters of Charity-servants of the
sick poor. From these he demanded a
considerable amount of technical training. If he were alive today he would
undoubtedly encourage them to show
that lay philanthropy ought not surpass Christian charity in technical skill.
This care of the body was not sufficient. The heart must be touched
A Sister of Charity must treat the sick
with cordiality, compassion, respect
and devotion. By seeing God in the
poor, St. Vincent loved God in the
poor, and his love for them gave him a
holy audacity, inspired him with a
wonderful devotion, and opened to
him every heart. He points out, speaking of the foundlings, "these children
belong so perfectly to God that we
can call them His children for nobody
.acts as father to them."
He loved delinquent children, many
of whom might be potential bandits.
He forbade that they should be despised. They must be well treated and
given the same food as the priests, for
the best way to reform them was to
show them that they were loved. He
loved convicts, and made himself their
devoted servant. In fine, he loved all
the poor, all the sick. He loved to call
them the suffering members of Jesus
Christ. He wished that his Daughters
should see in them their Lord and Master, that they should do to them all
the services which they would have
been pleased to render Our Lord during His mortal life. "The poor are my
concern; it is they who are worrying
me," he exclaimed at the beginning of
a winter which was going to be harsh,
and he urged his confreres to curtail
their modest repast in order to succour
the unfortunate.
And yet, after having consecrated his
life,
intelligence, his strength, his
everything, to the poor, St. Vincent regarded himself as a useless servant.
When the Queen ,asked him what else
he wished to do, he replied with these
words which should be the program of
all who wish to be soldiers of Charity:
"Still more."
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De Paulway
This spring marks the fifth anniversary of the "DE PAULWAYS," the
religious bulletin written by the scholastics of St. Mary's for the students
of De Paul Academy in Chicago. The
bulletin, published weekly, consists of
two main articles of a religious nature, and attempts to integrate the
religious and social life of the Academy student.
Naturally enough, we students, separated by some 400 miles from the
scene of our apostolate often wonder
just what kind of a recept-ion these
articles receive-that is, do the students at De Paul actually read them,
and what do they think of them? Fr.
Fitzgerald, who sees to the actual
mimeographing of the bulletins at De
Paul (we send up the master copies),
has helped us greatly by asking the
students to write us letters giving their
reactions. Comments run from the
highly complimentary, to critical, to
just plain indifferent, but they'll speak
better for themselves.
". . .. .The De Paulway is very
interesting and some of the little
scenes you put in there, with characters to bring out the goodness or the
badness of a point, are very good. I
would like to see more of them in the
De Paulway."
".
. .I read most of the De
Paulways and some of the ideas in
them are pretty good, bat who
'draws' those pictures? It would
probably help the text considerably if
the pictures were done a little better,
don't you think?"
". . I'll be honest with you sir,
they make very good scrap paper for
mathematics problems after I have
finished reading them. Sometimes I
must, admit they are a little dry."
. . I have one suggestion ..
that is to have a little more to do
with sports. . . ... altogether I think

the De Paulway is a wonderful inspiration t.o most of my fellow students to
De Paul. Keep up the good work."
". ...
.The stories that are told
are very good illustrations of how we
should practice our faith. The subjects
are usually everyday happenings in
the lives of the student6s and they can
help us very much."

". . .. .Here at De Paul we have a
sheet of paper with printing on it in
the racks. We call it the De Paulway
and that's the way we follow it.. I,
personally call it more of a reminder
than new lesson being taught by professor."
And finally, one letter in toto, which
is quite representative of them all:
"Dear Sir:

"I am a student, at De Paul Academy and I wish to express the thanks
and appreciation of all the students

for the wonderful job you are doing on the weekly bulletin 'The
De Paulway.' I think that if you put a
few funny stories in the bulletin it
would make better reading, and also a
better and funnier t.ype of material
for the jokers, than most of the other
kind of supposedly funny stories that
are most common among the teenagers.
"I think I would also like to see a
series of articles that have to do with
the life that you and your fellow seminarians lead, the things you do for
relaxation, the way you go about
learning how t.o be a priest and all
the other interesting things you do."
This student's request received a
special fulfillment in the March issues, which were completely devoted
to seminary life.

"Justice" in China
The Chinese
Communists
have
singled out a Catholic Nun from Detroit, Michigan, as the first foreign
missionary to be attacked in their
"three anti" campaign. The nationwide campaign, begun last October,
aims at rooting out "corruption, waste,
and bureaucracy." Sister of Charity
Vincent DeLude was denounced for
"corruption in a mass demonstration;
at Kanchow, Kiangsi province, on Feb.
24. She and four other American Sisters have been operating a hospital
there which was officially taken over
by the Reds a year ago. The others are
Sisters Emily Kolb, Baltimore, Maryland; 'Catherine O'Neill, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Sister Eugenia Beggs.
Charges Listed: The newspaper account said Sister DeLude was charged
with distributing mission supplies
worth 300,000,000 yuan ($15,000), failing to declare medical supplies valued
at $3,000 when the Reds took over the
hospital, failing to complete construction of a new hospital wing, thus
"wasting" 200,000,000 yuan ($10,000)
and "being careless with medical supplies and stocks so that 80,000,000 yuan
($4,500) were lost or damaged." Principal accuser of the demonstration was

Dr. Chang Shang-wu, a former hospital
attendant. The Reds paper quotes him
as saying: "The Sister is a Catholic
blackguard and an American imperialist running dog. We request the
Government deal severely with her."
Sister D'eLude has been in Kanchow
for 28 years. So far as is known here,
neither she nor her co-workers have
been arrested. However the Bishop of
Kanchow, John O'Shea, C. M., of Deep_
River, Connecticut, was arrested by
the Reds only a week before the mass
demonstration,
on
now
familiar

charges of acting as an "imperialist
espionage agent" and being responsible for the deaths of 34,000 children at
the Catholic Hospital. The pattern is
familiar by now.

Father Sarachaga
(Continued from Page 1)
use in his controversies, for when in
heated discussion with a nationalist he
is accused of having lived on the
communist side he extricates himself
by saying that even so he shed his
blood to free his country from the oppression of Stalin. On the other hand
when talking with an opponent of
Franco he can always claim that he
was wounded by the nationalist army.
But withal he is an apt and ready defender of his country.
Mr. Sarachaga went from the
Daughter's school to Apostolic School
of the Miraculous Medal and St.
Vincent de Paul at Pamplona (Navarra). After five years there he was received into the Novitiate-Hortaleza
(Madrid)-on September 19, 1944, and
pronounced his vows two years later.
On September 10, 1948, after finishing
his study of philosophy, he passed to
Cuenca to study Theology until October, 1950, when he was missioned to
America to learn English in order
to properly equip him for teaching in
the Philippines.
In the field of sports soccer has always been his forte; agile and fast, he
inspired his opponents with a healthy
fear and respect.
However, his chief pleasure is to be
found in the study of the history of
philosophy, especially the writers of
the 19th and 20th centuries. Consequently today's economic and social
problems have a prominent place in
his mind.
He takes an artist's delight in the
paintings of the Spanish masters, including also Picasso and Salvador Dali.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
"The new forms of charity which
Saint Vincent de Paul was incessantly
inventing disturbed the rest of a great
many people, and very often officials
must have said to him, 'That's enough;
give us a chance to breathe!' Saint
Vincent, however, with his even pace,
1which never outstripped Providence,
continued to advance steadily; and
every morning he looked on human
misery with fresh eyes and tirelessly
kept on creating new remedies for
it. It is men like that who extend the
kingdom of God, men who know that
'new wine is not to be put in old wineskins,' men who have not come to
terms with things as they are."-Abbe
Michonneau, in Integrity.

"There is only one way of becoming
a true friend without having the norm.al conditions and that is through
an intensity of charity and a complete
giving of one's life to the service of

people, feeling free, then, to see them
when needed, and having no desire or
obligation to desert them. But this is
the method of Saint Vincent de Paul ..
simple, direct, total, and way beyond
the tight little restrictions of social
work."-Peter Michaels, in Integrity.
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FIRST

PHILOSOPHY

1st Row: Messrs. Baude, Roberts, McCarthy, LaVanway.
2nd Row: Messrs. Sumonka, Gordon,
Keeley.
Not shown: Mr. Stack.

SECOND PHILOSOPHY
1st Row: Messrs. Cashman, Frar
Sullivan, Pilz.
2nd Row: Messrs.

Floersh,

Joh

Haley, Brown, Dowd.
3rd Row: Messrs. Pfeifer, Drew, Le

THIRD PHILOSOPHY
1st Row:

Messrs.

Wood,

Collins,

Caruso, Grass.
2nd Row: Messrs. Culligan, Hoernig,
C. Miller, Poole.
3rd

Row:

Messrs.

Lynch,

Trapp,

Housey.
Not shown: Messrs. Burger, Schlade.
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FIRST THEOLOGY
1st Row: Messrs. Fortenberry, Begue,
von Hazmburg, Cozy.
2nd Row: Messrs. Gallagher, Menard, Martinez, Reininger.
3rd Row: Messrs. O'Donnell, Salzer,
Figge, Shine, Jordan.

SECOND THEOLOGY

1st Row: Messrs. Feely, Discon, Weber, Bronars.

2nd Row: Messrs.

Joseph

Haley,

Mullin, Horan, Behm.

THIRD THEOLOGY
1st Row: Messrs. Leon, R. Miller,
Gannon.
2nd Row: Messrs. Pelleteri, Amezqueta, Persich.
3rd Row: Messrs. Ryan, Schwane,
Rowland, O'Coninell.
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Good Evening, Fr. Evening
Rev. Ignatius Wieczorek, C. M., arrived at the Cass Avenue Mission
House May 6th, thus finishing an
eleven month journey. (Wieczorek being rather difficult for most English
speaking Confreres to pronounce properly, Father has changed his name to
Evening, Wieczorek meaning Evening
in Polish). Father Evening, a Polish
Confrere, has been in China since
1936, this is his first time out. Since
1947 he has lived and worked with the
Western Province Fathers in the Diocese
of Yukiang, in the mission of
Linchwan. June 20th of last year he
was forced to leave Linchwan after
being branded "The Chief of Staff for
the American Imperialist." Then followed nine months waiting in Hong
Kong for clearance to the U. S. His
visa was finally granted. He crossed
the Pacific in a Freighter, arriving in
San Francisco May 2. Both Father's
parents are living, and even though
they have not seen their son in fifteen
years, still, they strongly advised
against his returning to Poland.

Vincentian Martyred
An unconfirmed report out of our
Procure in Shanghai states a Confrere in Linchwan, Kiangsi has been
executed. Should this report be true,
the Confrere could be no other than
Rev. Joseph Kwei, C. M., who made
his Novitiate in Perryville in 1937-38.
Fr. Kwei has been in prison since Feb.
15, 1951. There were no formal charges
against him at the time of imprisonment but we knew he was taken in
for "brain washing" because: (1) he
refused to denounce the American Imperialist (C. S. Dunker); (2) when he
was notified that his services were no
longer desired as Principal and tedcher
in the Catholic High School of Linchwan, he made the mistake of asking,
WHY; (3) he was recognized as a
Youth Leader; (4) he freely expressed
his pro-Nationalist opinions; (5) he
often overwhelmed Communist cadres
in arguments on religion and philosophy; (6) he was zealous in off-setting
communist propaganda with religious
Truths. Any one of the above is deemed sufficiently criminal to warrant
execution.

SAN ANTONIO
Fathers Guyot, Norbert Miller, Johnson, and Schulte represented the house
at the Installation of Bishop Gorman,
at Dallas.
Fathers Guyot and Miget are being
kept almost continually busy arranging for the opening of the new Seminary of the Assumption, which is at
present being vacated by Trinity University.
Father Eirich directed the Minor
Seminary in an excellent three act
play, "Through the Eye of a Needle."
Father Johnson gave a Day of Recollection to the Knights of Columbus, at

Victoria,

---

PROVINCE---

Perryville - Dallas

Formosa -

VISIT AND RETURN

FORMOSA
"I have about twenty fellows in a
doctrine class, about ten of them seem
really interested and since they themselves are professors in the university
here, it looks as if they may be excellent prospects for baptism. Still a
bit early to be sure, but we have hopes.
"I'll be quite happy when we can
settle down in some place we can call
our own-we've no place now to put a
chair if a fellow does come for a talk.
We use a sort of class room for the
catechism but it has the disadvantage
of anybody drifting in one night to sit
down and occupy space and ask questions and then you never see them
again, holds back the others-but in
our own place we could control such
things.
"One of the teachers went to a primary school long years ago in China
and so had heard of God. Years afterwards under the Commies he knew his
number was up and prayed-that night
he dreamed that he was being told to
move from his house and so he did
move-the next day the Commies
came looking for him. So he now wants
to be a Catholic.
"We use the pamphlets ourselves
and some we can loan to those who can
read. Easter there was a good crowd
with a good number of confessions."

St. Thomas Seminary,
Denver
Bishop Quinn

addressed

a

joint

meeting of the American Legion in
Denver, and on May 1 was the principal
speaker at the May Day rally in Holy
Ghost Church, sponsored by the Legion
of Mary.
Fathers Kenneally and Tolman read
papers at the spring clergy conference
for the priests of the Denver area.
Father Herbst conducted the semi-

annual retreat for the girls at the
Good Shepherd Convent.
First Tonsure and all of the orders
except priesthood were conferred by
Bishop Quinn in a series of ordinations
held in the seminary chapel at the

It was a jubilant and gaily attired
group of young men to which the
scholastics were hosts May 7. The
minor seminarians arrived from "The
Cape" around 8:30, eager to see their
future home, meet their big brothers,
and show off their athletic abilities.
After stopping a few moments to give
their approval to the progress of the
library construction, groups gathered
around the handball and tennis coturts
to encourage the participants. On the
handball court Messrs. Gannon, Discon, Reisinger, and Franz, not wishing to expend too much energy because of the heat of the sun, reduced
the tournament to two games by winning both, 21-17. However, the Cape
team consisting of M. Haley, P. Hurley and R. Elder gave the aged gentlemen a good fight.
On the tennis court Messrs. Pelleteri and Martinez compensated for
their old age by another technique.
They graciously condescended to play
all three sets of the tournament. They
won the first (6-3), but during the
second set they rested (?), losing to
Cape's M. Maher and J. Doyle 2-6.
The deciding game set was a student
victory (6-2).
After dinner the Cape boys spent
the traditional half-hour bolstering the
morale of the novices at their favorite
recreation spot near Bishop Rosati's
Cabin.
The student baseball team, under the
watchful eye of Captain Figge, defeated the Cape team 7-5. The baseball patriarchs Messrs R. Miller and
E. Rowland pitched, and G. Figge
caught for Perryville. B. Scherer pitched for Cape with D. Mahfood as his
catcher. The game was climaxed in a
late inning when Rev. Mr. Callier made
a sacrificial attempt to catch a homerun, hit over a barbed-wire fence in
left field. As he limped away through
the orchard there was brought to a
dramatic but ignominious close one of
the most brilliant baseball careers in
the annals of Perryville.
The Cape boys soon returned the
compliment
with their reciprocal
hospitality to the students on May
20. The weather prevented some of the
scheduled events, but the handball
teams managed to struggle to a tie,
while the Students overwhelmed the
younger boys in basketball, 60-42.

DALLAS, TEXAS

beginning of May. There are nineteen
students in this year's ordination class.
On May 18 over three hundred altar
boys from the Catholic schools of Denver were guests of the Serra Club at
the Seminary. The Solemn Mass was
followed by a vocation film, luncheon,
and various track and field events, the
prizes for which were awarded to the
boys by Bishop Quinn. The day closed
with Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament.

Bishop Danglmayr, Auxiliary Bishop
of Dallas, presided on April 27 at the
dedication ceremonies of The Dallas
Building of St. Paul's Hospital here.
Father James Thompson, C. M., gave
the invocation. The sermon by Father
Gilmore Guyot, C. M., emphasized the
work of the Daughters of Charity,
comparing them to the Good Shepherd.

Fathers Kenneally, Vidal and Danagher represented the Seminary at the
investiture of Msgr. John McD'vitt in

Father Thomas A. Mahoney, C. M.,
will preach and conduct the exercises
of the Sacred Heart Novena to be
held in St. Vincent's Church, June 12

Laramie, Wyoming,

to 20,
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New Assistant Visitratrix

PERRYVILLE

Bishop O'Hara delivered the sermon
for the May Day procession and crowning on the Seminary grounds. Plans are
being made to construct a grotto during the summer.
Father Philip LeFevre will be notary
for Ordinations at the Cathedral on
May 31st. There will also be Minor
Orders for three members of the new
Trappist Monastery of Sweden, Missouri, to be conferred by Bishop O'Hara
in our Seminary Chapel on May 26th
and 27th.
The Seminary Choir, under the direction of Father Gagnepain, sang for the
dedication of the new St. Ann's
Church, Fairmount, on May 4th. It
will also sing the Mass which Bishop
O'Hara will celebrate on Memorial Day
at Mt. Calvary Cemetery.
Father Warren Dicharry addressed
the graduating nurses at St. Joseph's
Hospital, St. Joseph, Mo., May 4th. He
will also conduct a retreat for the
graduates of Notre Dame de Sion
Academy on May 24th.
Under the direction of Father McHugh, the Seminary Guild had a very
successful card party on April 21st and
are planning a testimonial dinner for
the retiring officers on May 20th.
Fathers Vincent Walsh and Bernard
Degan conducted Solemn Miraculous
Medal Novenas at Visitation and St.
Elizabeth Parishes respectively during
the week of May 4th to May 12th.

Directress of the Seminary, Sister
Loretto Ryan, has been appointed Assistant of the Province.
Sister Loretto, in office as Directress
of our Seminary since 1940, came to
that office from Immaculate Conception Academy, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico,
where she had been in charge for
eight years. Previous to that time she
was, for about fourteen years, one of
the personnel on the teaching staff
at St. Stephen's School, New Orleans,
where her work, especially in the boys'
school, was very successful.
Because, as yet, no replacement has
been made for the duty in the Seminary, Sister Loretto is continuing her
work there in her office as Directress

On May 11th the students defended
their long standing title as baseball
champions and again, defeated the
novices by a notable score. The defense
put up by the young and spirited
novice team was good but not good
enough to hold down the experienced
students.
The digging for the new library has
advanced considerably as a result of
the remarkable workable weather we
have been enjoying.
On June 1 Bishop Cody will officiate
at the ceremonies for the laying of the
cornerstone at the new St. Vincent's
High School.
Father Thomas Van Deursen, C. M.,
arrived at the Barrens recently.
Father Van Deursen is the sixth confrere within the past year to come to
the Western Province from Holland.
Another Netherlands priest-Father
John Van Lare, C. M.-is expected to
arrive shortly.

CHICAGO-DePAUL
Rev. Peter Paour, C. M., constructed
the scenery for the Student Activity
Council's presentation of "Marrying
Marian" while Rev. Clarence J. Bogetto,
C. M., who has produced three previous
operettas, served as ex officio chairman of the committees behind the production.
May 2, Rev. Simon Smith, tC. M., was
celebrant at the Mass for the Annual
Coronation ceremony of the Blessed
Virgin, afterwards he gave a brief talk
on Mary, Queen of Heaven.
Rev. Thomas Connolly, C. M., associate professor of philosophy, discussed the moral implications involved in
working a nation's people up to a war
time pitch, at an International Relations Club Forum, April 30.
Father Connolly also figures prominently in another item. He and a class
of 15 were accidentally locked in a
classroom, when the door swung shut
and locked (Fr. Connolly had forgotten
his keys). After some 20 minutes the
shouts of one of the students attracted
Fr. T. J. Wangler, C. M., who rescued
them with a screwdriver.
"Evolution and Theology" was the
topic of the Rev. William T. Gaughan,
C. M., in a lecture presented at a
monthly meeting of the Theology Club
(April 5).
Rev. Willis Darling, C. M., is handling the information on the eligibility
requirements for College Graduates

who wish to apply for Commissions in
the Wacs.

LADIES OF CHARITY
On Sunday, April 27, Feast of the
Translation of the Relics of St. Vincent de Paul, the Ladies of Charity held
their Annual Meeting at Marillac
Seminary. The program, which began
with lunch at 12 o'clock, was followed
by Benediction at 2 p. m. After an inspiring sermon by Reverend Raphael
Kuchler, C. M., there was a reception
of new members, and then the usual
business meeting in the Retreat Room,
consisting of reports and talks by
delegates and representatives from the
various branches of the organization in
different cities. His Excellency Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter, graced the
occasion by attendance at the meeting
and giving an inspirational talk. More
than two hundred members were present and all left the Marillac Seminary
grounds early in the evening well
pleased with proceedings of the day.

BETHANY, OKLAHOMA
On April 17 no less than three
Bishops visited St. Francis Seminary:
Archbishop O'Hara of Philadelphia,
Bishop Leech of Harrisburg, and our
own Bishop McGuinness. So rare an
occurrence called for a round of holidays.
May 7 all the students attended the
annual Catholic Youth Rally in Tulsa.
Father Derbes will speak at the commencement exercises at Sacred Heart
Grammar and High Schools in El
Reno, Oklahoma.

WASHINGTON
Father John Vidal passed his comprehensives to qualify for an M. A.
in Sociology. The title of his thesis
was: "A Study of the Family, Cultural, Geographical,
and
Religious
Background of Students in Five Diocesan Major Seminaries."
CORRECTION
The priest incorrectly identified as
Father Joseph Steele, C. M., in last
month's picture of the ground-breaking
ceremonies, was Father Edward Neels,
1C. M. Father Neels is Procurator at
De Paul U.; Father Steele is an assist-

ant at St. Stephen's, New Orleans.

GALVESTION, TEXAS
The people of the diocese, when
called by Bishop Nold to raise $2,000,000 for the purpose of building a new
seminary, responded by staging a fund
drive that succeeded in raising $3,081,000, and that within a month and a
half of the opening of the drive.

The Case Of The
Glass Doorknobs
Well, we finally managed to sneak a
reporter into the Priests' rec hall to
get a look at the beautiful collection
of antique paperweights and doorknobs
which were given to us by the Countess
Doheny. This most valuable array of
glassware has been set up in showcases by two gentlemen who came all
the way from the West Coast explicitly
to do this job.
What makes these paperweights so
valuable today as collector's items is
the fact that they were made in factories in France, Germany, England,
Ireland, and America in the middle of
the nineteenth century from secret
formulas which, for the most part, are
not available to glass manufacturers
today. In those days, the work was
exquisitely done by hand and these

artists rarely repeated themselves, so
that nearly always the individuality
of each weight was strongly marked. In
the late nineteenth century the demand ceased, and most of the factories either closed down or switched to
mtaking other types of glassware, thus
leaving the paperweight a thing of the
past.
In our collection are included masterpieces from the French factories of
St. Louis, Baccarat, and Clichy-outstanding for the lustrous softness of
their glass, for the excellence of their

workmanship, and the fine artistic
sense displayed in their exquisite designs.
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Modesto Lopez, C. M.
Jet-black hair combed straight back,

eyes hued in harmony, an infectious
smile, and a ready laugh-all set on
5'7" and 130 pounds of Castillian
vitality-such roughly gives you the
external appearance of Father Modesto
Lopez, who greeted this world on May
30, 1928 and thus finds himself of
canonical age with a day to spare on
Ordination Day, June 1, 1952.
Father Lopez spent his early days in
Poedo, (Province of Orense) Spain.
He was one of ten children, of whom
four became Daughters of Charity and
one a Vincentian priest. With such an
example set for him it was almost inevitable that he should also be attracted to God.

Rev. Julian Fuente, C. M.

Rev. Antonio Saldana, C. M.

There is a small town in the wide
Castilian plain--Santa Maria, Burgos.
Father Julian Fuente was born there
twenty-four years ago. To be exact,
:twenty four years ago last January
23rd at lunch time.
He attended the school in his town
until, at the age of eleven, he entered
St. Vincent's Apostolic School at Tardajos, the mother house of a great
number of Vincentians of the Madrid
Province. In his years there he was
appointed sacristan of the Church
more than once. He made his novitiate
at Hortaleza's Internal Seminary and
took his vows there on September 27,
1946. It was at Hortaleza where he
made his philosophical studies, and
grew in the love of science. From there
he went to St. Paul Seminary in Cuenca
where he began his theology.
December 23, 1950 will be for him a
date to remember. That day, after convincing the American Consul in Madrid
that he was neither a communist nor
a "falangista," he flew from Madrid to
the United States. He always was a defender and admirer of the American
life and land. Many of his confreres
knew him as "El Americano."
That is the skelton of Fr. Fuente's
life. He has never been the noisy type
.we see him many times at TV
or in the radio room just enjoying him-

From the town of Rabe de las Calzadays, in Burgos, Spain, comes the
youngest and tallest of the four Spanish
Conferes being ordained this year in
Perryville.
The Rev. Antonio Saldana was born
on January 7, 1929. Destined from
childhood, so it seems, to the sacred
ministry, he entered our apostolic
school in Tardajos when he was only
ten years old. On September 19, 1944,
he entered the Novitiate at Ortaleza,
and after two and a half years pronounced his holy vows. Now young in
years, but old in seminary training,
he is anxious to start his priestly career, doing his bit to foster the work
of God and his community in the
Philippines.
An avid reader, he joins pleasure to
the task of mastering English. His
quiet and unassuming manner have
made him a person easy to get along
with, and have won him many friends.
Although as all true Spaniards, a lover
of things Spanish, he has found a
spot in his affections for the American
way of life. His ambition at present is
to teach, and his interest in the teaching field lies in major seminary work
in Canon Law or Moral theology.
Fr. Saldana will sing his first Solemn
Mass in Los Angeles before leaving for
the Philippines.

In January 1940, (not quite twelve)
he entered the Apostolic School at
Maceda-Orense; the following September he transferred to another, "Villafranca del Bierzo," at Leon. September 15, 1944 saw him entering the
Novitiate at Hortaleza (Madrid), having capsuled in the previous 5 years
the equivalent of our grades 7 to 13
inclusive. His perpetual vows were
made on the 26th of September 1946,
after which he moved across the hall
into the Philosopher's department for
another 2 years. Then came a switch
to the Seminario de San Pablo at
Cuenca, for Theology, which was interrupted in October 1950, when his
self and thinking . . . but we also find
superiors called him to tell him that
him in the falso where he sings a very he had been selected for the Philipnoisy "basso." He is also a lover of -art, pine mission, and to prepare to leave
music, and painting. We have often for Perryville, U. S. A., to study Engenjoyed the funny cartoons he somelish.
times drew about the troubles and
Thus it was that on November 11,
works of the students. He began to 1950 we welcomed
Mr. Lopez and three
show a special interest in the art of
companions to St. Mary's. In a few
photography when he became one of weeks they could order repetitions in
the stars in a vocational propaganda the refectory, while their facility with
movie. Without being the sporting Latin took much of the strain out of
type, he likes sports and once even
going to school in a foreign tongue.
managed to break his left arm rn a The following summer
saw Mr. Lopez
basketball game. His favorite sport is with a good grasp
of English, detertaking long hikes.
mined to acquire as well the arts of
Fr. Fuente has been a good "amigo."
swimming and canoeing, (both very
All of us shall remember him when, common among Filipino students). He
Aafter his ordination day, he leaves us succeeded, and in this his deacon year
to go to the Philippine Islands to work has added to his renown by his movin our Seminary there.
ing sermons.

HISTORIANS TAKE NOTE
We almost forgot. For the benefit of
future historians, we must note that
this year's ordinations took place on
May 31 and June 1, Archbishop Joseph
E. Ritter pontificating.
Besides the six priests we have just
introduced to you, there were twentyeight ordinands to the lower orders.
Nine received the Sub-diaconate, seven
became Exorcists and Acolytes, and
twelve received first tonsure and the
orders of Porter and Lector. Our
heartiest congratulations to them all!

